How should central banks view movements in equity, housing and foreign exchange markets? Can policy-makers improve economic performance by paying attention to asset prices, as well as inflation and output forecasts? Is it possible to identify asset price misalignments and bubbles? Is it possible to use non-conventional policies to address asset price misalignments? Should asset prices be included directly in measures of inflation? Do asset prices contain information about future consumer price inflation?

The second title in the ICMB/CEPR series of Geneva Reports on the World Economy addresses these questions and reaches the following conclusions:

• A central bank concerned with stabilizing inflation can achieve superior performance by adjusting its policy instruments in response to asset prices as well as inflation forecasts and the output gap. The reaction to asset prices will, however, depend on why they have changed: appropriate responses to increases in productivity growth are very different from responses to misalignments or bubbles.

• Asset price misalignments may be difficult to measure but this is no reason to ignore them.

• Most non-conventional policies, such as adjusting margin requirements, are unlikely to succeed in reducing asset price volatility.

• Inflation measures should take better account of changes in housing prices, but stock price movements are better left out of inflation indices.

• Asset prices have a strong effect on future inflation, although the impact differs across countries.

'The role of asset prices in monetary policy is one of the most important, and difficult, questions confronting central banks today. This study raises the relevant issues. Its conclusion, that central banks should indeed assign a greater role to asset prices will be controversial. This does not mean it is wrong.'

Andrew Crockett, General Manager, Bank for International Settlements
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Foreword
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Executive Summary

How should central banks view movements in equity, housing and foreign exchange markets? Developments in asset markets can have a significant impact on both inflation and real economic activity. History is replete with examples in which large swings in stock, housing and exchange rate markets have coincided with prolonged booms and busts. Are there any actions central banks can and should take to minimize the likelihood of macroeconomic instability arising from extreme changes in asset prices?

We address a series of specific questions. First, in formulating day-to-day policies, can policy-makers improve macroeconomic performance by giving consideration to movements in asset prices? Or, as many influential economists argue, should monetary policy-makers ignore asset price changes and set interest rates in response only to forecasts of future inflation, and possibly to the output gap as well?

Our answer is that a central bank concerned with stabilizing inflation about a specific target level is likely to achieve superior performance by adjusting its policy instruments not only in response to its forecasts of future inflation and the output gap, but also to asset prices. This conclusion is based in part on our view that reaction to asset prices in the normal course of policy-making will reduce the likelihood of asset price misalignments coming about in the first place. Also, inflation forecasts depend on assumptions about asset prices that, in turn, must depend on views about the size of asset price misalignments. We are not recommending that central banks seek to burst bubbles they currently perceive to exist, nor do we suggest that they target specific levels of asset prices. Furthermore, we do not recommend responding to all changes in asset prices in the same way. The response to a rise in equity prices driven by higher productivity growth would be very different from the appropriate reaction to an asset price misalignment or bubble.

A central bank that reacts to asset price changes must attempt to estimate misalignments. It has been claimed that the pitfalls involved in doing so makes our proposal impractical. But, the difficulties associated with measuring asset price misalignments are not substantially different from those of estimating theoretical constructs such as potential GDP or the equilibrium real interest rate. These difficulties have, rightly, not prevented central banks from using these concepts in deciding on monetary policy.
Similarly, although asset price misalignments are difficult to measure, this is no reason to ignore them.

There will always be a great deal of imprecision in estimates of these misalignments, as there is in estimates of other key macroeconomic quantities used in setting interest rate instruments. It is, therefore, important for central bankers to develop a framework for policy-making that accounts for the various sources of uncertainty that they face in setting their instrument to meet their inflation and growth objectives.

Are there alternative, less conventional, policy responses for addressing perceived asset price misalignments? The historical record is filled with attempts by policy-makers to move equity prices and exchange rates. The US experience in 1929 where the Federal Reserve opposed bank lending collateralized by stock is a clear example. We examine this case, as well as attempts to rely on public statements to move asset prices or to use margin requirements to reduce their volatility, and conclude that these strategies are generally ineffective.

Should asset prices be included directly in measures of inflation? For many years, some economists have argued that a properly constructed inflation index should be based on both the prices of what is currently consumed, as conventional consumer price indices are today, and prices of future goods and services, as represented by the price of assets. Proponents of this view suggest that monetary policy should seek to stabilize such a combined index.

No one has yet shown why focusing on such a measure of prices reduces the cost of inflation most effectively. Furthermore, most common implementations of this proposal place a very high weight on asset prices. This amounts to suggesting that central banks target asset rather than current consumption prices. We provide an alternative set of calculations based on the idea that inflation affects all nominal prices, including equity and housing. Our conclusion is that changes in stock prices are much too noisy to be useful in inflation measurement, but that prices of homes contain significant useful information.

Finally, we ask whether asset prices can be used to improve forecasts of future inflation. Many studies show a relationship between retail price inflation and movements in equity prices, housing prices and exchange rates. We survey this evidence and add a few calculations of our own. Overall, the results suggest that asset prices have a strong effect on future inflation, although the impact surely differs across countries and may shift over time.
Should central banks take asset prices into account when they formulate monetary policy? This question comes up with a regularity that correlates strongly with the degree of turbulence and perceived misalignments in asset markets. There are good reasons for raising the issue. Developments in asset markets can have significant effects on real economic activity as witnessed by numerous historical episodes ranging from Wall Street's 1929 crash to the Tokyo housing and equity bubble in the late 1980s and the severe crises afflicting South-East Asian equity, commercial and currency markets in 1997–8. While it is difficult to disentangle cause and effect, there is little doubt that asset price booms and busts have been associated repeatedly with the emergence of serious economic imbalances. It is important to ask, therefore, whether central banks can improve their effectiveness – and lessen the likelihood of economic instability – by taking asset price shifts into account explicitly when setting monetary policy.

Although it is by no means clear that asset price changes were the root causes of the declines in output and employment that followed these (and many other similar) episodes, it is important to ask whether there is anything central banks can and should do to minimize the likelihood of macroeconomic imbalances induced by developments in asset markets.

Central bankers do keep a keen eye on asset price developments in fact, and sometimes act in response to these developments. Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan's conclusion than US demand growth was outstripping potential increases in supply – thus raising the inflation risk that justified the Fed’s subsequent rate hikes – derived in large part from the impact of rising asset prices on household wealth. Similarly, after having long taken a ‘benign neglect’ attitude towards the declining external value of the euro, European Central Bank President Willem Duisenberg recently felt compelled to issue a public statement reassuring his fellow Europeans that neither price stability nor their personal wealth would be left at risk.

These are not isolated cases. For example, a survey conducted by the Centre for Central Banking Studies (CCSB) of the Bank of England revealed that asset price volatility influences monetary policy in a majority of the 77 central banks questioned.¹
Despite the concerns expressed by Chairman Greenspan and President Duisenberg, consensus views about monetary policy – including those of many prominent academics and other analysts – stipulate that central banks should set interest rates in response to actual (or forecast) inflation and possibly the output gap as well, but that they should not react directly to asset prices.\(^2\) The reasons usually given for this conclusion are that asset prices are too volatile to be of much use in determining policy, that misalignments of asset prices are close to impossible to identify, let alone correct, and that systematically reacting to asset prices may be destabilizing.

This report reviews the arguments on these issues and presents some new analysis and evidence. Contrary to the current conventional wisdom it concludes that incorporating asset prices more systematically into central banks’ policy-making processes could potentially improve economic performance. Specifically, our view can be summarized in five points:

- A central bank concerned with both hitting an inflation target at a given time horizon, and achieving as smooth a path as possible for inflation, is likely to achieve superior performance by adjusting its policy instruments not only to inflation (or to its inflation forecast) and the output gap, but to asset prices as well. Typically, modifying the policy framework in this way could also reduce output volatility. We emphasize that this conclusion is based on our view that reacting to asset prices in the normal course of policy-making will reduce the likelihood of asset price bubbles forming, thus reducing the risk of boom–bust investment cycles.

- Although asset price misalignments are difficult to measure, this should not be a reason to ignore them. We argue that there are situations where the emergence of such misalignments can be identified, and we suggest policy measures to avoid them. Of course there is a great deal of uncertainty associated with identifying asset price misalignments, but this uncertainty is not necessarily greater than that associated with measuring potential output, a construct that is routinely taken into account by policy-makers. Our view is that central bankers should develop a framework for making policy under uncertainty that includes potential asset price misalignments as one potentially important source of economic distortions to which they should react.

- When we attempt to measure core inflation using the appropriate statistical methods, we find that a significant role should be given to some asset prices, especially housing, but not to equity prices. Such a measure of core inflation may constitute an attractive complement to conventional measures of inflation such as the consumer price index in the process of policy analysis and implementation.

- Asset prices contain information about future inflation that can be incorporated into inflation forecasts used in the monetary policy process in some countries. In addition, asset prices are important in the transmission of inflationary impulses, and sometimes they constitute a source of such impulses themselves. It is possible that attempting to
forecast asset prices rather than using simple conventions could improve the quality of inflation forecasts.

- There is little evidence that changes in margin requirements and other unconventional policy tools will dampen asset price volatility. As a result, there is no evidence to suggest that attempting to substitute other policy tools in lieu of conventional monetary policy will improve central banks’ ability to reach their principal policy goals.

It is important to emphasize a number of points we are not making. First, this study is aimed at improving the normal functioning of central bank policy. It is not intended to deal with asset crisis management issues. Thus, we make no explicit recommendations concerning either identifying or bursting asset bubbles should they come into being, or the appropriate response to a sharp deflation in asset prices. Second, we do not recommend the targeting of asset prices by central banks, or the inclusion of asset prices into the monetary policy objective.

1.1 Can we improve macroeconomic stability by reacting to asset prices?

The first of our conclusions, that there is a prima facie case for central banks to include asset price developments directly in their policy formulation process, is derived in Chapter 2. This chapter examines whether macroeconomic performance – defined in terms of minimizing the variability of inflation and output – can be improved by such a change in central bank practice.

Our intuition that this ought to be the case is based on two arguments. The first is an application of the classic Poole (1970) analysis, which states that a central bank should ‘lean against the wind’ of significant asset price movements if these disturbances originate in the asset markets themselves. Such a policy should attenuate the disturbance’s influence on the real sector of the economy. In contrast, if the disturbance originates in the real sector, asset prices should be allowed to change in order to absorb part of the required adjustment.

The second argument that drives our intuition is explicitly inter-temporal. It is based on the notion that when significant asset price misalignments occur, they help to create undesirable instability in inflation and/or employment that may be exacerbated when the misalignment is eventually eliminated. A pre-emptive policy approach therefore will tend to limit the build-up of such asset misalignments and macroeconomic imbalances, and would also limit the size of the required eventual correction and thereby the medium-term variability of inflation and output. Such a policy would be desirable in general, even if it would mean a temporary departure from the short-term inflation target.

We examine the robustness of these intuitive arguments by conducting extensive simulations with two more complete models incorporating sophisticated treatments of asset markets and realistic assumptions about
the dynamic effects of policies and disturbances. The first model we consider, is a generalized version of the one used by Bernanke and Gertler (1999) in their recent influential study of how policy-makers should react to stock price bubbles. They concluded that policy rules should only respond to stock price movements insofar as they signal changes in expected inflation, and they recommended against systematic response to bubbles. By contrast, we find that in the vast majority of cases that we study, it is strongly advisable for interest rates to respond to stock prices. The reason for the differences between our conclusions and those of Bernanke and Gertler appears to be that we investigate a wider range of possible policy responses than they do.

Another model we consider is that of Batini and Nelson (2000), who have used their framework to examine the optimal time-horizon for monetary policy feedback rules that are based on inflation forecasts. Within the confines of this model we show that a central bank that responds to exchange rate fluctuations arising from portfolio shocks, in addition to its two-period-ahead inflation forecast, tends to reduce both inflation and output volatility when compared with a monetary authority that only responds to the inflation forecast.

Although our results are based on specific models, we believe that they are quite robust in the sense that most state-of-the-art economic models would imply that policy-makers’ decisions could be improved by appealing to current information about asset prices. Once again, we are suggesting that policy react to asset price movements in the normal course of events to help stave off the potentially harmful effects that would arise from the development of asset price bubbles. Preventing the formation of asset bubbles improves macroeconomic performance regardless of whether a central bank’s policy is based on targeting inflation.

1.2 Is it possible to measure the degree of misalignment of asset prices?

Many central bankers and academics are hostile to the notion of taking direct action to prevent misalignments because, in part, of the difficulties associated with distinguishing between movements in asset prices that are in some sense warranted by underlying fundamentals and those that are not.

It is widely debated today whether or not the US stock market is fundamentally overvalued. Thus, Chapter 3 analyses the present valuation of the US equity market, concluding that even under optimistic assumptions about the increase in underlying productivity growth, the equity risk premium is currently towards the lower end of its historical range. Since econometric evidence suggests that this premium is likely to revert towards its mean in the medium term, it is probable that this will occur at least in some cases through an adjustment in equity prices. From this perspective, owning US equities implied above average risk at the time the study was undertaken. This insight would be of use in monetary policy formation.

Note that implementing monetary policy also requires estimates of asset
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price misalignments in the more conventional case where policy depends only on the inflation forecast and the output gap. This is because inflation forecasts may depend in part on asset prices. In this case, estimating asset price misalignments could influence the inflation forecast.

Moreover, it is probably no more difficult to measure the degree of stock price misalignment than it is to measure the size of the output gap, or the equilibrium value of the real interest rate, concepts that many central banks already use in preparing their inflation forecast. Specifically, output gap estimates depend on estimates of underlying productivity growth and the equilibrium equity risk premium. These inputs also are necessary to estimate stock price misalignments. Furthermore, there is empirical evidence (both in the US and the UK) that forecasters have consistently overestimated the NAIRU during the 1990s.

We conclude, therefore, that measurement difficulties, as real as they are, should not stand in the way of attempting to incorporate estimates of asset price misalignments into the monetary policy-setting process.

1.3 Practical implementation

An implication of our analysis in Chapter 2 is that central bankers, who set their target interest rates based solely on expectations of future inflation over some fixed time horizon, could do better. That is, our analysis suggests that reacting to asset prices directly could result in a smoother path for both output and inflation. Thus, reacting directly to asset prices improves policy outcomes, regardless of whether or not a central bank employs a strict inflation targeting framework that puts virtually no weight on short-run output variability, or a more flexible approach that gives more weight to real fluctuations. In Chapter 4 we discuss how asset price developments can be incorporated into current practice.

One way of attempting to calibrate the difference that our proposal would make is revealed by considering the situation in the US during the fourth quarter of 1999. The actual Federal Funds rate averaged around 5.3%, while a standard Taylor rule would have suggested a rather higher 6.5%. Augmenting the Taylor rule to include stock prices suggests an even higher level, above 7%. While we would not want to make too much of these precise magnitudes as there is very considerable uncertainty about some of the most basic inputs to these rules, the ranking of interest rates implied by these two rules and the actual rate is likely to be robust.

As an alternative to actually specifying a simple policy rule to determine interest rates, the government might instead specify to the central bank that inflation and, perhaps, output deviations should be minimized on average in the future. This is likely to lead central banks to assign a weight to asset prices over and above their effect on a fixed-horizon inflation forecast. We do not believe that it will make policy-setting any more difficult than it is already. As for having to communicate policy decisions to the public, it might actually be easier than a policy that ignored asset prices, especially at
a time when it was suspected that asset prices were misaligned. Our proposal is consistent with the remit given to the Bank of England, and other inflation-targeting central banks.

Many analysts have expressed concern that central banks may have created potential moral hazard by creating expectations that they would take remedial policy action if asset prices fall. The informal survey discussed in Chapter 5 is consistent with this concern. It is at least possible, however, that this perception has arisen because market price changes are, in fact, asymmetric. For example, US stock returns appear to be more skewed to the downside even at horizons of four to five years. Our proposal is that central banks react to asset price movements in a symmetric and transparent fashion. This might help reduce market perceptions of asymmetry.

One possible objection to our proposal is that it might destabilize the economy. For example, interest rate increases motivated by the view that stock prices are ‘too high’ might lead to self-reinforcing price drops, so a ‘soft landing’ might be hard to achieve. If that occurred, however, the central bank could respond by reversing course – indeed, if asset prices were ‘too low’ the central bank would respond more aggressively than in the pure fixed-horizon inflation targeting case.

Finally, it is worth reiterating that the report focuses on the use of conventional interest rate policy in response to asset price developments. To examine whether or not central banks could use alternative policy instruments for the same purpose, we looked at two suggestions that have received particular attention: margin requirements and using policy signals to influence asset price developments. We conclude that neither of these alternatives for achieving macroeconomic objectives are substitutes for traditional monetary policy.

1.4 The danger of puncturing asset price bubbles: two historical examples

It is important to keep in mind that this report deals with central bank reaction to asset price developments in the course of formulating monetary policy on an ongoing basis. In particular, we are not advocating a strategy of systematically puncturing asset price bubbles if and when they occur. To underscore this point we look back at two significant historical periods of asset price volatility, the United States in 1929 and Japan in the late 1980s, and argue that the role played by the respective central banks at the time is controversial. For example, many scholars have reproached the Federal Reserve for attempting to puncture the ‘bubble’ in the stock market in 1929, and for not doing enough to prevent the Great Depression that followed.

Similar criticisms have been levelled at the Bank of Japan in its handling of the ‘bubble economy’ of the late 1980s. It has been argued that an overly expansionary policy was in part responsible for the sharp inflation in real estate and equity prices between 1986 and 1989. In addition, it is claimed that the 1989 tightening helped to puncture the bubble, but also helped to
ush in a period of financial distress coupled with a severe recession. We argue in Chapter 5 that a policy taking account of asset price developments of the type we recommend could have helped to attenuate the boom and bust cycle in the Japanese economy during and after this episode.

Both episodes point to the importance of preventing asset price bubbles rather than puncturing them, and to the necessity of having appropriate crisis management strategies in place. In addition the Japanese example suggests that regulatory measures affecting the banking and financial system can have powerful effects on asset price inflation and deflation.

1.5 Should asset prices be included directly in our measure of inflation?

Several analysts have argued that the central bank should directly target a measure of inflation that includes asset prices. Armen Alchian and Benjamin Klein3 first advanced a case for this over 25 years ago. The argument has recently been championed by one of the members of the Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of England (Professor Charles Goodhart) and there have been various attempts to implement such a policy.

The Alchian and Klein premise is that the goal of central bank policy should be to maintain the stability of the purchasing power of money. They go on to assert that a stable purchasing power should refer not only to the price of what is currently consumed, but also to future goods and services. Since many asset prices actually refer specifically to the latter, it has been argued that they should be combined together with the consumer price index as the central bank's target variable.

At first sight, the Alchian and Klein argument is compelling, but on closer scrutiny there are reasons to be sceptical. At a theoretical level, Alchian and Klein do not provide an analysis to show why focusing on their chosen measure of inflation reduces the cost of inflation most effectively. It would in fact be surprising if it did, given the large number of reasons why inflation is costly in the first place. Furthermore, the implementation of the Alchian and Klein measure is fraught with such difficulties that it is very unlikely to form a practical alternative to more conventional inflation measures. One implementation is the construction of an index of the cost of lifetime consumption, where asset prices are used to measure the prices of the future goods and service that one will wish to purchase. Since most people's consumption is predominantly in the future, the weight on assets becomes very large – well in excess of 90%. Suggesting that the central bank target such an index would amount to recommending that they target asset prices. But asset prices change for too many reasons for such advice to be sensible.

We examine an empirical implementation of the Alchian and Klein proposal, based on the idea that inflation affects all nominal prices. That is to say, movements in all prices, including those of assets, have a common core component that represents aggregate inflation. We discuss a method for
extracting this core measure and apply it to a set of prices that include the prices of consumer goods and services (those commonly included in consumer price inflation measures), prices of equities and prices of housing. Our findings are very clear. Equity prices contain far too much noise to be useful in inflation measurement. That is to say, their relative price has too much variability over monthly or annual horizons. Housing, however, is quite another story. There is substantial evidence that changes in prices of homes contain significant information regarding aggregate price inflation. In the US case, the sale prices of homes are important even after we account for the changes in the service flow prices of housing that are currently included in the US Consumer Price Index.

Overall, we believe that current inflation measures could profitably benefit from an increased weight on housing, but that the current practice of ignoring equity price changes in measures of inflation is justified.

1.6 Do asset prices help forecast inflation?

Central banks that have adopted price stability as a major objective need reliable inflation forecasts both to assess the likely evolution of prices in the absence of changes in monetary policy and to judge the consequence of such changes. In this context, asset prices can provide useful information. There exist a large number of empirical studies that show significant relationships between changes in asset prices and inflation some periods later. For example, a recent study by Charles Goodhart and Boris Hofmann shows that inflation in a broad sample of OECD countries is significantly affected by changes in the exchange rate, the price of housing, and equity prices.4 To be sure, the relationships are not identical across countries, and may even change over time, but as we show when we carry out out-of-sample forecast comparisons using the Goodhart–Hofmann data, asset prices do provide useful information about future inflation in a number of countries and time periods.

This conclusion is confirmed by simulations carried out on multi-equation models often employed by central banks to prepare forecasts used as inputs in the policy decision process. For example, changes in stock prices have significant effects both on inflation and output in a model used at the United States Federal Reserve. Similarly, inflation and output are influenced strongly by the exchange rate and the price of housing in the Bank of England’s macroeconometric model. Simulations reveal that international differences are present also in large-scale models. Stock price changes tend to have a larger impact in the United States than in other OECD countries because of the larger capitalization of the US market, and the larger share of household wealth represented by stocks. On the other hand, exchange rate changes are more important in other countries where exports and imports make up a greater proportion of GNP.

The recognition that asset prices can have strong effects on future inflation implies that central banks have an incentive to forecast asset prices
themselves. While we fully recognize that this is very difficult, we contend that it is not a reason not to try. In any event, monetary policy decisions in fact rely on some assumption about the evolution of key asset prices. At the Bank of England, for instance, one of the important inputs into the inflation forecast is the evolution of the external value of sterling, and this in turn is forecast using interest rate differentials. Comparisons of these exchange rate forecasts during the past four years with the subsequent out-turns reveal persistent errors in the same direction, which may have led policy-makers to set interest rates at too high a level.
PART 1: Macroeconomic Instability and Policy Response
2 Asset Prices and Macroeconomic Stability

The principal novelty of this report is our claim that central banks can improve macroeconomic performance by reacting systematically to asset prices, over and above their reaction to inflation forecasts and output gaps. As we describe below, it is our view that central banks that seek to smooth output and inflation fluctuations can improve these macroeconomic outcomes by setting interest rates with an eye toward asset prices. As we discuss in more detail below, the main reason for this is that asset price bubbles create distortions in investment and consumption, leading to extreme rises and then falls in both output and inflation. Raising interest rates modestly as asset prices rise above what are estimated to be warranted levels, and lowering interest rates modestly when asset prices fall below warranted levels helps to smooth these fluctuations by reducing the possibility of an asset price bubble coming into existence in the first place.

It is important to emphasize that our policy prescription does not concern appropriate reactions to crises that might arise if asset prices should, for whatever reason, suddenly collapse. Instead, our concern is with prophylactic policies designed to prevent the undesirable affects of asset price bubbles.

In this chapter we will develop our argument in three successively more detailed models. In the first section we provide the intuitive reasoning in the context of deliberately simplified contexts, while the results of more general and detailed simulation analyses are reported in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1 Reacting to asset prices may improve macroeconomic stability

2.1.1 An argument based on Poole

The first illustration of the potential usefulness of reacting to asset prices is an application of the basic insight of Poole (1970). We use a simplified version of the models by Smets (1997b) and Reinhart (1998) to drive home the basic point. Imagine a conventional macroeconomic model consisting
of (i) an aggregate demand equation incorporating a wealth effect due to asset price changes, (ii) an aggregate supply relationship based on a Phillips curve, (iii) an asset market equilibrium condition that determines asset prices, and (iv) a monetary policy reaction function in which the central bank sets the short-term interest rate in response to inflation, the output gap, and, potentially, the price of equities or other assets. Leaving aside for the moment refinements associated with inter-temporal issues and expectation formation, these relationships can be combined and illustrated in a simple diagram.

In Figure 2.1, the line labelled GM represents combinations of inflation ($\pi$) and asset prices ($q$) for which there is equilibrium in the goods market. The line is upward sloping because an increase in the asset price leads to an increase in aggregate demand due to a wealth effect, and the increase in demand leads to inflation. The inflationary effect is tempered by the policy reaction of the central bank, which raises the short-term interest rate in response to inflation (the left-hand panel). In the right-hand panel the central bank is assumed to tighten policy also in response to the increase in $q$, which makes the GM line steeper.

The AM line represents asset market equilibrium. It has a negative slope because an increase in inflation elicits a tightening of monetary policy, which depresses the asset price. If the central bank reacts to the fall in $q$ by tightening less, the depressing effect on the asset price is smaller and the AM line will be flatter (the right-hand panel).

We will use this model to discuss two types of disturbances, a supply (productivity) shock on the one hand, and an asset market shock, on the other. It turns out that the desirability of monetary policy responding to the asset price will be very different in the two cases.

The dashed lines in Figure 2.1 illustrate the consequences of a positive supply shock, that increases supply now, but that is not sufficiently persistent to influence the asset price directly through expected increases in dividends in the future. In this case the disturbance will only have a direct...
influence on the goods market. The equilibrium moves to A in the left-hand panel and this entails, not surprisingly, a reduction in inflation and an increase in the asset price as monetary policy is relaxed in response to the reduced inflationary pressures. In the right-hand panel where the central bank reacts directly to the asset price, the reduction in inflation is larger because ‘asset price inflation’ leads the central bank to be less expansionary than it really ought to be. This is a case where responding to the asset price is inappropriate.

In Figure 2.2, the supply shock is assumed to be sufficiently persistent that it leads to a direct increase in the asset price as a result of expected future dividends. This implies that both the goods market and the asset market equilibrium lines shift upwards. The new equilibrium will be at B when the central bank does not react to q and at B’ when it does. Two points are worth highlighting here. The first is that when the productivity shock leads to an increase both in current output and in a wealth effect due to a higher asset price, there need be no inflationary consequences. The second point is that here again there is no case for intervening in response to the increase in the asset price.

In Figure 2.3 the productivity shock is assumed to be permanent in the sense that it has a direct effect on the asset price as in the previous case. But in contrast to that case we now assume that the current supply of goods is not yet increased. Hence the goods market line does not shift upwards (it might even shift to the right if the expected future income generates higher demand now), but the asset market line does. Here the productivity shock is inflationary and, in the case where the central bank tightens policy in response to the increase in q, the increase in inflation in smaller. In other words, in this situation it is useful for the central bank to react directly to the asset price.

Figure 2.3 can also be used to illustrate another case where reacting to the asset price is useful. Imagine a shock in the asset market that has no direct counterpart in the goods market; a reduction in the equity risk premium
might be a case in point. The consequence of this would correspond to what is depicted in Figure 2.3. The increase in \( q \) would bring about some inflationary pressures due to the wealth effect on aggregate demand, and a monetary policy that responds directly to the increase in the asset price will limit the inflationary consequences of the shock.

These examples show that asset prices carry information about the economy that can be exploited by the policy-maker to improve macroeconomic stability. The results were described in a very simple framework and must be checked, however, in more complete and realistic models. In particular, dynamic elements need to be taken into account. In the next section we show that doing so makes the case for reacting to asset prices even stronger.

2.1.2 Misalignments in an inter-temporal setting

Kent and Lowe (1997) present an argument for intervening to reduce the likelihood of the emergence of a growing misalignment (or bubble) of an asset price. Their argument is explicitly inter-temporal and based on two important assumptions, that asset price bubbles tend to grow exponentially until they burst, and that when a bubble bursts there will be a severe reduction in inflation due to a reverse financial accelerator effect. Intuitively their case for intervention can be stated as follows.

Consider a three-period horizon, and imagine that a financial bubble emerges in period 1. As a result of the increase in the asset price, inflation will increase due to the usual wealth effect. If the central bank maintains a neutral interest rate policy, the bubble will either burst or double in size in period two. In the former case inflation will fall precipitously (to –2 in Figure 2.4), and in the latter it will increase with the bubble (to +2). If we assume for simplicity that the probability of bursting is 50%, the expected (as of period 1) inflation rate is zero, which is assumed to be the target of the central bank. In period 3 we have three possibilities, either the bubble burst...
in period 2 in which case it is assumed not to reappear, or it did not in which case it will either continue to grow or burst in period 3. In the first case inflation in period 3 will be zero (the dashed line in Figure 2.4) and in the latter it will either be +4 (the solid line) or –4 (the dotted line). In either case the \textit{ex ante} expected inflation rate will be on target.

The above scenario assumes that the central bank conducts a neutral monetary policy in period 1. This can be justified on the grounds that as of this period the expected inflation rate is on target during the entire policy horizon (assumed to be periods 2 and 3 since the interest rate affects inflation with a lag). If the central bank is concerned with the variance of inflation around the target, it would clearly prefer the scenario where the bubble bursts in period 2. This is the basis for the suggestion that the central bank might be well advised to react to the emerging bubble in period 1.

To show this, suppose that by raising the interest rate in this period, the central bank can increase the probability of the bubble bursting in period 2. By doing so, the likelihood of the favourable (return to fundamentals) scenario is increased, which is desirable as we just saw. Of course, this outcome comes at the price of an inflation rate in period 2 that is below target.\textsuperscript{8} Kent and Lowe show that it is possible to construct examples where raising the interest rate in response to the emerging asset price bubble is indeed the preferred outcome, because the large reduction in the variance of inflation outweighs the small deviation from the target level.

It is important to note that in the example just constructed, the central bank deliberately pursues a policy that makes the expected rate of inflation deviate from the target rate. This is appropriate because this policy reduces the expected variability of the future inflation path. In the next two sections we investigate this conclusion further by conducting simulation experiments in more detailed macroeconomic models.
2.2 Explorations of the Bernanke–Gertler Model

2.2.1 Introduction

The question of how central bankers should respond to asset price volatility in the context of an overall strategy for monetary policy is the focus of a recent influential paper by Bernanke and Gertler (1999). Their analysis unequivocally recommends a monetary policy rule that reacts aggressively to inflation and does not respond directly to movements in stock prices. This conclusion comes primarily from the finding that in their model, policy may be destabilizing if it reacts to equity values. This result is very striking, as most people's intuition and the conclusion of the previous section is that whether or not policy should react to a bubble in stock prices, must depend on a number of circumstances. We are led to ask how sensitive the results of Bernanke and Gertler are to the particular assumptions they make in their analysis. Our conclusion is that the choice of policy rule in the face of asset market disturbances may not be as clear-cut as the Bernanke–Gertler paper suggests. In fact, we will show that their model implies that central banks should react systematically to asset price bubbles in many cases.

2.2.2 Summary of the Bernanke–Gertler paper and findings

2.2.2.1 Overview

While Bernanke and Gertler acknowledge that monetary policy is not a sufficient tool to contain the potential damage of booms and busts in asset prices, they point out that asset price crashes have done sustained damage historically only in the cases when monetary policy remained unresponsive. It is, therefore, natural for central banks to view price stability and financial stability as highly complementary and mutually consistent objectives. They go on to propose that the best policy framework for achieving both objectives is flexible inflation targeting and that policy should not respond to movements in asset prices except insofar as they signal changes in expected inflation.

Fluctuations in asset prices should not be an independent source of concern to policy-makers in an environment characterized by capital markets that are perfectly efficient and free of regulatory distortions. Things change, however, if asset price volatility is being driven by non-fundamental factors (such as bubbles or fads) and if these changes in asset prices have potentially significant effects on the rest of the economy. When there are potentially destabilizing misalignments, there is a clear case for policy-makers to take them into account.

Bernanke and Gertler identify two channels through which asset prices could affect the real economy. The first of these is through the wealth effect on consumption spending. They do not consider this a quantitatively important channel and parameterize their model so that this effect is modest. The main channel they examine is the one from asset prices to
balance sheets of firms, and then to real activity. In the presence of credit
market frictions, the condition of firms' balance sheets affects their ability to
borrow. In addition to the direct effects of deteriorating balance sheets on
spending and aggregate demand, there are also likely to be magnification
effects through the financial accelerator, with declining sales and
employment implying continued weakening of cash flows and hence
further declines in spending. There are also likely to be feedback effects on
asset prices through the 'debt-deflation' mechanism, as falling levels of
spending together with forced asset sales lead to further decreases in asset
values. The strength of these channels will depend to a significant degree on
the initial financial conditions in the economy.

The authors conclude that faced with non-fundamental movements in
asset prices in an economy with credit market frictions, inflation targeting is
the best policy strategy for central bankers. They point to the fact that
inflation targeting provides a unified framework for making monetary
policy in normal times and for preventing the effects of financial crises. It
also has the advantage of inducing policy-makers to adjust interest rates
automatically in a stabilizing direction in the face of asset price instability.
This strategy implies that central banks should ignore movements in stock
prices that don't appear to generate inflationary or deflationary pressures.

2.2.2.2 The model
Simulations in the Bernanke–Gertler paper are based on a standard dynamic
new-Keynesian model, modified to allow for financial accelerator effects and
exogenous bubbles in asset prices.9 Briefly, the economy comprises three
sectors: households who consume and save; a government that manages
fiscal and monetary policy; and a business sector composed of firms that
hire labour, invest in new capacity and produce goods and services.

Firms finance the acquisition of capital both through the use of internal
funds and through external borrowing. The existence of credit market
frictions means that there is a premium on external finance that affects the
overall cost of capital and thus the real investment decisions of firms. This
external finance premium depends inversely on the financial condition of
potential borrowers. An improvement in a borrowing firm's position
translates into a fall in the premium, which serves to magnify investment
and output fluctuations. So, for example, an increase in a firm’s share price,
raising the net worth of the owners, will make the firm more creditworthy,
reduce the external finance premium, thereby increasing borrowing and
investment.

This financial accelerator mechanism provides an additional channel
through which monetary policy can affect spending. With a fall in real
interest rates, for example, asset prices will rise, reducing the cost of external
borrowing and providing an extra stimulus for investment.

Price stickiness in the model is reflected in staggered nominal price
setting, where not all prices are adjusted every period. Optimization and
forward-looking behaviour are assumed throughout, except in the case of
the Phillips curve, where expectations are modelled as being formed by a
combination of forward and backward looking behaviour. In their simulations, Bernanke and Gertler presume that these expectations are roughly 60% forward looking and 40% backward looking.

The crucial innovation of the analysis is to allow for the possibility that observed stock prices differ persistently from fundamental values and that this difference grows exponentially. That is, they incorporate bubbles into the model. The consequence of this is that the bubble affects the quality of a firm’s balance sheet, and so the cost of capital falls systematically when stock prices exceed fundamental values. The result is an increase in investment, resulting in both higher current aggregate demand and higher future potential output.

2.2.2.3 The Bernanke–Gertler simulations
Bernanke and Gertler use this model to compare the ability of different policy rules to stabilize output and inflation in the face of asset-market disturbances. Specifically, they report results for four policy rules that vary depending on the response to inflation and stock prices. The four combinations are: (1) accommodative with no response to stock prices, (2) aggressive with no response to stock prices, (3) accommodative with a response to stock prices, and (4) aggressive with a response to stock prices.

To see the impact of a bubble, Bernanke and Gertler subject their economy to an asset price bubble that begins as a 1% exogenous increase in stock prices above fundamentals. In the simulations, the bubble is ‘killed off’ after five periods. It is assumed that agents in the model know the ex ante stochastic process for the bubble but not the time that it will burst.

Figure 2.5 Comparing policies that do react to stock prices

Notes: Policy (3) Accommodative reaction to inflation.
Policy (4) Aggressive reaction to inflation.
We begin our discussion of the simulations with a comparison of policy rules (3) and (4) – those that include a response to the bubble. Figure 2.5 is a reproduction of Bernanke and Gertler’s Figure 2.12 The striking result is that the accommodative policy which reacts to stock prices, policy (3), causes both output and inflation to fall precipitously; while policy (4), which reacts to stock prices as well but is much more aggressive in reacting to inflation, leads to a modest increase in output and a very slight decrease in inflation. These patterns are very different from those of policies with no stock price reaction, cases (1) and (2). As we show in Figure 2.6 (Bernanke and Gertler’s Figure 1), in the absence of a reaction to stock prices, the aggressive policy again stabilizes both output and inflation.

A second way of comparing these policies is to look at the variance of output and inflation. Table 2.1 reports the results constructed directly from

![Figure 2.6 Comparing policies that do not react to stock prices](image)

Notes: Policy (1) Accommodative reaction to inflation
Policy (2) Aggressive reaction to inflation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy rule</th>
<th>Variability of output</th>
<th>Variability of inflation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative, no reaction to stock prices</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>33.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive, no reaction to stock prices</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative, reaction to stock prices</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>995.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive, reaction to stock prices</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This is the corresponding table to Bernanke and Gertler’s Table 1, where variances are calculated on a consistent basis with the graphs drawn (i.e. for one bubble lasting five periods).
the Figures. It is clear from the table that the accommodative policy is a disaster. The variation in both output and inflation is orders of magnitude higher than it is in the aggressive policy, regardless of whether or not there is a response to asset prices. But whether or not it is advisable to respond to asset prices looks less clear cut. That is, including asset prices raises inflation variability but lowers output variability and so the choice depends on policy-makers’ preferences.

2.2.3 Robustness experiments

In examining Bernanke and Gertler's simulations, we are left wondering about the robustness of their results to a number of adjustments to their model. These fall into the following categories:

1. We ask how difficult it would be to eliminate the perverse effect (whereby output falls in response to a stock price increase) and study the consequences of adding the output gap to the policy rule.
2. By introducing an objective function for the policy-maker, we can compute rules that are optimal. We presume that policy-makers minimize a weighted sum of output and inflation variability, and proceed to examine a fairly general policy rule that includes reactions to changes in future inflation, the output gap and stock prices and ask if we can outperform Bernanke and Gertler's rule. In addition, we look at the consequences of policy rules that respond to the bubble rather than stock prices.
3. Real life monetary policy-makers appear to prefer smooth paths for interest rates. What if we allow for interest rate smoothing in the policy rules? What if the variance of interest rate changes enters the objective function?
4. Bernanke and Gertler study a case in which agents place a weight of approximately 40% on past inflation and 60% on future inflation in their aggregate supply function. It is well known that changing the extent to which agents are forward or backward looking can have a large impact on outcomes. How much does it matter here?
5. What if the degree of leverage in the economy is reduced when it is known that the authorities will react to a bubble?

As we explain briefly below and document in detail in Appendix 2.1, the consequence of each of these adjustments is to reinforce the basic message of this chapter, namely that macroeconomic stability is well served if monetary policy reacts in part to asset price misalignments.

2.2.3.1 Including the output gap in the policy rule

First, we make a simple adjustment to the policy rules described above by adding the output gap, thus making it look more like a Taylor (1993) rule. Interestingly, this change completely eliminates the perverse impact of the bubble noted in Figure 2.5. Instead, output now rises modestly and inflation falls only slightly. (See Figure A2.1 in Appendix 2.1)
2.2.3.2 Introducing policy-maker’s objectives: optimal rules

So far we have investigated only policy rules where the size of the reactions of the interest rate to inflation, stock prices and the output gap has been determined exogenously. The obvious question is whether we can find optimal reactions to these variables. To determine this, we must make explicit assumptions about the policy-maker’s objectives. We therefore postulate that policy-makers seek to minimize a weighted average of the variability of output and inflation respectively, and search for the optimal interest rate policy as a function of the relative weights that are assigned to the two objectives. The results are quite interesting. What stands out is that regardless of the extent to which the loss penalizes inflation or output variability, the loss-minimizing rule always entails a reaction to stock prices. (See Table A2.1 in the Appendix 2.1.) Furthermore, depending on the objective function, reaction to inflation is often very aggressive, and reacting to the output gap is generally desirable.

Comparing our optimal rules with those that Bernanke and Gertler investigated, we see that in every instance ours are superior, and usually by substantial amounts. Their rule (2), the aggressive policy with no stock market reaction, is the best among the set they study. Even in this case, however, the loss is always more than 72% above that of the optimal rule regardless of the relative weights of inflation and output variability in the government’s loss function. We also note that the ability to react to stock prices improves performance significantly, with the weighted sum of inflation and output variability falling by between 22% and 99%, depending on the exact circumstances.

Finally, we will simply note that these results are qualitatively unchanged if the rule includes a reaction to the stock market bubble, rather than the stock price itself. That is, if the policy-maker can disentangle the fundamental from the speculative component of asset prices, the new information allows policy-makers to reduce the loss, but only very slightly.

2.2.3.3 Interest rate smoothing

In order to match the actual path of interest rates in economies, researchers have had to assume that interest rate paths are fairly smooth. There are two ways in which we can introduce interest rate smoothing. The first is simply to add the lagged interest rate to the policy rule. Doing so, we find that some degree of interest rate smoothing does indeed reduce fluctuations in inflation and output, although the gain is very small unless the government is only concerned with the variability of inflation, and not at all of that of output. (See Table A2.2.) It is interesting to note that the optimal degree of interest rate smoothing in this model is very close to the estimates researchers obtain from the data. More importantly, allowing for interest rate smoothing does not change the fact that the optimal rule responds to asset prices.

A second way of studying interest rate smoothing is to postulate that the government dislikes variability of interest rates as well as variability of inflation and output. We have identified the optimal interest rate policy for different weights attached to the variability of interest rates, and in each
case we conclude that the optimal reaction to stock prices is broadly unchanged. That is to say, we find that the loss-minimizing rule continues to require the central bank to react to stock prices. (See Table A2.2.)

2.2.3.4 **Changing the degree to which the private sector is backward looking**

In our third set of experiments, we examine the implication of making people more or less backward looking in their wage setting. The degree to which wages depend on past inflation as opposed to the expected future inflation is an important determinant of the elasticity of output and inflation with respect to an aggregate demand shock over time. For example, the greater the weight attached to past inflation, the larger is the impact of changes in aggregate demand on output in the short run.

We investigated four different variants ranging from one extreme where wage behaviour was completely backward looking to the other extreme where it was completely forward looking. Again, in all cases, some reaction to asset prices is called for in the optimal rule. Furthermore, the Bernanke–Gertler rules now perform very poorly under some specifications. For example, when the economy is either purely forward looking or purely backward looking, the best of their rules has a loss that is more than 20 times that of the optimal rule. (Table A2.3.)

2.2.3.5 **Varying leverage**

Bernanke and Gertler report the results of some simulations examining the impact of reducing leverage on the economy, finding that it mitigates the variability of both output and inflation. Their experiments examine the impact of increasing the required net-worth-to-capital ratio in the model. Our findings are clearly consistent with theirs, as we find that a reduction in leverage does not affect the choice of the optimal policy reaction function but it does yield smoother output and a lower overall loss.

This is significant for the following reason. If policy-makers are known to react to the stock market, then firms and households will react accordingly. In particular, an increase in the stock market will be met by a reduced taste for leverage. That is, if the policy rule reacts to stock prices, then leverage in the economy would be reduced, muting the financial accelerator effect of the bubble and stabilizing the economy beyond what the simple simulations suggest.

2.2.3.6 **Endogenizing the bubble’s size and duration**

One of the main advantages of pre-emptive policy that looks at stock prices is that by preventing a bubble, you hopefully reduce the size of the run-up in the market, and the size of the eventual bust. In the Bernanke–Gertler setup, however, it is assumed that the size of the shock and the bust shock are independent of the monetary policy followed. What if it is not?

This is the case studied by Kent and Lowe (1997) that we summarized in the previous section. If the central bank can reduce the size of a bubble by tightening policy when the bubble is still in its formative stages, the imbalances created when it eventually bursts will be mitigated. Hence, by
deviating slightly from the current inflation target, monetary policy can ensure less variability of output and inflation in the future.

2.2.3.7 Additional experiments
We performed a number of additional experiments that had no material impact on the results – theirs or ours. We will simply list them: (1) firms’ investment decisions are based on stock prices rather than fundamentals; (2) the policy rule is based on an average of two-period-ahead inflation expectations; (3) varying the size and persistence of the bubble.

2.2.4 Conclusions
After all of these experiments, we are left concluding that things are not as clear-cut as Bernanke and Gertler suggest. In fact, the overall lesson of our numerous simulations is that you have to work very hard to find a case in which policy should not react to asset prices in the presence of a bubble. In the vast majority of cases we study, it is strongly advisable for interest rates to respond. While the reaction may not be very large, it should clearly be there. This result, which is consistent with our intuition and counter to the conclusions reacted by Bernanke and Gertler, appears to be very robust. In the next section we show, in particular, that it carries over to an open economy context, in the sense that it is in general advisable for a central bank to adjust its policy instrument to exchange rate movements in addition to the inflation forecast itself.

2.3 Exchange rate misalignments and monetary policy

2.3.1 Recent examples – the UK and Canada
Currently, the perceived overvaluation of sterling is creating difficulties vis-à-vis the operation of monetary policy in the UK. Table 2.2 displays a variety of conventional estimates of the ‘equilibrium’ exchange rates, including Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) and so-called Fundamental Equilibrium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.2</th>
<th>Alternative estimates of the equilibrium exchange rate for sterling–DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PPP estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Price index based measure</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer Price index based measure</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure based on unit labour costs</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEER estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wren-Lewis and Driver (1998)</td>
<td>2.04 – 2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church (1999)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actual exchange rate</strong></td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exchange Rate (FEER) based estimates. The ‘equilibrium’ estimates vary between DM2.04 and DM2.60, while the actual exchange rate is DM3.25.

Unsurprisingly, this has led to demands from some quarters that the MPC target a lower exchange rate as well as the rate of inflation e.g. the House of Commons Select Committee on Trade and Industry argued in a recent report that

The euro-sterling exchange rate is in essence only a problem for the UK. The remedy is therefore a responsibility of UK ministers. We consider that the time has come to reconsider the primacy in the Monetary Policy Committee's remit given to an inflation target ... (Select Committee on Trade and Industry Fifth Report, 14th March 2000).

Many UK economists think that it would be a mistake to modify the framework, in part, because the 1986–8 experience of secretly shadowing the DM is still commonly regarded as having significantly contributed to the rise in inflation in 1989–90. Essentially, it is often asserted that UK interest rates were kept lower than they should otherwise have been during 1986–8 because the Chancellor was attempting to put a cap on sterling, and that this allowed the domestic economy to overheat so that when the exchange rate inevitably fell in 1989 (in response to the current account deficit that the domestic overheating had allowed to build up), inflation then rose very significantly.16

Of course, other open economies with inflation-targeting regimes have also had to wrestle with how to incorporate the exchange rate into policy-setting. Deputy Governor Freedman (2000) points to the fact that when the exchange rate moves solely because of portfolio adjustments, this requires an offsetting interest rate adjustment to keep monetary conditions unchanged. This is why the Bank of Canada developed the concept of the monetary conditions index (MCI) as a policy guide for a central bank in a small open economy. Of course, the Bank of Canada has always asserted that assessing the type of shock to the exchange rate was critical to determining whether an offsetting interest rate adjustment was necessary. For example, a terms-of-trade shock affecting the exchange rate would typically not require an offsetting interest rate adjustment. It is, therefore, interesting to note the argument of Smets (1997b) that the reason Canada chose to use the MCI for much of the 1990s was that the typical shock affecting the exchange rate was a portfolio shock, while Australia did not use a MCI because the typical shock affecting the exchange rate was a real shock. More recently, the Canadian central bank has placed less emphasis on the MCI as a measure of monetary conditions both because real shocks have been more important than portfolio shocks in affecting the Canadian dollar and because, in the words of Freedman (2000), ‘...the markets started to treat all exchange rate movements as portfolio shocks and therefore came to expect an offsetting interest rate adjustment every time there was a movement in the exchange rate, whether or not such an adjustment was appropriate.’

Given that movements in the exchange rate that are unwarranted by the underlying fundamentals can have relatively long lasting effects on output and prices and can destabilize the economy what, in theory, should a central bank do about it? We turn to a discussion of this issue next.
2.3.2 Optimal interest rate rules in open economies

In closed economy models, economists have, for some time (see e.g. Svensson (1997) and Ball (1997)) argued that ‘optimal’ policies are versions of inflation targets and Taylor rules. In an extension of such models to the open economy, Ball (1999) finds that inflation target/Taylor rules are sub-optimal in an open economy. In the context of his model, he finds that the policy instrument is no longer just the interest rate, but is, instead, a weighted sum of the interest rate and the exchange rate (like a MCI). Further, he finds that it is optimal to target a measure of ‘long-run’ inflation – i.e. a measure of inflation that has been adjusted for the temporary effects of exchange rate fluctuations. This is a potentially important result, but some have questioned it on the grounds that the equation for the exchange rate in Ball’s model is unconventional, firstly because it does not incorporate the uncovered interest parity condition (a cornerstone of most theoretical models of the exchange rate) and secondly because exchange rate expectations do not play any role in affecting the current exchange rate.

Therefore, we have re-examined the issue of the optimality of either a Taylor rule or inflation-forecast-based rule in the context of a small-scale macroeconomic model in which these two aspects of exchange rate determination are present. In particular, we use variants of the Batini–Nelson (2000) model, which has been used at the Bank of England to analyse optimal inflation forecasting horizons. We are extremely grateful to Nicoletta Batini for running the simulations that we report on below. More details on the simulations and further robustness exercises will be found in Batini (2000).

2.3.2.1 The Batini–Nelson model

The model used for the simulations is a relatively conventional small open economy model based on an aggregate demand and aggregate supply relationship together with an equation determining the exchange rate. Aggregate demand depends, uncontroversially, on expected income, the real interest rate and the exchange rate. To account for the observed lag between exchange rate movements and changes in aggregate demand, it is assumed that the impact of the exchange rate is spread over five quarters.

Aggregate supply is specified in the form of a Phillips curve with both forward- and backward-looking elements as in the Bernanke–Gertler model. In other words, current inflation depends in part on expected future inflation and in part on last quarter’s inflation. In addition, the excess demand in the goods market and exchange rate changes are included as independent sources of inflationary pressures.

The dynamics of the exchange rate are determined by capital flows in the sense that they are sufficiently mobile to ensure that interest parity holds continuously (up to a random risk premium). In other words, the current exchange rate is assumed to adjust so as to equalize the expected return on domestic and foreign assets.
2.3.2.2 Interest rate policy rules
The economy described by these relationships is assumed to be shocked each quarter by unobserved random disturbances in aggregate demand, aggregate supply and capital flows. For given nominal interest rates, these shocks lead to fluctuations in inflation and output. The central bank in this economy is setting the interest rate in an attempt to stabilize the deviations of inflation and output from their respective target levels. We specifically assume that the authorities are concerned not only with current inflation and output stability but with stability measured over a multi-period horizon.

An optimal interest rate policy would react directly to the three exogenous shocks affecting our economy. Since we assume, however, that these shocks are unobservable, we limit our attention to two simple rules in which monetary policy reacts to observed and expected movements in inflation, output and the exchange rate. In the first rule, which we call the inflation forecast based rule (IFB), the central bank is assumed to set the nominal short-term interest rate in response to the difference between its inflation forecast two periods hence and the target inflation rate. In addition we allow for some interest rate smoothing and, what is the main concern of this report, the possibility of reacting to the deviation of the exchange rate from its long run equilibrium level.

The second policy rule we investigate is a variant of the Taylor rule already introduced in the previous section. Specifically, we assume that the central bank changes the short-term real interest rate in response to inflation, the output gap and misalignment of the exchange rate.

2.3.2.3 Simulation results
We first consider the case where there is an exchange rate shock (say, because of a change in the risk premium, or, equivalently, because of ‘irrational’ forces) which leads the exchange rate to be overvalued.

Table 2.3 presents the value of the overall instability index (loss function)
as well as the asymptotic variances of inflation (not annualized), output, the nominal interest rate (not annualized) and the real exchange rate, when the only shock to the economy comes from the interest parity relationship. This is a world of only portfolio shocks. The ranking of the rules, in terms of the overall instability index, is presented in reverse order in the table.

It is evident from these results that in this particular case, responding to the exchange rate clearly reduces the welfare loss. Moreover, this ranking does not depend on caring about output as we have assumed in calculating the overall instability index. If the only concern was inflation volatility, then the ranking of the rules would be the same. This result is consistent with the 1999 Nobel laureate Robert Mundell’s (2000) assertion that

Central banks should recognise that the maintenance of price stability will be furthered rather than harmed by taking explicit account of the exchange rate to mitigate wild gyrations.

Figure 2.7 shows the responses of the four endogenous variables of the model to a portfolio shock that leads to a sudden appreciation of the domestic currency and when policy-makers follow the inflation-forecast-based rule defined above. (The solid and the dashed lines illustrate the response of the model when the rule excludes and includes the real exchange rate feedback, respectively.) Figure 2.7d shows the exchange rate appreciation (negative numbers denotes appreciation). Under both monetary policy rules, the interest rate is lowered because the higher exchange rate lowers the inflation forecast. Interest rates, however, are initially obviously cut by more for the rule where there is an exchange rate response (see Figure 2.7c). Initially, this is associated with a smaller exchange rate appreciation and, therefore, with output initially falling by less (it actually rises – see Figure 2.7a). Inflation also falls by less initially (Figure 2.7b). Over time, the higher level of inflation in the ‘leaning against the wind’ case is associated with somewhat higher interest rates, and, therefore, output is also lower. The results in Table 2.6, however, showed that on average, the degree of inflation and output volatility is diminished by directly reacting to the exchange rate misalignment. Hence, using interest rates to insulate the economy from ‘exchange rate shocks’ over and above the effect of such a shock on the central bank’s inflation forecast appears to be welfare-improving.

This result is interesting because there are those who assert that central banks should only attempt to hit an inflation forecast and that if they were to allow themselves to be distracted by the exchange rate, this would compromise low inflation. Instead, we have seen that taking an exchange rate misalignment into account when setting interest rate policy can actually reduce inflation volatility. It is also important to note that the policy followed here is not exchange rate targeting. In fact, as might be seen from Figure 2.7d, the alternative policy only appears to induce a modest difference in the exchange rate path. It is primarily the lower interest rate that acts to reduce output and inflation volatility.

Many commentators argue that exchange rate misalignments should not
be considered when seeking to control inflation volatility. For example, the *Financial Times* (7 April 2000) argues

... But since they (i.e. the MPC) have a bad record for predicting the level of sterling, there is little chance that they could control it, even if they wished to do so. They must focus single-mindedly on inflation.

Yet, these simulations suggest that taking an exchange rate misalignment into account, *in addition* to the inflation forecast, can reduce inflation and output volatility with the exchange rate behaving almost in the same way as under a policy where the committee single-mindedly targets inflation.

Some might be surprised by our result that inflation volatility can be
reduced by including an exchange rate misalignment term in addition to the inflation forecast. It is important, however, to recall that a monetary policy rule that just reacts to an inflation forecast is not, in general, an optimal policy rule. Batini and Nelson (2000) show that in the context of their model, the optimal policy rule depends on a whole host of variables. Hence, it is not particularly surprising that we are able to improve upon the inflation forecast rule, as it is, in general, a sub-optimal rule.

If, however, the exchange rate were to appreciate because of an increase in aggregate demand, it is then less obvious that interest rates should be used to offset the effects of the exchange rate appreciation that is associated with the demand shock. Table 2.4 illustrates that in this case, the ranking of the rules change significantly with the ‘leaning against the wind’ strategies now under-performing relative to their respective counterparts.

Therefore, if the exchange rate were to appreciate/depreciate due to an increase (decrease) in aggregate demand, taking the exchange rate misalignment into account in addition to the inflation forecast would actually create greater inflation and output volatility (without helping vis-à-vis the exchange rate).

Figure 2.8 shows the responses of the model to an increase in aggregate demand when policy-makers follow an interest rate policy based on the inflation forecast. Interest rates are initially held lower under the ‘leaning against the wind’ strategy and this also reduces the degree of exchange rate appreciation. The degree of inflation volatility, however, rises. Hence, it is clear that whether or not a central bank should respond to a shock depends importantly on the type of shock (i.e., in this case, aggregate demand or exchange rate). Similarly, how the authorities should react to a given exchange rate movement depends on what causes the movement.17

In this context, it should be remembered that in reality a central bank can not directly observe the shocks that impinge on the economy. It must,
therefore, attempt to infer from available data what is pushing the economy away from equilibrium. In this situation, how the simple rules we have considered in this and the previous section would perform depends on how frequently the different shocks occur. Genberg and Kadareja (2000) use an estimated multi-country model to determine these frequencies and use the results to investigate the stabilizing properties of Taylor-type rules that exclude and include a reaction to exchange rate changes. They show that taking account of the exchange rate in setting interest rates, would on average be stabilizing in a world characterized by the type of disturbances that typically occurred during the 1980s and 1990s.
2.3.2.4 Possible extensions

One extension to the model that we might investigate is to allow for a rational bubble process of the type used for the Bernanke–Gertler style stock price simulations. Intuitively it might be expected that introducing some possible persistence in the exchange rate shock leads to much larger benefits being associated with an interest rate policy that attempts to offset the damage done by a volatile exchange rate.

Of course, if following Kent and Lowe (1997) in the stock price case, we also allowed the probability of a bubble starting up (or ending) to depend directly on monetary policy, it would only further enhance the potential attractiveness of a monetary policy rule that in part, works to counteract exchange rate misalignments. To take a concrete example, suppose a bubble leads to an unwarranted appreciation of the exchange rate, but suppose the bubble can be affected by monetary policy. Then it might make sense to keep interest rates lower than otherwise today (thereby mitigating the deflationary impact of the bubble and reducing the deviation of inflation from the target today), with the added benefit of reducing the size of the ‘shock’ from the bubble while it lasts. Moreover, since the bubble is, on average, smaller under the proactive monetary policy, the destabilizing effects of the bursting of the bubble are also smaller. Hence, in this case, a monetary policy that takes the exchange rate misalignment into account could, under certain circumstances, reduce the size of the deviation of inflation from the inflation target at all horizons.

Our simulations rely on the conventional assumption that exchange rates are well described by uncovered interest parity. As we will argue in Chapter 7, however, uncovered interest parity works very poorly empirically and can actually be a rather misleading benchmark. In the simulations relating to the aggregate demand shock, a policy of initially maintaining a lower interest rate in the rule that takes exchange rates into account does not translate into the benefit of a significantly smaller exchange rate appreciation, because the markets discount the higher expected path of future interest rates that would be needed as inflation is allowed to build up. Given the empirical evidence that on average currencies that yield a higher interest rate differential (than normal) tend to outperform, it does, however, seem at least possible that the rule which attempts to offset exchange rate strength would actually succeed in having a much larger impact if a more realistic model of exchange rate determination was used. We leave this as an issue for further investigation, but it is at least indicative of the possibility that a monetary policy rule which takes into account exchange rate misalignments might be welfare improving even for a pure aggregate demand shock.

Our model might also underestimate the benefits of a monetary policy rule that allows for a direct impact of an exchange rate misalignment, because the framework does not capture costs of such misalignments associated with an effect on the level of potential output. Yet, to the extent that an overvalued exchange rate is associated with ‘hysteresis’ effects due to a withdrawal from overseas markets that is not restored by a mere reversal of the overvaluation, or to the creation of long-term unemployment, adverse
effects on the level of potential output might occur, which would only strengthen the case for a policy rule that directly incorporates asset price misalignments.¹⁸

2.3.3 What about the UK’s experience of the 1980s?

A commonly held view among economists was that looking at the exchange rate during the late 1980s was a mistake because it allowed inflationary imbalances to build up. How might that experience be viewed in the light of the theoretical simulations, discussed above?

First, at least a part of what happened then was a significant shock to aggregate demand associated with financial liberalization. Hence, in that case, the experience might be said to have been consistent with the theoretical model, which suggests that the only effective policy is to lean into portfolio shocks.

Second, we have only considered one asset price – the exchange rate – in the model. Yet, as we saw earlier, there might be a case for including other asset prices (e.g. the stock price, the housing market) into the reaction function as well. It is, perhaps, worth recalling that in the late 1980s, the housing market did appear overvalued, with the price-earnings ratio (Figure 2.9) being higher than at any other time during 1970–2000. A monetary policy rule that took all asset markets into account would surely have paid attention to the overheating housing market in the 1980s.

![Figure 2.9 Price to earnings ratio UK housing market](image-url)
APPENDIX 2.1 Exploring the Bernanke–Gertler model: robustness experiments

Bernanke and Gertler (B–G) use their model to compare the ability of different policy rules to stabilize output and inflation in the face of asset-market disturbances. Specifically, they study the behaviour of the economy when the central bank follows a simple, forward-looking policy rule of the form

\[ r_t^n = \gamma \pi E_t \pi_{t+1} + \gamma s_{t-1} \]

where \( r_t^n \) is the nominal interest rate, \( E_t \pi_{t+1} \) is the rate of inflation expected in the next model period and \( s_{t-1} \) represents stock prices. Results are reported for four policy rules that vary depending on the response to inflation and stock prices. The four combinations are: (1) accommodative with no response to stock prices (\( \gamma = 1.01, \gamma_s = 0 \)), (2) aggressive with no response to stock prices (\( \gamma = 2, \gamma_s = 0 \)), (3) accommodative with a response to stock prices (\( \gamma = 1.01, \gamma_s = 0.1 \)), (4) aggressive with a response to stock prices (\( \gamma = 2, \gamma_s = 0.1 \)).

1 Including the output gap in the policy rule

Our first adjustment to the policy rule is to add the output gap, thus making it look more like a Taylor (1993) rule. That is, we append a third term to equation (A2.1), giving us:

\[ r_t^n = \gamma \pi E_t \pi_{t+1} + \gamma s_{t-1} + \gamma_y (y_t - y_t^*) \]

We study the equivalent of Bernanke and Gertler’s accommodative policy rule with a stock price reaction [their rule number (3) where \( \gamma = 1.01 \) and \( \gamma_s = 0.1 \)], but adding a response to the output gap by setting \( \gamma_y = 1.0 \). Interestingly, this change completely eliminates the perverse impact of the bubble. Now, as we show in Figure A2.1, output rises modestly and inflation falls only slightly.

Figure A2.1 Accommodative policy, with reaction to the output gap
2 Introducing policy-maker’s objectives: optimal rules

To see what sort of policy rule is actually ‘best’ in this model, we assume that policy-makers seek to minimize a weighted average of output and inflation variability as in (A2.3):

\[
L = \alpha \text{var}(\pi) + (1-\alpha) \text{var}(y)
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the weight on inflation variability, and is less than or equal to one. Cecchetti and Ehrmann (1999) refer to \(\alpha\) as the policy-maker’s ‘inflation variability aversion.’

The results in Table A2.1 are quite interesting. What stands out is that regardless of the extent to which the loss penalizes inflation or output variability, the loss-minimizing rule entails a reaction to stock prices. That is the value of \(\gamma\) is always greater than zero. Furthermore, depending on the objective function, reaction to inflation is often very aggressive and reacting to the output gap is generally desirable.

Comparison with the Bernanke–Gertler rules shows that in every instance they are outperformed, and usually by substantial amounts. Their rule (2), the aggressive policy with no stock market reaction, is the best among the set they study. Even in this case, however, when \(\alpha=0.75\) the loss of the Bernanke–Gertler aggressive rule is still 72% above that of the optimal rule.

Finally, note that these results are qualitatively unchanged if the rule includes a reaction to the stock market bubble, rather than the stock price itself. That is, if the policy-maker can disentangle the fundamental from the speculative component of asset prices, the new information does allow policy-makers to reduce the loss, but only very slightly. We emphasize that none of these rules is actually optimal, in the sense that there will surely be an interest rate path that is more complex and dominates the ones that arise from these restrictive rules.

### Table A2.1 Optimal rules with different loss functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflation variability aversion</th>
<th>Parameters of policy rule</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Comparison with Bernanke–Gertler rules</th>
<th>Ratio to minimum loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>(\gamma) (\gamma) (\gamma)</td>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.01 0.50 3.0</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>2723.13 165.61 1047 20.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.00 0.05 0.0</td>
<td>0.1516</td>
<td>85.55 1.94 1654 2.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.25 0.25 3.0</td>
<td>0.1172</td>
<td>167.88 1.76 4258 6.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.00 0.05 0.5</td>
<td>0.0687</td>
<td>384.00 1.72 10879 15.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.00 0.01 0.0</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>110290 102.33 3318942 4707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table reports the policy rules that achieve the minimum loss, under the base model configuration. We use a simple grid search, examining the following possible values: \(\gamma=\{1.01, 1.1,\ldots\}\).
We introduce interest-rate smoothing in two ways. The first is to append the lagged interest rate to the policy as in (A2.4).

$$r_t^n = \gamma\pi_{t-1} + \gamma_s s_{t-1} + \gamma_y (y_t - y_t^*) + \gamma_i i_{t-1}$$

where the parameter $\gamma$ is a measure of the degree of smoothing.

Table A2.2 reports the results of this exercise. There are several observations. First, the interest rate smoothing is clearly optimal, but the gain is very small unless $\alpha=1$. For example, when $\alpha=0.75$, the gain is less than 1%. Interestingly, though, the value of the coefficient $\gamma$ we find is 0.15, very near the estimates other researchers obtain from the data (see, for example, Rudebusch (1999)).

Second, and more importantly, allowing for interest rate smoothing does not change the fact that the optimal rule responds to asset prices. That is, allowing for a response to lagged interest rates does little to the qualitative conclusions that we should react.

Another way in which to study interest rate smoothing is to put it directly into the objective function. Such a loss function could be written as

$$L = \alpha \text{var}(\pi) + (1-\alpha) \text{var}(\gamma) + \rho \text{var}(\Delta i)$$

where the last term is the variance of the change in the interest rate. We have run a full set of simulations with this loss function, and find that the optimal coefficient on stock prices is broadly unchanged. That is to say, regardless of the size of $\rho$, we find that the loss-minimizing rule continues to include positive values of $\gamma$. Interestingly, for most levels of $\rho$, the optimal rule implies incredibly smooth interest rates, with $\gamma$ near one. When $\rho \geq 0.75$, in most cases the optimal $\gamma$ exceeds one. It is possible for $\gamma$ to exceed one and models to remain well-behaved. See, for example, Taylor (1999).
4 Changing the degree to which the private sector is backward looking

For our third set of experiments, we examine the implication of making people more or less backward looking in their wage setting. To help understand this, we reproduce the inflation expectations equation from Bernanke and Gertler (their appendix equation A.12):

\[ \pi_{t+1} = \kappa mc_t + \theta_b \pi_{t+1} + \theta_f \pi_t + \theta_b \pi_t \]

where \( mc \) is marginal cost, \( \kappa \) is a parameter (set to about 0.02 in the simulations), and \( \theta_b \) and \( \theta_f \) are the degree to which individuals look backward and forward in forming their price expectations. The expression is a portion of the aggregate supply apparatus in their model and determines elasticity of output and inflation with respect to an aggregate demand shock over time. We think of this as a parameter associated with the structure of the economy.

In the baseline simulations, \( \theta_b \) is set equal to 0.40, and so \( \theta_f \) equals 0.60. We examine cases in which \( \theta_b \) equals 0, 0.5 and 1.0. The results are reported in Table A2.3. For the purposes of these simulations we set \( \alpha = 0.75 \), our preferred value (Cecchetti and Ehrmann (1999) suggest that US policy has operated in the neighbourhood of \( \alpha = 0.75 \) over the past few decades or so).

Again, in all cases, some reaction to asset prices is called for in the optimal rule. Furthermore, the Bernanke–Gertler rules now perform very poorly under some specifications. For example, when the economy is either purely forward looking (\( \theta_b = 0 \)) or purely backward looking (\( \theta_b = 1 \)), their best of the rules has a loss that is more than 20 times that of the optimal rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree agents are backward looking</th>
<th>Parameters of policy rule</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Comparison with Bernanke–Gertler rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \theta_b )</td>
<td>( \gamma_r ) ( \gamma_s ) ( \gamma_y )</td>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Ratio to minimum loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.50 0.25 3.0</td>
<td>0.0494**</td>
<td>123.23 42533 61.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.00 0.05 0.50</td>
<td>0.0687 384.0 1.72 10878 15.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.00 0.10 1.00</td>
<td>0.0660 96.04 1.78 4205 9.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.00 0.10 0.50</td>
<td>0.0218 21.59 7.23 159.35 16.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table reports the policy rules that achieve the minimum loss for different degrees of backward-lookingness. We use a simple grid search, examining the following possible values: \( \gamma_r = \{1.01, 1.1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.5, 3\} \), \( \gamma_s = \{0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5\} \) and \( \gamma_y = \{0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3\} \). The comparison with the Bernanke–Gertler rules is the ratio of the loss computed under their parameter configuration divided by the minimum loss. For the entry with **" the model would not converge.
APPENDIX 2.2 The Batini–Nelson model

The structural equations of the Batini–Nelson (2000) model, when all variables are expressed in terms of deviations from equilibrium, are:

\[(A2.7)\]
\[y_t = E_t y_{t+1} - \sigma (R_t - E_t \pi_{t+1}) + \delta \tilde{q}_{t-1} + \epsilon_{yt}\]

\[(A2.8)\]
\[\pi_t = \alpha \pi_{t-1} + (1 - \alpha) E_t \pi_{t+1} + \phi_y y_{t-1} + \phi_q \Delta \tilde{q}_{t-1} + \epsilon_{\pi t}\]

\[(A2.9)\]
\[E_t q_{t+1} = q_t + R_t - E_t \pi_{t+1} + \kappa_t\]

where \(y_t\) denotes (log) output, \(R_t\) is the nominal rate of interest (measured as a quarterly fraction), \(\pi_t\) is quarterly inflation, \(q_t\) is the log real exchange rate (where by construction a rise is a depreciation), and \(\tilde{q}_t = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=0}^{3} q_{t-j}\) is a four-quarter moving average of \(q_t\). Finally, \(\epsilon_{yt}\), \(\epsilon_{\pi t}\), and \(\kappa_t\) are exogenous IS, Phillips curve and uncovered interest parity (UIP) shocks respectively.

The model’s IS equation is represented by equation (A2.7). This states that output \(y_t\) depends on a lead of itself, on the real rate of interest, and on lags of the real exchange rate. Equation (A2.8) is an open-economy Phillips curve. Batini and Nelson set \(\alpha = 0.8\), \(\phi_y = 0.1\), \(\phi_q = 0.025\); and assume \(\epsilon_{\pi t}\) is white noise with standard deviation 1%.

In equation (A2.9), \(\kappa_t\) is a disturbance term that causes deviations from strict UIP. This is assumed to be AR(1) with coefficient 0.753 and innovation standard deviation 0.92%; in line with their estimates of this process using quarterly UK data. The shocks in (A2.7)–(A2.9) are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated.

One set of monetary policy rules that we considered can be described by:

\[(A2.10)\]
\[R_t = \beta_0 R_{t-1} + \beta_1 (E_t \pi_{t+2} - \pi_t^{TARG}) + \beta_2 (q_t - qbar_t)\]

where \(\beta_0 = 0.98\) and \(\beta_1 = 1.24\) in line with Batini and Nelson. As they show, these values of the parameters minimize the policy-makers’ loss function defined as an equally weighted sum of output gap variance and quarterly inflation variance (note that the horizon in the rule is also optimal in this sense). If \(\beta_2 = 0\), we simply have an inflation forecast targeting rule, with interest rates being set in the light of inflation deviations from the target two periods out.

Alternatively, instead of a pure inflation forecast-targeting regime, the central bank might, in addition to focusing on the inflation forecast, also take into account the deviation of the exchange rate from its long-run equilibrium. Therefore, if, say, the exchange rate were overvalued (equivalent to \(q\) being low relative to \(qbar\)), then, other things being equal (for \(\beta_2 > 0\), the central bank would hold interest rates lower than they would be if one were only looking at the deviation of the inflation forecast from the target. (We initially set \(\beta_2 = 0.05\). This is sometimes described as a ‘leaning against the wind’ strategy. Hence, we consider a hybrid regime, where the central bank takes both the inflation forecast and the exchange rate into account when setting interest rates, rather than the commonly observed corner solutions of either pure inflation forecast targeting or pure
exchange rate targeting.

In addition, we also consider a variant of the commonly-used Taylor rule, whereby

(A2.11) \[ R_t = E_t \pi_{t+1} + \omega_1 \pi_t + \omega_2 y_t + \omega_3 (q_t - q_{bar,t}) \]

where, following Taylor, we set \( \omega_1 = 0.5 \), \( \omega_2 = 0.5/4 \), and the modification to the standard Taylor rule that we consider here is to assume a non-zero value for \( \omega_3 \) (initially 0.05).

In order to compare the efficiency of the alternative monetary policy rules considered in equations (A2.10) and (A2.11) above, we assume a loss function:

(A2.12) \[ L_t = E_t \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \beta^j [\lambda_z (4\pi_{t+j} - 4\pi_{t+j})^2 + \lambda_y (y_{t+j} - y_{t+j})^2] \]

where, initially, \( \lambda_z = \lambda_y = 0.5 \), i.e., we assume that the authorities attempt to minimize the weighted sum of inflation and output volatility, and \( \beta \) is a discount rate (initially set equal to 0.99).
3 Identifying Misalignments and Bubbles

3.1 Some commonly held views

Many central bankers and academics are hostile to the notion of taking direct action to deal with misalignments because, in part, of the difficulties associated with detecting bubbles or misalignments. For example, in a recent symposium on asset prices and monetary policy, representative examples of what was said include:

(i) an academic:

... it is not clear why central bankers should have more information about asset fundamentals than private market participants. Perhaps there has been a rise in trend productivity growth that can support a higher rate of dividend growth than in the past ... In short, while we cannot rule out that the sharp stock price increase does reflect a bubble, we cannot rule out that it does not. (Gertler, in CEPR (1998) p. 8)

or

(ii) a US central banker:

... central bankers have no particular expertise in valuing future corporate earnings, that is, in pricing equities, which is a full-time job carried on by armies of stock analysts and investors. On this basis central bankers should feel no obligation to make public their personal views on equity prices. (Goodfriend, in CEPR (1998) p. 18)

or, indeed,

(iii) a European central banker:

... how can monetary policy detect periods of fundamental misalignment of asset prices ... The problem of diagnosis cannot easily be solved, because over or undershooting of asset prices has to be defined in relation to their ‘true’ value – as defined by the expected movements in their underlying determinants. Expectations are not directly observable, however, and although survey data could provide some orientation, they are probably biased and hardly available for long-term horizons. ... [As for] econometric models ... it is difficult to model expectations adequately and to identify structural breaks in time ... [therefore] monetary policy operates in a state of uncertainty. (Issing, in CEPR (1998) pp. 20–1).
3.2 An example of trying to detect a misalignment

To illustrate the difficulties associated with detecting a misalignment, we shall consider the currently topical example of whether US equities are overvalued. A more detailed discussion of this issue may be found in Wadhwani (1999b).

For simplicity, we begin with a steady-state version of the dividend discount model (DDM), i.e. Gordon’s (1962) growth model. We use this model as it is a commonly used workhorse in the financial community and is a convenient vehicle to illustrate some of the relevant arguments.

The model asserts that:

\[ DY + g = r + rp \]

where \( DY \) is dividend yield, \( g \) is the expected long-term real growth rate of dividend, \( r \) is the real interest rate and \( rp \) is the equity risk premium.

In practice, the variables in equation (3.1) are difficult to measure. We may initially proxy the variables as follows:

i Real interest rates, \( r \):
   We use the yield on US Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS), which is currently about 4.1%.

ii Real growth rate of dividends, \( g \):
   One possible assumption is the actual, long-term growth rate of real dividends, which, over the 1926–97 period, is only about 1.9% per annum. This is a little less than the historical growth rate of GDP, because of variations over time in share issuance, the payout ratio and the share of profits in GDP.

iii The expected dividend yield, \( DY \):
   If we make a consensus-like assumption that the dividend to be paid for the year ahead will be 5% higher than the one paid for the last year, then the dividend yield is about 1.20%.

iv The equity risk premium, \( rp \):
   This is a controversial area, both theoretically and empirically. The textbook answer to this question is to use the actual, \textit{ex post} returns on shares versus bonds (or cash) to estimate its value. Over the 1926–97 period, US equities outperformed US bonds by around 7% per annum. Some authors (e.g. Blanchard, 1993, Wadhwani and Shah, 1993, or Siegel, 1998) feel that such an \textit{ex post} historical average is misleading. We shall examine such arguments in greater detail below. If equities are correctly valued today (at S&P500 = 1466), assumptions (i) – (iii) above in the formula in (3.1) imply that the risk premium, \( rp \) is \(-1.0\%\) (i.e. actually negative). This is, of course, extraordinarily low by historical standards.

Table 3.1 illustrates the hypothetical case where the current equity risk premium (ERP) rises to levels which are comparable with the 1926–97 historical average. If, indeed, it were to rise to its \textit{ex post} average value over
1926–97, the ‘fair value’ for the S&P would only be 191, compared with the current level of 1466, before allowing for any second round effects on output, profits etc. Of course, our result is entirely driven by our assumptions, which we need to discuss more carefully.

For example, there might be issues relating to measurement error in the case of the ERP. Over some of the 1926–97 period, *ex post* real interest rates have been negative; some think that it is difficult to believe that *ex ante* real interest rates could have been negative. Undoubtedly, the inflation of the 1970s was, in part, unanticipated and it is, therefore, plausible that *ex post* real long-term interest rates did underestimate their *ex ante* counterpart.

We have attempted to deal with this issue by trying to estimate the *ex ante* ERP. Our method involves making the assumption that investors base their estimates of the real growth of dividends and the longer-term inflation rate on a trailing ten-year moving average of these variables. Using this method, the 1926–97 historical average of the ERP falls to 4.3%. Note that our estimate is fairly similar to that of Blanchard (1993), who uses a more sophisticated approach (regressions rather than moving averages) to forecast real dividend growth and inflation. If we do use this alternative estimate of the ‘warranted’ ERP in Table 3.1, the warranted fair value of the S&P500 rises to 270.6 but is still low compared with the current value of 1466. We shall now relax some of the simplifying assumptions in the model and see how much the conclusions change.

Many argue that the dividend yield should not be used as a valuation indicator, because the increase in share repurchase activity has artificially depressed the measured dividend yield. (Examples of academics who have

---

**Table 3.1** Alternative implied fair values for the S&P500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>191.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>270.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>473.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>559.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>2566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Col. (1) obtained by feeding in assumed inputs into equation (3.1). Col. (2) the level of the risk premium if it were equal to its 1926–97 average. Col. (4) the level of the dividend yield that would be approximately required to lead the current risk premium to equal the ‘warranted’ risk premium. Therefore, Col. (4) − Col. (3) = Col. (2) − Col. (1). Col. (6) the change in price that would be required to lead to the current dividend yield to equal the warranted dividend yield. Hence, Col (6)/Col. (5) = Col. (3)/Col. (4).
advocated this line include Cole et al., 1996, and Malkiel, 1998). Therefore, one might adjust the measured dividend yield to incorporate the effect of net share repurchases, and the effects of merger/acquisition/LBO activity. On doing so, the implied fair value rises to around 474.

It is plausible that in the light of much recent discussion about the ‘new economy’, it might well be appropriate to increase estimate of the underlying productivity growth of the US economy (see, for example, Oliner and Sichel (2000)). Indeed, estimates of the potential annual growth rate of the US economy have risen from around 2.5% to around 3.5–4% over the last 2 years or so. We might, therefore, somewhat generously raise up our estimate of long-term real dividend growth to, say 3.75% p.a. (which would be twice the long-term historical growth rate). On doing so, the measured ex ante risk premium would rise from –1% to around 0.9%. This would lead to a higher implied fair value of around 550.

An important problem with the analysis so far is that many would question the assumption of estimating the ERP on the basis of historical data, for example, Siegel (1998) asserts that

... stocks have been chronically undervalued throughout history. This has occurred because most investors have been deterred by the high short-term risk in the stock market and have ignored their long-term record of steady gains.... One interpretation of the current bull market indicates that investors are finally bidding equities up to the level that they should be on the basis of their historical risks and returns.

Siegel’s key argument about the relative riskiness of shares and bonds over different time horizons is summarised in Table 3.2. Although, over a one year horizon, equity returns are about three times more volatile than bond returns, over a 20 year time horizon, shares are actually less volatile than bonds. This is because, while long-term equity returns display mean reversion (i.e. several bad years are more likely to be followed by good ones) and therefore the standard deviation of n-year returns decreases faster than the square root of n, long-term bond returns display the opposite tendency. Therefore the standard deviation of n-year returns decreases more slowly than the square root of n. Hence, for sufficiently high n (in this case n = 20), we would expect equity returns to become less volatile than bond returns.

Table 3.3 shows the percentage of times that equity returns outperform bond returns over various (overlapping) holding periods. Note that, as the horizon extends, the probability that equities will outperform bonds rises from a lowish 60% on a one-year horizon to almost 100% for a 30 year horizon (i.e. the last 30 year period in which bonds beat equities is that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time horizon</th>
<th>Equities</th>
<th>Bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Siegel and Thaler (1997)
Note: Standard deviation of (overlapping) n-year returns.
ending in 1861, at the onset of the US Civil War). Hence, for long-term investors, fixed-income securities have almost always underperformed, with no 20 year period in US history (since 1802) when the average annual return on shares has been negative, although this is not true of bonds.

Glassman and Hassett (1998) argued that Siegel’s findings suggested that ‘... there should be no need for an ERP at all’ and that, therefore, the market could justifiably rise at least another 100% (the S&P500 = 1094 on that day). They have since argued that the Dow should reach 36,000 by 2004.

Clearly, if one believed that the warranted risk premium was zero, then, on our numbers, the warranted level of the S&P500 would be around 2560 – about 75% above current levels! The notion that the ERP should be zero is, however, problematic.

First, Siegel’s argument is predicated on long-horizon returns, but there are good reasons for why risk over the short horizon is relevant. For example, some individuals may be close to retirement, and borrowing constraints may preclude the young from driving the price of equities up to yield a zero risk premium. Second, with an probabilistic length of life, not even the young would accept a zero risk premium. Third, once investment decisions are delegated to a fund management company, asymmetric information and moral hazard considerations give rise to standard agency problems. Pension fund managers are reviewed regularly. It would be extremely rare to leave money with the same manager for twenty years without regular, interim performance reviews.

Furthermore, it is discomforting to rely on a hypothesis that investors have suddenly discovered that equities are not particularly risky and that, therefore, the ERP should be lower. Recall that this argument has been used to justify previous re-ratings of equities vis-à-vis bonds. For example, Burck (1959) appealed to the historical superiority of equities versus bonds in arguing that equities should yield less than bonds. In the 1920s, Smith (1924) made a similar argument, and Fisher (1929), in referring to this work argued:

These writings threw a bombshell into the investing worlds.... It was only as the public came to realise, largely through the writings of Edgar Lawrence Smith, that stocks were to be preferred to bonds ... that the bull market began in good earnest to cause a proper evaluation of common shares.20

Further and perhaps most fundamentally, given that shares are a residual

---

**Table 3.3** Holding period comparisons: percentage of periods when US equities outperform US bonds, 1802–1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holding period</th>
<th>% of periods equities outperform bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
claim on a corporation after all other creditors have been paid, it is implausible that there should be a zero risk premium on stocks versus bonds. Specifically, few would assert that corporate bonds should yield the same return as safer, government bonds, so there is something odd about requiring a lower total return on shares versus bonds issued by the same company, which appears to be the implication of what Glassman–Hassett and others assert.

Even if accepting the arguments for why it would be implausible for the risk premium to be zero, there is still the difficult task of deciding upon the appropriate level. Historical evidence over the last two centuries for the US and the UK suggests that the risk premium varies significantly between different decades (see Table 3.4). Note that for the sub-periods leading up to 1926, using arithmetic returns, the US risk premium varied between 3–4%, before rising to the historically anomalous 7% in the 1926–97 period. The story for the UK is similar – a risk premium in the 2.5–3% range up to 1938, but much higher after WWII.

It might be tempting to look at the rather lower risk premium in the 1982–97 period (3.3%) and argue that this is the new equilibrium level, but it is important to be careful about drawing that conclusion from such a short sample period. For example, would it have been appropriate to assume that the correct risk premium was −0.1% after the 1966–81 experience?

In the light of the discussion of the difficulties associated with valuing the US market, it is probably easy to adopt a nihilistic attitude and move on to other issues. Notwithstanding the genuine uncertainties, however, there are useful (to a policy-maker) things that can be said about the current valuation of the US stock market.

First, we noted above that even if the rather brave assumption is made that the ‘new economy’ has approximately doubled the long-term growth rate of dividends (in inflation-adjusted terms) to 3.75% per annum (versus the long-term historical average of 1.9% per annum), this still leaves an
implied ERP of only 0.9%, well below its average value for any sizeable sub-period since 1800.

This matters because historically. A current ERP below (above) average presages equity returns that are also below (above) average. Table 3.5 documents the evidence in favour of this proposition. It shows that the strength of this statistical association rises over time, with the $R^2$ rising from only 0.055 on a two-year horizon, to a rather more respectable 0.35 on a five-year horizon.21 While not wishing to over estimate the ‘edge’ that using the ERP as a predictive tool gives (it can be ‘wrong’ for long periods of time), it does seem inappropriate to ignore it altogether.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, is that although today’s ex ante ERP is low, there is no sign that investors are actually reconciled to low returns. Surveys of individual investors in the US regularly suggest that they expect returns above 10%, which is obviously unsustainable. For example, in a Business Week/Harris poll in December 1999, the median, long-run return expectation was 10–12% for years.22 Most US pension funds operate under actuarial assumption of equity returns in the 8–10% range which, with a dividend yield under 2%, is again unsustainably high. A recent survey of financial economists indicated an average estimate of the ERP of 6%, with most suggesting a figure of 4–8% (see Welch, 1998).

Although the measured ERP seems low and has, in part for good reason, been declining in the post-WWII period, its current level does not appear to be a sustainable equilibrium.

Ultimately, we have to accept that notwithstanding a variety of intriguing papers on the subject, our theory of the equity risk premium is seriously incomplete. Moreover, in practice the ERP appears to display an ability to move pretty substantially and economists have not always been able to explain it fully. Hence, it would be dishonest to pretend that it can be asserted confidently that the S&P500 is x% per cent overvalued. In a memorable phrase, Malkiel (1998) argues that ‘I don’t think it’s possible for even the Almighty to know whether a market is “over” or “under” valued.’

While we would not pretend to know the precise level of over/undervaluation of the US equity market, we know that:

i The ERP has fallen, and is currently towards the lower end of its historical range. (Our best guess estimate is that it is currently less than 1%). It is, therefore, unlikely to fall much further over the medium-term. There is econometric evidence suggesting that it is mean-reverting.

ii Investors do not appear to be prepared for the lower returns implied by (i).

---

**Table 3.5** The effect of the ERP on subsequent equity returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time horizon</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>$t$ – statistic</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Based on US data, 1930–99. Regression of the form (equity returns over period $t$ to the $t+m$) = constant term + coefficient + (ERP at time $t$). $t$-statistic based on Newey–West adjusted standard errors.
iii The ERP can change quite rapidly. The combination of points i–iii above tells us that there is above average risk associated with owning US equities now, although none of this precludes the market going higher in the near term.

We believe, however, that a nihilistic attitude to asset prices is inappropriate – it is useful to attempt to predict the longer term evolution of the asset prices for policy purposes. It is useful to remember that the Japanese stock price bubble of the late 1980s was noticed at the time (i.e. before it burst) by several people.23

3.3 Is estimation of the ‘fair value’ of asset prices intrinsically more difficult than preparing an inflation forecast?

It is often asserted that central bankers should not try to estimate the degree of asset price misalignments, but stick to setting policy in the light of their inflation forecast instead.

Estimating asset price misalignments is, however, likely to improve inflation forecasts – it was noted above that the ERP, for example, has some predictive content for future stock price changes and that asset prices have an important effect on the inflation forecast.

More importantly, is it really true that estimating the degree to which an asset price is misaligned is any more difficult than estimating an output gap or the NAIRU – concepts which are commonly used to help frame monetary policy? Indeed, it could be argued that it is necessary to use the same inputs to estimate the prospective output gap as are needed to accurately estimate a stock price misalignment. Specifically, the output gap estimate depends importantly on underlying productivity growth (which affects prospective potential output) and the equilibrium ERP (which affects corporate investment, which in turn, affects trend growth) – the same uncertain inputs that were seen to be necessary to estimate the degree of stock price misalignment. Moreover, estimates of the prospective output gap also depend on what is likely to happen to the actual level of output which, through the standard wealth effect channel, depends directly on the degree to which asset prices are misaligned.

Hence, the correct notion that it is difficult to estimate the degree of asset price misalignment, makes inflation forecasting just as difficult as it would make targeting asset prices directly.

Lest anyone think that it is easy to estimate the NAIRU, Table 3.6 shows how the consensus forecasts in the UK have been consistently too gloomy about the inflation–unemployment trade-off in the UK since 1992! (For further discussion of his phenomenon, see Wadhwani (2000)).

The table displays both the forecast errors that were made vis-à-vis unemployment and the average earnings growth to illustrate the improvement in the inflation–unemployment trade off. Although unemployment was lower than expected in every year between 1993 and
1997, earnings growth was also lower than expected, a clear case of an improvement in the trade-off. It is only in 1998 and 1999 that earnings growth has been (modestly) higher than expected, though in 1999 that is probably attributable to the level of unemployment being 310,000 lower than had been expected.

As both inflation and unemployment have turned out better than expected, there would appear to be prima facie evidence of the Panel having systematically overestimated the NAIRU and/or some change in the historical relationships that these economists were (implicitly or otherwise) relying on.

For another example of the difficulties associated with conventional inflation forecasts, consider the uncertainties attached to estimates of the output gap in the United States. Orphanides (1998) contains a comparison of real-time estimates (i.e. those used by a putative inflation forecaster) of the output gap in the United States with subsequent revisions and arrives at astonishing conclusions. During the period 1980 H1 to 1992 H2 the real-time estimates of the gap (measured as output minus potential output divided by potential) averaged –3.99% with a standard deviation of 3.46. Subsequent revisions in measures of both actual and potential output led to changes in the estimated gap such that by 1994 the revised figures for the 1980–92 period implied a gap of only –1.64% with a standard deviation of 2.44! In other words the revised gap was on average 2.35 percentage points lower than the real-time estimates, which presumably were used in the preparation of inflation forecasts and as inputs into the formulation of monetary policy at the time. If interest rates in the United States during this period had been set mechanically by a Taylor-type rule with a weight on the output gap of one half, the above revisions in the estimates of the gap implies that the interest rate was on average over 100 basis points lower than what it would have been using the revised data.24 With the much smaller reactions to asset price misalignments that we found to be optimal in the simulations of the Bernanke–Gertler model, errors in estimates of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Unemployment forecast error (Q4, millions)</th>
<th>Average earnings forecast error (% change on year earlier)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>–0.36</td>
<td>–1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>–0.27</td>
<td>–0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>–0.03</td>
<td>–1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>–0.18</td>
<td>–0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>–0.38</td>
<td>–0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>–0.31</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average forecast error</td>
<td>–0.22</td>
<td>–0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
these misalignments would have to be very large indeed in order to arrive at similar implications for interest rates.

3.4 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we have argued that commonly accepted valuation formulas of common stocks, together with consensus estimate of the ingredients of that formula, lead to the conclusion that stocks are currently overvalued in the United States. More generally, we have argued that some of the difficulties that arise in the estimation of the fair value of stocks also plague the estimation of the size of the output gap and the unemployment rate, two elements that are routinely used by central banks to prepare their inflation forecasts.

We therefore conclude that measurement difficulties, as real as they are, should not remain in the way of attempting to incorporate information from asset markets into the design of monetary policy.
It was argued in Chapter 2 that paying attention to asset prices can improve macroeconomic stability. The model simulations reported there suggest that central banks wishing to minimize the volatility of inflation and/or output would do well to set interest rates both in response to projected inflation and, to some degree, in response to the extent of estimated misalignments in the asset markets (equities, housing and the exchange rate). This is the case even if the inflation projection itself makes use of information in asset prices.

An immediate implication of the analysis is that a central bank pursuing an inflation target will not achieve optimum performance in terms of its inflation objective by setting its interest rate solely in response to shifts in its inflation forecast at a fixed horizon, reacting to nothing else. A purist might argue that the central bank should really look at inflation forecasts at several (all) future time periods, and set the interest rate so as to achieve the smoothest path consistent with hitting the pre-specified target on average. While in principle correct, such a procedure is, however, much too ambitious given the uncertainty related to the time lags in the effects of policies and shocks in general. Moreover, such a policy might not be easy to implement. As Kazuo Ueda, member of the Bank of Japan Policy Board says in his contribution to this volume, a Japanese central banker who looked at inflation forecasts five to ten years out would have been raising interest rates in 1987–8. Given that the central bank was focused on inflation only one to two years out, however, it was much more difficult to justify increasing interest rates. The proposal for incorporating asset price misalignments can be interpreted as an alternative way of allowing for considerations relating to longer time-horizons.

An alternative justification for the procedure is to recognize that, of course, in conventional macro-models, once either non-linearities in the model, or non-additive uncertainty is allowed for, then the conventional theoretical argument for inflation forecast targeting is no longer valid (see e.g. Svensson (1999)). In that particular case, policy should be set by looking at the forecast of the entire distribution of possible outcomes rather than just a point forecast. Once again, looking at asset price misalignments might
be thought of as providing information about the distribution of possible outcomes over and above looking at the forecast of the mean outcome for inflation.

Yet another way to rationalize our recommended policy is that in an uncertain world where central banks necessarily operate on the basis of rather limited knowledge about some of the crucial variables (e.g. the size of the output gap), asset price misalignments can sometimes convey information that was not necessarily available in the inflation forecast. For example, as Ueda emphasizes, inflation was low in Japan during the 1986–9 period and estimates of total factor productivity growth had risen (see also Yamaguchi (1999)). Indeed, as Ueda points out, the IMF said as late as February 1989 that there was no inflationary threat in Japan. Yet, if the framework had explicitly allowed for asset price misalignments, monetary policy would have been tighter than implied by just looking at a near-term inflation forecast based on a fairly optimistic view of the likely growth rate of potential output.

4.1 An augmented Taylor rule

One possible way to implement our suggestion would be to adopt an augmented Taylor-type rule in which the asset price is given a role together with the inflation forecast and some measure of an output gap. This is exactly the type of rule that was shown to be superior to a 'pure' Taylor rule in the context of the Bernanke-Gertler models simulated in Chapter 2. If the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) were to follow such a rule to take account of current asset price levels in the United States, what would their policy be?

Following our discussion of the Bernanke–Gertler model, we examine the following rule:

\[
(4.1) \quad r_t^f - \pi_t = 2.5 + 0.5(\pi_t - 2) + 0.5(y_t - y_t^*) = 0.05s_{t-1}
\]

where \(r_t^f\) is the federal funds rate, \(\pi_t\) is four-quarter inflation measured by the median CPI, 2.5 is the assumed equilibrium real interest rate, \((y_t - y_t^*)\) is the percentage deviation of GDP from potential (measured using the Congressional Budget Office series), and \(s_{t-1}\) is the size of the stock market bubble measured as the percentage deviation of the inverse of the current equity risk premium from a 20 year lagged moving average. The coefficients on inflation and the GDP gap follow Taylor’s rule and are chosen so that the rule matches observed movements in the funds rate fairly well (the correlation is 0.9). The more aggressive rules suggested by Bernanke and Gertler and by our simulations of their model, as well as by the work discussed in Taylor (1999), yield interest rate paths that are so much higher and so much more volatile than the actual funds rate as to be implausible. The coefficient on asset prices is based on our Bernanke and Gertler simulations.

Over the brief four year period for which results are reported in Table 4.1, inflation has fallen and the output gap has risen substantially, having
somewhat offset effects on the implied interest rate path. Nevertheless, the interest rate path implied by the simple Taylor rule has been both more volatile and higher than the actual funds rate. Currently, in Spring 2000, the Taylor rule suggests a setting of between 6.5% and 6.75% compared with the actual 6%. Not surprisingly, taking account of asset prices raises the implied interest rate even further. Even if we assume that the equilibrium equity risk premium is a very low 2.36%, the augmented Taylor rule implies interest rates of nearly 7.5%. This result is merely illustrative for several reasons. First, the coefficient on the asset price in the rule was deduced from our simulations with the Bernanke–Gertler model. It is quite possible that this coefficient would be smaller if it was obtained from studies based on models that are calibrated more closely to US data. With a smaller coefficient on the asset price, the implied interest rate in the augmented Taylor rule would also be smaller. Second, if the rule had been followed literally, there are then reasons to believe that the run up in asset prices would have been less spectacular than it has actually been during the past two years. This in turn would dampen the increase in the interest rate, exactly the result that we are striving for. We are not recommending an immediate jump in US interest rates to this level. A crucial element of our proposal is that interest rates would move gradually in response to deviations of asset prices from perceived fundamentals.

Third, while some academic research suggests that central banks follow relatively simple and quantifiable rules for setting interest rates, policymakers themselves ‘seem to regard the use of rules to guide policy as questionable in part because they are quite uncertain about the quantitative specifications of the most basic inputs required by most rules.’ As Kohn goes on to detail, implementation of specific policy rules usually requires assumptions about the current level of potential output and the equilibrium exchange rate and interest rate.

Fourth, as Svensson (1999) points out, inflation forecast targeting has advantages over simple instrument rules like the Taylor rule. We now turn to a more explicit consideration of our suggestion within that framework.

### Table 4.1 Federal Funds rate path implied by various policy rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>GDP Gap</th>
<th>Equity Risk Premium</th>
<th>Federal Funds rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Equilibrium</td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Taylor Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 Q4</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Q4</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 Q4</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 Q4</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Extending current inflation targeting practice

The most common practice in the world today is for governments to set inflation goals for their central banks, then delegate the authority over interest rates and hold central bankers accountable for meeting the objectives. This practice usually entails specifying a loss function that specifically states that deviations of inflation and, possibly, output from their respective targets should be minimized over a multi-period horizon. In other words, the idea is to mimic the loss function generally used in theoretical models to evaluate different policies. As we have shown, doing so would almost certainly imply that asset price developments would be assigned a non-negligible role in policy decisions over and above the usual two-year inflation forecast. Discussions in monetary policy committees and explanations of policy actions to the public would then routinely take asset price developments into account over and above their influence on a fixed-horizon inflation forecast.

Some would argue that the fixed-horizon inflation forecast-deviation strategy is simpler to implement and to explain than our alternative. We believe that on this account the differences between the two strategies are easily exaggerated.

In terms of implementation, it is true that the central bank needs to undertake the rather difficult task of estimating the degree of misalignment, but in order to forecast inflation accurately, the central bank already needs to do that (see Chapter 6). Moreover, as we argued in Chapter 3, estimating the degree of asset price misalignment is no more difficult than trying to estimate potential output in that at a conceptual level, judgements about the same unknowns still have to be made.

There is, though, one factor which would make the job of the central bank a little more difficult – it would have to make a decision about how much weight to attach to the asset price misalignment relative to the projected deviation of the inflation forecast from target in its interest rate function. Clearly, the answer would be rather model-specific, but that is also true of inflation forecasts. There is no a priori reason to believe that the judgements involved here are intrinsically more difficult than those that go into formulating an inflation forecast.

What about the argument that a system with one variable (the inflation forecast) is easier to explain than one with several variables? Once again, we are not persuaded. Explaining and justifying an inflation forecast requires much analysis, as can be attested to by the size of most ‘Inflation Report’ documents. Indeed, a ‘leaning against the wind’ strategy might be easier to explain to the general public. Suppose that a central bank has an inflation target of 1.5%, but that it believes that a ‘bubble’ has led to an unwarranted and significant appreciation in its exchange rate. Moreover, assume that it thinks that lower interest rates would reduce the expected size of the misalignment and also make it more likely that it disappears more quickly. Note that the central bank would be conscious of the possibility that allowing the bubble to build up further could at some point lead to a very
significant depreciation of the exchange rate, which could at that point be associated with a very significant rise in measured inflation. In this case, it would be rather easy to explain to the public that interest rates had been set a little lower than they would have been in a regime which fed mechanically off an inflation forecast n periods out, because by reducing the likelihood of a sudden and sharp change in the exchange rate, the central bank would be likely to minimize the average deviation of inflation from its target level over the entire future.

Our proposal for considering a change in the interest rate reaction function is perfectly consistent with the remit to the central banks in some inflation targeting regimes, though this is not always how it is actually implemented. For example, in the UK the ‘framework is based on the recognition that the actual inflation rate will on occasions depart from its target as a result of shocks and disturbances. Attempts to keep inflation at the inflation target in these circumstances may cause undesirable volatility in output.’ (letter from the Chancellor to the Governor, 3 June 1998)

Indeed, it is for this reason that the framework allows for a letter writing procedure whereby the MPC can explain why inflation is away from its target by more than one percentage point, say what it intends to do about it and explain how its approach is consistent with the government’s monetary policy objectives.

Hence, in the UK context, our proposal vis-à-vis the interest rate reaction function incorporating asset prices is wholly consistent with the Chancellor’s remit to the Bank. It might, however, require some adjustment to the way in which the Bank is seen to be implementing its remit (which is in terms of an interest rate rule that feeds back off an inflation forecast two years or so out). An important argument against the Bank changing its procedures is that the system is still new (it only dates back to May 1997), and a change could be damaging to credibility. As Sir Samuel Brittan (2000) argues about a change in the remit to incorporate exchange rate considerations:

I have to admit that, if made now, such a change would only increase the impression that the British adopt a bewildering succession of monetary objectives, only to drop them when the going gets rough.

Although Sir Samuel is talking about a much more far-reaching change than we would contemplate, the effect on credibility might be similar, unless the change in operating procedure were explained extremely carefully. If, hypothetically, the Monetary Policy Committee were to say that it took asset price misalignments into account separately, there is a clear risk that the markets would, in the current conjuncture, think that the Bank had gone soft on inflation. Moreover, our simulation results have been obtained on the basis of a few macroeconomic models and it would obviously be important to further assess the robustness of our results – something that is probably true of all economics research.

It is sometimes argued that allowing for asset price misalignments would make accountability more difficult as the central bank would have more
excuses for why it had missed the target. There may be something in that argument, but if implemented correctly our proposal would actually reduce the volatility of inflation out-turns versus the target and, therefore, over time the central bank should actually have less explaining to do.

Further, in addition to the benefits in terms of reduced inflation and output volatility, an important advantage of our proposal is that it would explicitly require central banks to react in a symmetric fashion to rises and falls in asset prices, which might help correct the widely held view that central banks are implicitly underwriting a particular level of the stock market. In the next section we investigate this view in some more detail.

4.3 Asymmetry and moral hazard in policy

For some time, policy-makers have been concerned with the potential for moral hazard arising from perceived asymmetry in their policies. What if the central bank has the ability to insure equity holders against significant drops in the market? If that is so, then they could encourage something that looks like a bubble, whereby risk premia fall, artificially driving prices up.30

In fact, policy-makers may be symmetric, reacting equally to large ups and downs, but if there are no large ups, their behaviour may appear to be asymmetric. That is to say, the world may be asymmetric, with only sudden crashes and no abrupt booms, giving no opportunities for symmetric responses. This difficulty arises from the fact that the investors know this, and so they are aware that policy will insure them against big losses, allowing them to place one-sided bets.

Does the behaviour of asset prices bear out this argument? This asymmetry of policy, leading to moral hazard of investors, is surely a problem over very short time horizons. It is well known that asset returns are negatively skewed, with more large downs than large ups, on a daily frequency, but as returns are averaged over longer and longer time periods of months and years, this asymmetry should go away.31 If the asymmetry of the distribution of stock returns disappears sufficiently quickly, then it would be possible for the central bank to be symmetric over horizons that are meaningful.

To examine the prospect of policy acting symmetrically, we look at daily returns over the period from 1885 to 1998. These are a combination of the data collected by Schwert (1990) and a series from the Center for Research on Securities Prices (CRSP).32 Figure 4.1 presents the skewness of equity returns at various holding periods, all measured in business days, for both the full sample and the past 40 years. We examine returns for holding period ranging from 1–5,000 business days (roughly 20 years).33

The results are striking in that the returns continue to have significant skewness, with skewness coefficient below –0.5, at holding periods of several years. For the longer time period, the skewness does not approach zero even at a horizon of 1000 business days, which is approximately four years. This seems far too long to be useful for policy purposes, leaving the difficult issue
Figure 4.1  Skewness of equity returns

Figure 4.2 Distribution of stock returns, 1961–98

of how to appear symmetric in a world that is clearly not.

Figure 4.2 makes a complementary point. Here we plot the histogram of returns for holding periods of one day, 20 days and 300 days. As the horizon lengthens, the distribution becomes much more concentrated near the mean. That is, the variance declines, but importantly the distribution remains significantly skewed, as there are substantially more large negative returns than large positive ones.

These results make the important point that given that asset returns are asymmetric, it is difficult for central banks to appear symmetric and, hence,
the findings of our informal survey that all respondents believe the Fed to be asymmetric are not surprising. One advantage of our proposal is that central banks would have a policy rule that would be explicitly symmetric. This might help reduce misperceptions among market participants.

4.4 Some commonly expressed objections to our proposals

Both at the Conference, and elsewhere, we have heard some arguments against our proposal. We attempt to give our view on these objections below.\textsuperscript{35}

One common argument is that we should not attempt to target asset prices, not least because the effect of an interest rate change on an asset price is pretty uncertain. Yamaguchi (1999) points out that the Japanese market shrugged off the first two Bank of Japan tightenings in 1989 and started to fall only after the third rate hike. At that point, however, he contends that a self-feeding process developed between a weakening market and an increasing risk premium, which then led to a rather abrupt collapse in share prices. Therefore, deflating asset price bubbles can be problematic in that attempting to achieve a ‘soft landing’ is extremely difficult.

We find it difficult to quarrel with the proposition that the effects of monetary policy on asset prices are difficult to predict. In our proposal, however, we are not attempting to target a particular level of asset prices. Instead, we merely attempt to allow for the degree of misalignment in monetary policy-setting without necessarily believing that the misalignment will disappear. Of course, if monetary policy were run on the basis of our suggested framework, we believe that such misalignments would be less likely to occur and that their magnitude would be likely to be smaller. This is very different from saying that our proposal involves targeting asset price bubbles. It does not. Our proposal is predicated on (consumer) price stability being the paramount objective of central banks.

A related concern is that even if we do not set out to prick asset price bubbles, we may end up destabilizing the economy because interest rate hikes that occur because stock prices are ‘too high’ might lead to a very large, self-reinforcing price drops. That is to say, ‘soft landings’ might be very difficult to achieve. Of course, if asset prices were to begin to fall rapidly, our recommendation would be to cut interest rates quickly both in response to stock prices falling below their warranted levels and in response to the likely decline in the inflation forecast. Indeed, in this situation our proposal suggests cutting interest rates more aggressively than would be the case if response was solely to moves in expected future inflation.

Another common objection to our proposal is that looking at asset prices rather than domestic inflation alone may cause domestic inflationary pressures to build up to the point where a hard landing is inevitable. Proponents of this view point to several historical examples. One is the case of Japanese monetary policy in the 1980s. At that time, the argument goes, domestic inflation was distorted by the strong yen (as we mention in the
next chapter and Ueda emphasizes in this volume). A second example is found in the 1987–9 UK experience, when shadowing the DM arguably prevented interest rates from being set at levels that were appropriate to the domestic economy (see Chapter 2). We believe, however, that the lesson to be drawn from these episodes is not that looking at asset prices leads to bad policy, but that if you look at asset prices, you should look at all of them. Hence, in the Japanese case, the authorities should not have just focused solely on the yen, but should also have paid heed to land and stock prices. Similarly, in the UK, as we argued in Chapter 2, the authorities should have paid more attention to the housing bubble. Moreover, our proposal would not involve attempting to manage the exchange rate within a narrow range (which was true of the 1987–9 experience in the UK).

To summarize, our proposal is motivated purely by price stability considerations. Asset prices should be taken into account because it is misalignments in these that are most likely to generate significant boom–bust cycles in the economy. We do not expect our policy prescription to prevent asset price bubbles and do not set out to prick them. We do believe that our framework, however, might deliver fewer and/or smaller misalignments.

4.5 Non-conventional policy responses

As we have emphasized in several places already, this report focuses on the conduct of conventional monetary policy in response to asset price movements. In this section we examine arguments suggesting that other policy instruments can be used independently of the interest rate for the same purpose. We look at two suggestions that have received particular attention: margin requirements and attempts to influence expectations using policy signals. We conclude that neither of these are substitutes for traditional monetary policy for the purpose of achieving macroeconomic objectives.

4.5.1 Manipulating margin requirements

In many countries, central banks are charged not only with establishing and sustaining price stability, but also with maintaining the liquidity and solvency of the payments system. This is certainly an important issue, but treating it adequately is beyond the scope of the present study. Our focus is on the macroeconomic consequences of asset price shifts and with this perspective, the question we address in this section is whether a response via changes in the regulatory environment is appropriate.

In general, there is little literature about using regulatory policies as a means of influencing asset prices. The principal exception is that of margin requirements, a policy tool that is mainly relevant to the US market, because margin requirements for securities market broker-dealers are set by the Federal Reserve.
The role of margin requirements is a perennial issue for US policy-makers. In particular, the recent sharp rise in margin borrowing from US securities brokers to finance securities purchases that coincided with a dramatic increase in the NASDAQ index (Figure 4.3) has rekindled demands that the Federal Reserve raise margin requirements in an effort to slow the rise in asset prices.\(^36\) Previously, margin requirements have been changed for this purpose.\(^37\) Several factors, however, raise doubt whether such use of margin requirements would be advisable at present.

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan on several recent occasions has indicated his opposition to altering margin requirements in order to influence asset prices. His reasoning is straightforward: margin debt is small relative to equity market capitalization, and such debt is used principally by individual investors. Institutional investors and sophisticated individuals have access to other forms of credit, or can obtain leverage in ways that are not influenced directly by the terms on margin debt. Mr. Greenspan has concluded that the connection between margin requirements and asset values is highly uncertain; in any case, margin shifts are uneven in their impact on different types of investors.

It is easy to find justification for Chairman Greenspan’s views on this subject. As was pointed out in a recent review by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,\(^38\) the only available exposure to stock market risk when the 1934 legislation was adopted was through direct purchase or sale of stock. Thus, control over margin requirements at that time could have had an important influence on stock prices. After all, margin debt grew in the late 1920s to the equivalent of more than 10% of US stock market capitalization. Today, even following the recent rapid expansion of margin debt, total margin debt outstanding amounts to little more than 1.5% of market capitalization.

Today, investors can acquire exposure to the US equity market in many forms that do not involve margin debt. For example, stock futures and

---

**Figure 4.3** Margin credit and the NASDAQ, % change from 12 months earlier
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options provide highly leveraged exposure, but are not financed by margin
debt. Moreover, individuals can obtain credit to finance securities purchases
in many forms, including home equity loans, and other highly fungible
forms of credit.

Academic studies also reinforce scepticism about the efficacy of margin
requirements. For example, Hsieh and Miller (1990) found that ‘the data …
offer no support for the view ... that Federal Reserve margin requirements
are an effective tool for dampening stock market volatility.’ Similarly, Pruitt
and Tse (1996) concluded that

empirical tests ... offer no support [author's italics] for the view that Federal Reserve
margin requirements function as originally conceived or that changes in margin levels
are associated with changes in margin-imposed binding constraints on security
investors.

The Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco reports that ‘the growth in
stock market capitalization precedes the growth in margin credit, not vice
versa.’ Thus, ‘the data are consistent with investors reacting to a rise in
stock prices by borrowing more against stocks, and likewise, reacting to a fall
in stock prices by borrowing less.’ According to this conclusion, the recent
sharp pull back in prices of NASDAQ stocks should lead, with a lag, to a
reduction in margin debt. Furthermore, taken together with the other
studies, it implies that changes in margin requirements are not likely to
have any perceptible independent effect on either asset price volatility or
macroeconomic stability.

4.4.2 Can we rely on policy signals only?

The Holy Grail for policy-makers is to find as many policy instruments as
there are potential targets for policy. In some countries this has, as a
practical matter, taken the form of pursuing a monetary policy aimed at a
domestic objective such as the inflation rate on the one hand and
attempting to influence the exchange rate by some other means, on the
other. For example, a policy-determined interest rate is set so as to keep
inflation under control and interventions in the foreign exchange are used
simultaneously to steer the exchange rate towards some target value. In
order not to jeopardize the control of inflation, the interventions in the
foreign exchange market are sterilized, making sure that they do not
influence internal monetary conditions. The problem is that by
systematically neutralizing the domestic consequences of the interventions,
the central bank may also rob them of any impact on the exchange rate
itself. This is not to say that it is impossible to find episodes where sterilized
interventions do seem to have been effective. Furthermore, empirical tests
of the effectiveness of interventions in the foreign exchange market are not
conclusive. As shown for example in Edison (1993) and Dominguez and
Frankel (1992), the strength as well as the direction of the effect is highly
dependent on the time period studied, suggesting that other factors are
crucial in determining the outcome.
If, however, sterilized interventions in the foreign exchange market are ineffective, it is a puzzle that most countries actually do practice neutralization operation in conjunction with such interventions. Mussa (1990) proposed an explanation of this practice, which was to argue that by intervening in the foreign exchange market, the central bank signals future changes in monetary policy. Like all asset prices, the exchange rate reacts to anticipations of future monetary conditions, so this signal will influence the exchange rate even though current monetary policy is unchanged. In other words, signaling through interventions gives the central bank an additional monetary policy instrument.

This raises the intriguing possibility that official policy signals can be used to influence asset prices independently of conventional monetary policy and that policy-makers therefore have found a second instrument. One can, for example, point to a number of episodes where officials have attempted to use public statements to influence exchange rates, suggesting that they believed such statements could have an effect on the exchange rate independently of the monetary and fiscal policies pursued at the time.

Recently many statements of Governor Greenspan about high valuations on the stock market have been interpreted as falling under the category of using ‘talk’ to signal that he would like to see an orderly return of stock prices to their fundamental level. On this interpretation he may, in other words, have been signaling to market participants that future monetary policy will be adjusted if necessary in order to achieve this goal.

The obvious question that this raises is whether signaling really does give an additional degree of freedom for monetary policy. Empirical evidence on this has been provided in Kaminsky and Lewis (1996). Taking Mussa’s hypothesis as a point of departure, Kamisky and Lewis study the period from 1985 to 1990 in the United States, during which the Federal Reserve intervened regularly in the foreign exchange market. The authors first test whether an intervention to weaken (strengthen) the dollar was systematically followed by a more expansionary (contractionary) monetary policy. They conclude that this was not the case, since the information content in intervention policies ‘comes from interventions to sell dollars, followed by tight monetary policy’. Next Kaminsky and Lewis examine the effects of the interventions on the exchange rate itself. The results indicate that interventions have no independent influence on the exchange rate, which appears to react to the expected future change in monetary policy regardless of the direction of the intervention policy pursued by the Fed. Overall, therefore, the empirical work casts serious doubts on the signaling hypothesis.

Sellin (1998) provides additional evidence on the effects of policy signals, in his case speeches by the Governor and Vice-governor of the Bank of Sweden. Sellin investigates the impact of monetary policy on the returns on stocks and bonds in Sweden. In addition to the Swedish Central Bank repo rate he includes a dummy variable designed to capture the effect of speeches on both the mean return and its volatility. While the repo rate has a significant influence on both returns, there is no independent additional
effect of speeches on the *mean*. In other words, there does not seem to be any independent signaling effect of monetary policy speeches on average stock or bond returns once the actual policy has been appropriately controlled for in the test. The results also show, however, that the *volatility* of stock price returns is reduced as a result of the speeches. Since in the sample it is generally the case that speeches by the Governor and the Vice-governor correctly reflect future policies, this is consistent with an interpretation according to which speeches by policy-makers that correctly reveal their longer-term strategy have a soothing effect on asset markets.

In conclusion, and pending further empirical work, it appears that policy signals do not by themselves influence asset price levels or returns, but to the extent that they are followed by actions consistent with the signal, they may have an effect on asset price volatility. It would be interesting to test the converse as well, i.e. whether signals that are *not* followed by consistent actions leads to increases in volatility.
In the preceding three chapters we have argued that macroeconomic stability can be enhanced if interest rates react directly to information in asset prices. We have also emphasized, however, that we are not advocating that central banks should target asset prices in the sense of setting goals for the levels of asset prices, nor that they should make it their priority to puncture asset price bubbles. In the first two sections of this chapter we underscore the last point by looking at two historical examples, the United States in 1929 and Japan in the late 1980s. During these episodes the Federal Reserve and the Bank of Japan arguably felt the need to break what they saw as dangerous speculation in asset markets. Their accomplishment was not followed by equal success in containing the financial distress that followed, however, and we argue that this is partly the reason for the subsequent prolonged slumps in real economic activity in both cases.

Another important historical episode is the direct intervention in the equity market by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority in 1998. Although apparently successful in stemming both the downward pressure on the exchange rate and the fall in stock prices, we caution against drawing conclusions from this episode for other countries and situations as the context surrounding the HKMA intervention appears to have been rather special.

We end the chapter by reporting the results of an informal survey of market participants that we conducted to check whether central bank policy is perceived to be reacting symmetrically to asset price increases and decreases.

5.1 The US stock market in 1929

What happened to the US stock market in October 1929? Was there a bubble that burst? And, if so, why? The answers to these questions are still somewhat perplexing. But quite a bit is known about what happened leading up to the famous crash, and there are surely some lessons to be learned.41

First, was there a bubble? This is a difficult question. Looking at various sources of data, we see that the price-earnings ratio for the Standard and Poors’ composite index was in excess of 30 in mid-1929 – a level not reached
again until the late 1990s. In the intervening 70 years the S&P P/E ratio hovered in the range of 10–20. There is additional statistical evidence suggesting that the stock prices prior to the crash may have been artificially inflated by irrational investor sentiment. As first noted by Galbraith, and recently discussed by DeLong and Schleifer (1991), the value of closed-end mutual funds was as much as 30% above the market value of the securities that made up their portfolios in the late summer of 1929.

Rappoport and White (1994) supply additional evidence for the case that stocks were significantly overvalued. They note that prior to the crash in October 1929, the interest rate on overnight call loans that were collateralized by stock was far above interest rates on very short-term commercial loans such as banker’s acceptances. Rappoport and White interpret this premium as compensation for the presence of a bubble.

Given this, some decline may have been inevitable. Shiller’s calculations suggest that a decline of at least one third would not have been surprising. In fact, the market fell by nearly one quarter in the final two trading days of October 1929 and by the end of November was almost exactly 33% below the August 1929 peak. This history, and what came next is well known. Over the next three years, the US economy fell into the Great Depression.

What caused the precipitous decline in US stock markets in 1929 and what role did policy play in the collapse? The best evidence available is that Federal Reserve behaviour, together with the public statements of numerous government officials, and not margin debt, fraud or illegal activity, caused the collapse. As has been amply documented, initially by Friedman and Schwartz (1963) and more recently by Hamilton (1987) and others, monetary policy became substantially tighter in the Fall of 1928, almost immediately following the death of Benjamin Strong, the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. While he was alive, Strong controlled Federal Reserve policy as the Federal Reserve Board was not as powerful as it is today. When Strong died, Adolph Miller of the Federal Reserve Board was able to take control of monetary policy. Miller believed that speculation was causing share prices to be too high and that this was damaging the economy. Together with Herbert Hoover, who had just been elected President, he set out to bring down the stock market.

Beginning in the winter of 1929, the Federal Reserve began to issue warnings to banks. For example, the Federal Reserve Bulletin, February 1929, pp. 93–4 stated:

‘[a] member bank is not within its reasonable claims for rediscount facilities at its Federal reserve bank when it borrows either for the purpose of making speculative loans or for the purpose of maintaining speculative loans.’

In this context, the term ‘speculative’ referred to loans made for the purchase of equity. That is, the Federal Reserve clearly felt that there was a speculative bubble in the stock market and that it was being promoted by bank lending, which was not ‘conducive to the wholesome operation of the banking and credit system of the country.’ In this same spirit, in March of 1929, Hoover ‘sent individually for the editors and publishers of major
newspapers and magazines and requested them systematically to warn the country against speculation and the unduly high price of stocks."44

Following these official announcements, the stock market nearly crashed on 26 March 1929. By noon that day, call money rates rose to 20% and stock fell by nearly 10%. But George Harrison, Strong’s successor at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and Charles E. Mitchell, President of First National Bank, stepped in to provide liquidity to the markets and reverse the decline. Both men were later roundly criticized for their actions, as Washington was clearly hoping for a significant fall in share prices.

This story suggests that the Federal Reserve could have stopped the crash of 1929, if they had wished. But the position of the Board of Governors and the President was clearly that there was a bubble in the market that needed to be deflated for the good of the country. More traditional measures of monetary policy reflect this position as well. Hamilton (1987) and Cogley (1999a, 1999b) both note that the Federal Reserve shifted toward tightening in 1928, raising the discount rate (the policy instrument of the time) from 3.5% to 5% in the first half of the year. With the mild deflation that was occurring at the time, the real interest rate stood at 6% by the end of the year.

The crash had several consequences. First, it led to a general decline in economic activity in 1930, and second, it set off a series of changes in the regulation of the financial sector. While the crash does appear to have slowed the economy in 1930, it was almost surely the monetary policy of the period that led to the depth and length of the Great Depression. On the regulatory side, it led to the overhaul of the Federal Reserve System; the (temporary) separation of commercial banking, investment and insurance; and the substantially closer regulation of financial markets.

What lessons does the 1929 episode hold for current policy-makers and their approach to asset price movements? The answer is that they need to proceed with caution, but not complete neglect, as the identification of a bubble is extremely difficult. First, at very high frequencies, liquidity needs to be provided to ensure orderly markets. The experience of October 1987 strongly suggests that this lesson has been learned. Second, institutional design is very important to ensure that if an asset price bubble develops that, when it bursts, the damage does not wipe out the financial intermediation system. That is, the balance sheets of banks and brokerage firms must be relatively well insulated from the volatility of asset prices. Finally, it is difficult even at this distance, to determine if policy-makers’ actions were stabilising or destabilizing.

5.2 The build-up and collapse of Japan’s bubble economy

The emergence in the mid-1980s of Japan’s ‘bubble’ economy and its unhappy aftermath appears to provide an example of monetary policy’s failure to respond to sharp asset price changes in a clear or systematic fashion. In broad terms, the outlines of this period are well known: the prices of both Japanese equities and urban real estate (at least as measured
by the price of land in Japan’s major cities) roughly tripled in value between the beginning of 1986 and the end of 1989. While many factors contributed to this rapid rise, the consensus view remains that Japanese markets exhibited the characteristics of a classic financial bubble.45

Also well known is the difficulty of the post-bubble period. Following a sharp tightening of monetary policy beginning in 1988, and more decisively by 1990, stock prices dropped precipitously in the following two years. By 1992, the Nikkei index of Japanese equity prices had fallen to less than 50% of its bubble period peak. Land prices also fell sharply. This asset price collapse devastated the Japanese banking system, while virtually paralysing the market for commercial real estate.

The negative repercussions of this collapse on the Japanese economy remain vividly present a decade later. The sustained weakness of the Japanese banking system is viewed commonly as one of the principal sources of the Japanese economy’s disappointing 1990s performance. Real economic growth averaged only 1.3% per year, compared with 3.8% in the 1980s.

5.2.1 Monetary policy and the Japanese asset bubble

The accelerating growth in Japanese asset prices after 1985, the beginning of the bubble period, was associated with a significant 1985–7 drop in Japanese short-term interest rates (Figure 5.1). The Bank of Japan lowered the overnight call money rate from 5.0% in September 1985, to 2.5% at the end of February 1987. These policy moves coincided with concerted international policy actions intended to influence the foreign exchanges. The original meeting of the Group of Five (G-5) industrial countries in September 1985 produced the ‘Plaza Accord’ agreement to push the US dollar lower against other G-5 currencies. The February 1987 meeting of the

Figure 5.1 Bank of Japan discount rate and the Nikkei
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by then expanded) Group of Seven countries produced the ‘Louvre Accord’ agreement that the dollar’s value had fallen to an appropriate level and that its decline should be halted. Between September 1985 and February 1987, the dollar dropped from ¥237/US$ to ¥153/US$ (Figure 5.2).

Japan’s asset bubble therefore appears to have been associated with a period during which Bank of Japan policy was focused on influencing the yen’s external value, rather than on domestic factors. The drop in nominal (and real) short-term rates at this time was accompanied by an acceleration in money growth (that is, in the targeted M2 + CDs aggregate). During the first years of the bubble period (1985–7), money growth oscillated narrowly around an 8% annual rate. By late 1987, however, money growth had accelerated to more than 10%. By early 1988, the growth rate had reached about 12% per annum.

The Bank of Japan’s actions during this period remain controversial. The Bank has been widely criticized for having helped to initiate and feed the asset price bubble through its 1985–7 rate cuts. More broadly, Japan’s economic policy mix appears to have been inappropriate, given the apparent policy goal of complying with international (and especially US government) pressures to boost domestic growth and strengthen the yen. Following conventional analysis, these goals should have suggested a policy mix of more expansionary fiscal policy and tighter monetary policy. Instead, the Bank of Japan implemented repeated – and expansionary – short-term rate cuts, while fiscal policy remained roughly unchanged.

According to the Bank, its policy remained focused on sustaining price stability. Senior Bank officials in discussing this period have noted that inflation remained very low (under 1%) until late 1988. According to the Bank’s view, their response was reasonably prompt when signs of rising inflation pressures appeared in late 1988, as the official discount rate was raised by May 1989.

At the conference, Mr. Ueda pointed out that an inflation-targeting central
bank of the conventional variety would have found it difficult to tighten policy because inflation was low, and given commonly held views that the potential growth rate of the Japanese economy had risen, near-term inflation was expected to remain low. The behaviour of land and stock prices, however, was consistent with a build up of longer-term inflationary pressures. Yet, the central bank could hardly tighten in 1986–8 on the grounds that its very long-term projection for inflation was high – this would have been very difficult to do politically. A central bank that was following a policy rule of the kind that we discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, however, would have found it much easier to justify tightening, given what had happened to land and stock prices. Moreover, our policy rule might have prevented the unhealthy, exclusive focus on the strong yen.

The implausibly rapid rise in asset prices (including prices of real estate as well as equities) should have provided a warning signal to the Japanese authorities that their financial system was under severe strain. The Bank has explained that the changing structure of the financial system in response to liberalizing policy moves had made it difficult to be confident about the relation between money growth and inflation, or asset prices. Regardless, Japan’s experience suggests that a single-minded focus on narrowly defined inflation may not always provide the best guide to monetary policy.

In fairness to the Bank, factors other than monetary easing appeared to have influenced Japanese asset prices during the bubble phase. For example, the decline in the dollar versus the yen during 1985–7 was accompanied by a sharp drop in the dollar price of oil. Thus, the Japanese economy enjoyed a dramatic strengthening in external terms of trade during 1985–6 that effectively boosted Japanese real incomes. (Figure 5.3) This terms of trade gain was larger in magnitude than in other G-7 countries, reflecting Japan’s relatively greater reliance on imported energy.

**Figure 5.3** Japan’s external terms of trade and the price of oil
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At the same time, the broadening of the range of activities permitted for banks and other deposit-taking institutions was not matched by any cutback in the complete deposit guarantee system, increasing the potential impact of moral hazard. Moreover, it is likely that bank supervision did not keep pace with the expanding scope of bank lending as regulations were liberalized, especially those permitting risk-taking activity outside of traditional channels. In fact, even traditional bank lending grew between 1985 and 1988 at an annual rate of about 10%, nearly double the growth rate of nominal GDP.

5.2.2 Monetary policy and the post-bubble deflation

Beginning in 1989, both the Bank of Japan and the Ministry of Finance began to implement measures designed to reverse the asset bubble. The official discount rate was raised between May 1989 and August 1990 by 350 basis points to 6.0%. The Ministry of Finance also adopted direct controls over banks’ real estate related activity. Lending to this sector by non-banks continued to expand, however. In addition, several tax and regulatory measures were promulgated with the express intention of discouraging land purchases, many of which reduced the attractiveness of land as an estate planning tool.

Other regulatory measures tended to discourage new bank lending. In particular, the 1988 Basel Accord on risk-based capital requirements required Japanese banks to hold 45% of their Japanese equity holdings as part of their tier II capital. This measure raised the banks’ cost of capital, lowering their incentive to lend. Moreover, margin requirements for the Nikkei futures market were raised, reflecting a widely held belief that this market was being used as a speculative tool for manipulating equity prices.

The policies intended to puncture the asset price bubble after 1988 were, if anything, too successful. The Nikkei index peaked at 38,915 at the end of 1989. By October 1990, the index was testing 20,000. The decline was sustained over the next few years and by mid-1992 the Nikkei index had dropped to less than 15,000. It would not return to 20,000 again until early 1996. Land prices dropped by around 50% by 1995, back to prices registered at the beginning of the economy’s bubble phase.

In response to persistent, slow GDP growth in the immediate post-bubble period, the Bank of Japan repeatedly lowered the discount rate. With banks immobilized by bad debts and capital losses on equity holdings – a painful aftermath of the bursting bubble – lower rates did little to expand bank credit, or to rekindle the economy. Moreover, the yen appreciated on trend over this period, reaching a record high of nearly ¥80/US$ in April 1995, further dampening the recovery.

5.2.3 Lessons of the bubble and its aftermath

While a number of factors – including the combination of financial liberalization and outdated regulatory and supervisory institutions –
rendered the policy environment difficult, it is hard to avoid placing the
Bank of Japan at the centre of the problems plaguing the Japanese economy
during the bubble and post-bubble periods. After having acted late, the Bank
also acted sluggishly in response to the subsequent signs of substantial
distress in the banking sector. Perhaps more notably in the post-bubble
period, the Bank has not communicated clear guidelines for policy
management, leaving investors uncertain about policy prospects, even
today. A policy rule of the kind that we recommend would have had the
Bank of Japan reacting aggressively with interest rate cuts once it became
clear that inflation was going to undershoot the target level that might have
been set. In addition, the sharp falls in stock and land prices would have led
our hypothetical central bank to be even more aggressive than an inflation-
targeting (deflation-avoiding) central bank.

5.3 Direct intervention in the stock market by the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority

Hong Kong’s recent experience represents an unconventional policy
response to sharp asset price swings. Since 1983, the Hong Kong dollar has
been pegged to the US currency, leaving money growth and interest rates to
be determined mainly by market forces. The Hong Kong Monetary
Authority operates in a manner similar to a classic currency board.
Consequently, typical discretionary policy shifts are unavailable to respond
to asset price shifts, even if they had been desired.

The spiralling 1997–8 Asian crisis severely dented Hong Kong’s economy
and financial markets. This was hardly surprising considering that the
currencies of several of Hong Kong’s principal Asian trading partners fell
precipitously versus the US dollar, while their economies dropped into deep
recessions. Moreover, valuations in Hong Kong’s stock and property markets
had become stretched by the rapid rises experienced in the immediately
preceding years.

With regional financial and economic turbulence mounting in the early
months of 1998, international financial market participants increasingly
wondered whether the Hong Kong authorities might abandon their
currency’s fixed peg to the US dollar. One casualty of this growing
uncertainty – and of the emerging recession – was Hong Kong’s equity
market. By August 1998, the Hang Seng Index had dropped to nearly 6,600,
down from the record high of 16,673 reached in August 1997. (See Figure
5.4) The Hong Kong authorities became convinced that their currency had
become the target of a concerted speculative attack. This attack, ascribed by
the authorities to non-resident hedge funds consisted, in their view, of
simultaneously shorting Hang Seng futures, and the Hong Kong dollar. The
result was upward pressure on Hong Kong interest rates and downward
pressure on domestic equity prices.

In order to counter this attack, the Hong Kong authorities unexpectedly
intervened directly in the local equity market, beginning on 14 August
1998. Over several days, the HKMA (Hong Kong Monetary Authority) used HK$118 billion (US$15 billion) to directly purchase the 33 constituent stocks of the Hang Seng Index. Management of the portfolio was assigned to the newly created Exchange Fund Investment Limited (EFIL). These purchases represented about 18% of total official foreign exchange reserves, or 42% of the excess foreign exchange reserves.

This effort helped to stem the drop in the Hang Seng Index (Figure 5.4), but left the Exchange Fund owning about 5% of the market capitalization of the Hong Kong stock market. Although the Hong Kong authorities were criticized widely at the time for having breached their *laissez-faire* principles, pressure on the Hong Kong currency subsided, as reflected in the subsequent
narrowing of the US/Hong Kong short-term interest rate differential (Figure 5.5). In addition to the HKMA’s stock purchases, the Hong Kong market ironically seemed to benefit from the emerging Russian crisis. The evident distress at that time of several prominent hedge funds created the impression that the speculative attacks would be subsiding. Moreover, the HKMA moved in September 1998 to limit interest rate movements by improving its liquidity management system.

The 92% rebound in the Hang Seng Index over the following year rewarded the Hong Kong authorities with handsome capital gains on their equity holdings. The problem remained, however, of disposing of these holdings without producing unwanted volatility in Hong Kong’s equity market. In June 1999, the EFIL announced the sale to the public of a unit trust product designed to track the Hang Seng Index. The ultimate goal was to reduce the Exchange Fund’s domestic stock holdings to 5% of the Fund’s total assets.

To reach this goal, the authorities decided that the Exchange Fund’s share holdings were to be sold to the specially created Tracker Fund of Hong Kong (TraHK) through an Initial Offer, followed by a series of ‘Tap’ facilities. The Initial Offer in November 1999 was substantially over-subscribed, and the size was increased to HK$33.7 billion. By end-December 1999, the equity portfolio of the Exchange Fund was valued at HK$219 billion, roughly twice its value at the time of acquisition. Thus, an additional disposal of equities with a market value of about HK$150 billion will be required to reach the 5% maximum goal. This is to be accomplished through future recourse to the Tap facility mechanism and various other options still under consideration.

The dramatic events in the Hong Kong equity market were mirrored in other asset markets. In particular, real estate values in Hong Kong also dropped during 1998. By some estimates, average housing prices plunged by 51% by October 1998 from the peak a year earlier. The HKMA didn’t intervene directly in the market, as was the case of the equity market. The authorities, however, halted temporarily the release of public land for sale to private investors. The Hong Kong government owns most of the undeveloped land in the Special Administrative Region, and by controlling the release of land for new private development, the authorities can influence property values to some degree. Public land sales subsequently resumed in April 1999. By January 2000, housing prices were about 11% higher than the trough.

Several obvious questions are raised by these unique events. For example, can it be concluded with confidence that the HKMA’s action was either a necessary or sufficient condition for the equity market’s recovery and the coincident easing of pressures on US/HK interest rate differentials? Given the dramatic external developments that immediately followed the HKMA’s action and the unexpectedly rapid 1999 improvement in Asian economies and markets, it is hard to conclude confidently whether the HKMA’s action was independently successful or not. Was the size of the HKMA’s excess reserves (some US$59 billion dollars, or six times the monetary base and
38% of 1998 GDP) an important factor underlying the interventions apparent success? The correct answer is not obvious.

While this study is focused on central bank responses to asset price shifts, the principal intent of the Hong Kong authorities was to use their equity market intervention to signal the seriousness with which their currency peg would be defended, rather than to prop up the equity market. The implied message was that the HKMA was willing to sacrifice their often-stated *laissez-faire* principals if that were necessary, in order to preserve the stability of their currency. Thus, the size of the intervention itself may have been less powerful than the mere act of intervening openly.47

Thus, while the HKMA’s equity market intervention succeeded on its own terms – in the sense that the US dollar peg was preserved – it is hard to judge in a broader context whether the effort should be viewed as a success, even in hindsight. After all, the Hong Kong economy has not yet regained 1997 output levels and the overall price level continued to fall in 1999. The brevity and uniqueness of this episode suggest that interpretations should remain cautious. It is hard to imagine that it offers much reliable guidance to central banks in large countries. In fact, it is far from certain how investors would react to similar moves if Hong Kong’s currency peg once again comes under substantial market pressure.

5.4 Perceptions of market participants

Shiller (2000) reports results of a number of surveys that he has carried out over the years concerning investor attitudes in the United States. One of these relates to their current high confidence in an almost continuously rising market. Not only do a majority of the investors in Shiller’s sample believe that stocks are the best investment in the long term, they also respond that they would expect the market to recuperate relatively rapidly after a correction. According to the survey answers, the belief that the market would rebound after a fall has increased during the past ten years.

Shiller provides a very interesting behavioural explanation of the spectacular current confidence of investors, and he is surely right to a large extent. But another hypothesis would also be interesting to explore, namely that the confidence in an ever increasing stock market is due to the belief that monetary policy will be used to support the market and that corrections will elicit reductions in interest rates until the market turns around. In this case the enthusiasm for stocks and the historically low implied risk premia would be a reflection of investors view that the Fed would come to the rescue if prices of equities showed sign of sufficient weakness.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, we conducted a small survey of some twenty major fund managers and chief economists in London and New York. We asked:

Q1 Do you believe that the US Federal Reserve
(a) reacts more to a rise in share prices than to a fall?
(b) reacts more to a fall in share prices than to a rise?
(c) reacts symmetrically to a rise or fall in share prices?
(d) don’t know.

Q2 Do you believe that US stock prices are higher than they would otherwise be because at least some market participants believe that the Fed would cut interest rates if the stock market fell by more than 25%?
(a) yes
(b) no.

Although only 50% of the questionnaires were returned, the results are quite clear. All respondents believe that the Fed reacts more to a fall than to a rise, and all except two believe that this type of reaction is in part responsible for the high valuations on the US market.

We also wanted to determine whether professional investors believe that the Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of England pays particular attention to asset prices in their analysis by asking:

Q3 The Bank of England Act prescribes the primary and over-riding target to be inflation.

i Is it your belief that the MPC has an implicit exchange rate target, which receives some additional weight over and above any indirect effect of the exchange rate on future inflation?
(a) yes
(b) no.

ii Is it your belief that the MPC has an implicit desired maximum rate of house price appreciation, which receives some weight over and above any indirect effect of house prices on future inflation?
(a) yes
(b) no.

Here again the answers were unequivocal; all but two respondents answered ‘No’ to both questions.

We do not claim that these survey results are representative of the entire universe of investors, but the uniformity of the answers is intriguing. Clearly more research needs to be done to determine whether the current exuberance is in fact due to the (irrational or otherwise) belief among investors that the Fed will come to the rescue if the market turns sour.
PART 2: Inflation Measurement and Inflation Forecasts
In order to formulate a monetary policy, a central bank must adopt a yardstick by which to measure its objective: inflation. Usually this standard is based on a measure of prices at the retail level such as the standard consumer price index (CPI). The rationale for using this index is that it reflects the monetary cost of a household’s current expenditures and is, therefore, intimately linked with the real economic welfare of its members. In some cases, however, central banks have chosen to modify this index by excluding certain items such as indirect taxes or energy prices that are thought to be influenced mainly by transitory factors unrelated to monetary conditions. The intention is to find a measure that best reflects pure, or ‘core’, inflation that is determined primarily by central bank policy.

In this chapter we examine two arguments that have been advanced to suggest that conventional CPIs may not be an adequate guide for monetary policy. Alternative measures, with a more prominent role for asset prices, have been proposed as more appropriate. In section 6.1 we examine the implications of an influential argument according to which prices of future consumption, as well as prices of current consumption, should be included in a proper price index. We conclude that, irrespective of the theoretical merits of this argument, the practical difficulties associated with its implementation are so great as to render it virtually useless.

In section 6.2 we propose an alternative method for calculating inflation that is based on a statistical criterion designed to discover the core rate of inflation in the economy. An illustrative empirical implementation leads us to the conclusion that housing inflation should be given a larger weight in a measure of core inflation than it is given in conventional CPIs. Equity prices, on the other hand, do not play a significant role in our preferred index.

6.1 Alchian and Klein

Alchian and Klein (1973) argued that monetary policy should be concerned with broader measures of prices than those constructed from the income and product account deflators or standard expenditure weighted consumer
price indices. They contended that in order to measure inflation properly, policy-makers should take account of asset price movements as well as changes in the prices of current consumption goods.\textsuperscript{48}

What is the Alchian and Klein argument and should we be concerned with asset price changes when we are measuring inflation? Alchian and Klein propose that we focus on measuring the purchasing power of money generally, rather than on prices of current consumption specifically. Instead of looking at the cost of a particular (carefully designed) basket of goods and services meant to measure current consumption, as is typically done by consumer price indices, they suggest focusing on the price of lifetime consumption. To be clear, recall that both consumer price indices and consumption expenditure deflators are designed to measure the change in the price of consumption at a point in time. Alchian and Klein suggest that we measure the change in the cost of purchasing a lifetime stream of consumption, all measured in current prices.\textsuperscript{49}

Over the past decade or so, both academic and central bank economists have examined Alchian and Klein’s argument. Robert Pollack (1989) provides the theoretical basis for the claim that asset prices can be used to help measure inflation; while Shibuya (1992), Wynne (1994), Shiratsuka (1999), Flemming (1999) and Goodhart and Hofmann (2000) provide empirical work on the subject. Both Pollack and Shibuya demonstrate how, under straightforward circumstances, the current prices of existing assets, which are claims on future consumption, can be used in place of a direct measure of the prices of future goods and services. This leads to the concept of an inter-temporal cost-of-living index (ICOLI), which measures the cost of claims, at current prices, to a consumption basket that yields a fixed level of lifetime utility.

The existing empirical work on the Alchian–Klein argument is of two types. Shibuya, Wynne and Shiratsuka seek to operationalize the ICOLI, while Goodhart and Hofmann ask whether the current price of assets, such as equities and housing, can help forecast future inflation, as measured by conventional indices.

In his implementation, Shibuya notes that construction of an ICOLI will necessarily put the bulk of the weight in the price index on future consumption, and thus on asset prices. The reason for this is very straightforward. The inter-temporal index is constructed from the present value of the sum of future consumption. Ignoring changes in consumption over time, and assuming that the rate of time discount is about 3%, current consumption is only one part in about 33, and so the weight on asset prices (claims to future consumption) will be 97%, while that on current consumption prices will be 3%.\textsuperscript{50}

In Shiratsuka’s application to the case of Japan, the weight of 97% on asset prices implies that there was both much higher inflation in Japan in the 1980s, and much worse deflation in the 1990s than the standard measures of consumer prices suggested – implicitly suggesting that monetary policy was initially too expansionary and later too contractionary. But the high weight accorded the price of future consumption, and the implicit policy
prescription, results in the recommendation that policy-makers target asset prices. Such advice suffers from a number of difficulties, the primary one of which is that asset prices move for a number of reasons, including changes in expected future real growth and attitudes toward risk.\textsuperscript{51} If, for example, equity prices rise as a consequence of an increase in the sustained growth rate of the economy, targeting an index such as Shiratsuka’s that is largely based on nominal equity prices, would result in contractionary policy following the asset price run up. The likely result would be deflation and an unnecessary recession.

Flemming (1999) provides another proposal for how one might implement the Alchian and Klein recommendations. He notes that 10–15\% (or more) of compensation in the UK is devoted to the financing of pensions,\textsuperscript{52} and that changes in the real interest rate have a direct impact on the purchasing power of household income, when both current consumption and expected future consumption are included. A fall in the real interest rate, for example, will lead individuals to increase current saving in order to insure a given level of welfare over their lifetimes.\textsuperscript{53} Flemming recommends the inclusion of the nominal price on a 20-year indexed zero-coupon bond in the computation of current inflation and proposes that it be given a weight between 0.2 and 0.33.

Many central bank economists dislike the idea of integrating asset prices into measures of inflation.\textsuperscript{54} John Vickers (1999) of the Bank of England believes that monetary policy should only be concerned with the money price of current consumption and goes on to suggest two arguments. First, he states that he believes that price stability ‘should mean stability over time of the money price of current consumption, and \textit{not} the money price of current-and-future consumption.’ [author’s emphasis]

Second, Vickers notes that there are enough problems in trying to measure the current price of achieving a particular level of utility or welfare, let alone the price of a particular level of lifetime utility measured at today’s prices. So, for both theoretical and practical reasons, he concludes that we should stick with what we are currently doing. We take up this argument in more detail in our brief empirical implementation below.

There is a notion pervading much of the discussion of the inclusion of asset prices in measures of inflation that asset price movements give information about \textit{future} inflation. The claim is that an asset price will increase in anticipation of future price increases of goods. If this occurs while current prices of goods are stable, then a central bank that only targets prices of current consumption flows will fail to respond adequately to stabilize future prices of goods. This is the argument that has led both Shiratsuka and Goodhart and Hofmann to focus attention on the ability of current prices of assets, including residential property and share prices, to forecast movements in conventionally measured consumer price inflation several years ahead. It is our view that this is a purely empirical issue. Anything that can be used profitably to improve inflation forecasts should be. Does inclusion of information about asset prices help reduce inflation forecast errors? This issue is discussed in section 7.2.
Note, however, that if the underlying justification for inclusion of asset prices in the measure of inflation is that they help to predict future inflation, then it is far from obvious that they should attract a weight based on the discount rate as the Alchian–Klein logic implies. Instead, the weight should be more closely related to their relative contribution to an inflation forecast or, as we propose in the next section, the information they carry about core inflation in the economy.

6.2 An alternative measure of inflation incorporating asset prices

Returning to the issue of how we might employ asset prices in the measurement of current inflation and the purchasing power of money, consider the simplest possible case of what we will call pure inflation. Pure inflation is the case in which there are no relative price changes – it is as if we were to wake up one morning and suddenly all nominal quantities have been multiplied by some factor. If all prices change proportionally, then measurement of inflation is trivial, as we can look at any individual price and it is a perfect indicator of what happened to all prices. That is to say we could compute the amount of inflation by looking at the price of houses, equities, restaurant meals or chewing gum. It just would not matter. In fact, measuring the change in the purchasing power would simply require that we measure the change in a single price.

Unfortunately, real life is not quite so simple, and inflation tends to come with relative price changes as well. These changes in the nominal price of one product relative to another are caused either by changes in technology or in tastes, and they are entirely real. In measuring inflation, the goal is to get rid of the relative price changes by finding a set of prices in which they cancel out.

We can appeal to earlier work of Bryan and Cecchetti (1993) and Cecchetti (1997) for a simple framework to understand the problem. Using their intuition, we can think of the current change in the price of each good, service and asset as having a common component reflecting ‘pure’ inflation and an idiosyncratic component reflecting a change in relative prices. Our task is to find an index of overall inflation that reflects as much as possible of the common trend in all prices and as little as possible of the idiosyncratic behavior of each individual good, service and asset. As usual, the index will be a weighted average of all price changes in the economy, but the weights will be chosen so that the relative changes cancel out.

Once we formulate the problem in this way, we can see that the issue of including or excluding any given price is an empirical one, having to do with how much information it carries about the common trend. If, for example, we knew that the price of a particular variety of shoes never experienced any relative price changes, then we could save government statistical agencies quite a bit of money. We would simply use this price as the measure of overall inflation. Alternatively, if there were only two goods in the economy and they experienced substantial relative price shocks, then
focusing attention on one price alone, rather than a properly constructed average, would be very misleading.

To implement the suggestion of Bryan and Cecchetti we must compute the relative weights to put on the different prices that we observe. For the purpose of this report we are interested in finding out whether the inclusion of asset prices in the set of prices that is used adds any information to our estimate of the common trend? To address this question directly, we implement a static version of what Bryan and Cecchetti refer to as their 'dynamic factor index' (DFI). That is, we ignore the time-series properties of the data and simply ask about the quality of the price signal that arises from various price data, including asset prices. Wynne (2000) argues that in this case the weight attached to each component of the inflation index should be inversely proportional to the volatility of the price change of that component.55 The intuitive reason is simple. A price that changes very erratically from month to month is likely to be influenced mostly by idiosyncratic factors and will carry relatively little information about the common trend in all prices. It will, therefore, receive a small weight in an index that is meant to reflect this common trend. On the other hand, a price that evolves relatively smoothly will receive a larger weight because it contains more information about the pure or 'core' inflation that we want to measure.

6.2.1 Calculating core inflation in twelve countries

To investigate whether asset prices belong in an index based on these ideas, we use the set of quarterly data for 12 countries assembled by Goodhart and Hofmann (2000).56 These data allow us to calculate the weights of housing

Figure 6.1 The weights of housing and equities in an index of core inflation
prices and equities in a measure of core inflation for each of the twelve countries in the sample. The results, presented in Figure 6.1, are what we would expect. Since stock prices are so much more volatile than consumer prices, their implied weight is very low, never exceeding 2.5%, and usually below 2%. Housing is quite a different story, however, because in this case prices are less volatile and therefore carry more information about core inflation.
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Figure 6.2 illustrates the differences between the CPI and the measure of core inflation using the weights we have estimated for three of the countries in the sample. Although the two indices follow each other quite closely most of the time (partly as a consequence of the dominating weight of the CPI in the core inflation index), there are periods of significant differences. In particular, the UK housing price inflation in 1987–90 (see Chapter 2) and the asset price inflation associated with the Japanese bubble economy in 1987–8 (see section 5.2) show up clearly as relatively large discrepancies. Similarly, the housing and equity boom experienced by Sweden in the late 1980s that followed a period of financial liberalization, rapid growth of credit and substantial increases in real estate and stock prices, is visible more rapidly in the measure of core inflation than in the conventional CPI. One can only speculate about whether central bank policy would have been more appropriate in these episodes if it had been geared towards stabilizing our measure of core inflation.

6.2.2 A further investigation with United States data

To examine the role of asset prices a bit further, we have collected a more comprehensive monthly data set for the United States for the period 1967–99. Here we are able to assemble data for energy prices, food prices, housing purchase prices, housing rental and operating costs (labeled ‘CPI Shelter’), stock prices, and a residual category of the consumer price index that excludes food, energy and shelter. We look at the inflation rate over 12-month periods and examine the consequences of computing variances of rolling ten-year periods. The results are summarized in Figure 6.3 (Table A6.2 in the appendix contains the details) and suggest that stock prices are much too volatile to be useful in computing a price index, but that the treatment of housing is crucial.

Figure 6.3  The weights of asset prices and CPI shelter in core inflation in the US
Interestingly, the combined weight of changes in the shelter component of the CPI (which represents primarily rent) and inflation in the sale price of existing houses, has a broad range. The implied variance weight for the decade ending in 1985 was below 20%, while for the 1990s it is in excess of 55%.

Does it make much difference that we have included housing and equities in this way? Or, could we have done just as well using alternative measures of core inflation? To answer these questions, we look at the correlation of the variance-weighted inflation index with the headline CPI, the CPI excluding food and energy (the traditional core measure) and the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland’s Median CPI. The results are reported in the three columns on the right-hand side of Table A6.2 in the appendix. Clearly, these series are all very highly correlated with the new series. But the Median CPI is the most reliable, as its correlation is around 0.95 and higher, regardless of the sample period.

The implication is that on average, the price indices currently available in the United States are adequate. There is, however, a caution. In the past few years, the price of existing houses has been rising at a rate well in excess of the housing component of the consumer price index. The explanation for this is that in measuring the rental equivalence of owner-occupied housing, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics now uses a sample based on rental units alone. But the price of rentals depends largely on the rental vacancy rate, which has been rising as people increasingly are buying new homes. While this suggests that the CPI is temporarily understating inflation (as the value of rental properties rise much less rapidly than the price of owner-occupied housing) the implication for the overall index is fairly clear. This will have to reverse itself eventually as the rental and owned housing markets come back into equilibrium. But the process of people selling relatively expensive houses and moving into cheaper apartments is likely to be slow. In the meantime, the CPI may understate inflation.

6.2.3 Conclusion

The upshot of this exploratory exercise is that straightforward attempts to include asset prices in measures of inflation need to proceed with care. While there may be justification for including equity prices, their inclusion is likely to create more problems than they solve. Specifically, the extremely high variance of stock returns (hundreds of times that of conventional inflation measures) may simply add noise. Housing, though, needs to be considered very carefully. Here, we believe that there is clear room for improvement of price indices.
APPENDIX 6.1: The Bryan–Cecchetti Dynamic Factor Index

Think of the change in the price of each good, service and asset today as having a common ($B_t$) and an idiosyncratic component ($x_{it}$). We can write this as

$$\pi_{it} = \pi_t + x_{it}$$

where $i$ indexes the set of goods, services or assets, and $t$ is time. Importantly, the common and idiosyncratic elements are assumed to be uncorrelated at all leads and lags and the idiosyncratic part has zero mean for all elements.

An inflation index $I_t$ can be obtained by weighting together these individual inflation measures. If we have a set of weights, this would be:

$$I_t = \sum_i w_i \pi_{it}$$

where the weights are $w_i$ and can change over time, but have the property that at any given time they sum to one. That is

$$\sum_i w_i = 1$$

Using this fact, we can now rewrite the inflation index $I_t$ as

$$I_t = \pi_t + \sum_i w_i \pi_{it}$$

Bryan and Cecchetti (1993) refer to the index $\pi_t$ as a dynamic factor index (DFI). It is derived from the joint statistical properties of a set of price series, rather than from consumer theory. The computation of a DFI involves the calculation of the relative weights to put on the different prices that we observe. Starting with a set that includes asset prices, we can ask whether their inclusion adds any information to our estimate of the common trend? To address this question directly, we implement a static version of the DFI. That is, we ignore the time-series properties of the data and simply ask about the quality of the price signal that arises from various price data, including asset prices. Wynne (2000) describes the implementation of a simple variance-weighted price index where

$$w_i = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2}}$$

for all of the series in the data where $\sigma_i^2$ is the variance of the rate of change in the price of good $i$.

A simple variance weighting scheme of this type is a good indicator of the likely importance of a particular series in the construction of more complex (and difficult to compute) dynamic factor indices. To see why, note that the variance of the ‘common’ element in any scheme, similar to that described in equation (A6.1), will have the property that the estimated inflation index
will have variance equal to or less than the variance of the least volatile component used. As a result, the variance weights derived from (A6.5) will give a good indication of the likely importance of each series in constructing measures of core or trend inflation.

Table A6.1 Importance of consumer, housing and stock prices in variance-weighted price indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sample Period</th>
<th>Implied Variance Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consumer Price Inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1960:2–1998:4</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1980:2–1998:4</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1978:2–1998:3</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1980:3–1998:4</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1957:2–1998:3</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1970:2–1998:4</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1967:2–1998:3</td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1966:2–1998:4</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1976:3–1998:4</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>1968:3–1998:1</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1963:2–1998:4</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The implied weight is computed as the inverse time-series variance, divided by the sum of all of the inverse variances, as in equation (A6.5). Numbers may not add to one due to rounding.

Table A6.2 Importance of consumer, housing and stock prices in variance-weighted price indices, monthly US data, 10-year rolling samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ending Year of Sample</th>
<th>Variance Weights by Component</th>
<th>Correlation of Variance Weighted Index with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core CPI ex Energy</td>
<td>CPI Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>0.350 0.034 0.087</td>
<td>0.270 0.006 0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>0.389 0.021 0.116</td>
<td>0.123 0.008 0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>0.619 0.018 0.169</td>
<td>0.093 0.010 0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>0.323 0.016 0.313</td>
<td>0.179 0.004 0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0.491 0.005 0.124</td>
<td>0.334 0.002 0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0.221 0.010 0.211</td>
<td>0.485 0.003 0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Sample CPI Weight</td>
<td>0.450 0.024 0.173</td>
<td>0.180 0.009 0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.465 0.070 0.163</td>
<td>0.302 0.0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Computed from components of the US Consumer Price Index for urban consumers (CPI-U), the monthly average of the Standard and Poors’ 500 stock price index, and the US Department of Commerce data on the sale price of existing homes. All data is 12-month changes.

NA = not applicable
7 Asset Prices and Inflation Forecasts

7.1 The importance of inflation forecasts for monetary policy

During the past ten years, a large number of countries have adopted price stability as the main objective of their monetary policy replacing other variables such as the money supply or the exchange rate. In a recent survey of 77 central banks from industrialized and developing countries a majority (44 countries) considered inflation targets to be the centrepiece of their monetary policy strategy in 1998 whereas only four did so in 1990.60 This change in the main objective of monetary policy requires important adjustments in implementation. Whereas targets for the exchange rate or the (narrow) money supply can be reached almost continuously, the impact of changes in policy instruments on inflation is felt only after a substantial lag. Estimates vary, but it is generally recognized that it takes somewhere between 18 and 30 months for a change in a policy-determined interest rate to have its major effect on the rate of inflation. As a consequence, central banks need to know not only how their own actions will affect inflation, but also what inflation is likely to be in the absence of any policy action, in other words they need reliable inflation forecasts.

As described for example in the Inflation Reports of the Bank of England or the Swedish Central Bank, the inflation targeting strategy is usually based on a forecast of inflation under the hypothesis that monetary policy (the short term interest rate) is unchanged. If this forecast is above the target for the inflation rate, a more restrictive policy stance will be called for and vice versa.61 Clearly, the success of this strategy will depend importantly on how good is the inflation forecast. It is in this context that asset prices might have a role to play as a useful source of information about future inflation. The literature contains a large body of work on asset prices as signals of future inflation and business cycle developments, and more recently the possibility of an inflationary wealth effect of asset price increases has generated considerable interest in the United States. The next section looks at some of the recent evidence on these relationships.62
7.2 Some empirical evidence based on reduced form relationships

A large amount of empirical evidence has been published in the past 20 years on the relationship between asset price movements and subsequent changes in inflation and real economic activity. Much of this work was motivated by the negative relationship between stock returns and inflation that had been documented by, *inter alia*, Fama and Schwert (1977) for the United States and by Gultekin (1983) for a larger sample of countries. In Fama (1981a) the negative relationship was explained by the combination of a positive relationship between stock returns and real economic growth on the one hand and a negative relationship between real growth and inflation on the other. Geske and Roll (1983) went a step further to argue that the negative relationship between real growth and inflation was due to a policy chain whereby a fall in economic growth would lead to a budget deficit which in turn would be financed by an inflationary monetary policy. These explanations suggest that the reduced-form relationship between asset prices and inflation might depend on the institutional and policy environment and could, therefore, be unstable both over time and across countries.

Another strand of literature has examined the information content of interest rates, both the level and the long–short spread, with respect to future inflation. Generally speaking, the results show that the yield curve does contain information about future inflation in the United States, whereas the evidence is mixed when other countries are studied. Again, the explanation for this difference across countries might be that the changes in the institutional and policy environment can affect the reduced-form correlation between the variables.

A recent compendium of studies published by the Bank for International Settlements (1998) confirms the variety of results that emerge when experiences from a number of countries are compared. The compendium contains contributions from fourteen central banks and, although the studies do not all use the same methodology and indicators for asset price movements, the overall picture that emerges is quite revealing, especially since it presumably reflects the prevailing view in central banks about how asset prices can be used in design of monetary policy. In some countries (e.g. Canada and Germany) yield spreads do seem to have predictive power for future inflation, but in others such as Austria and Switzerland, they do not. In Spain the out-of-sample explanatory power of financial variables vanishes when past values of inflation and output are used in the forecasting equation and in Italy changes in the monetary policy regime has resulted in severe instability in the relationship between asset returns and inflation.

Goodhart and Hofmann (2000) estimate equations for CPI inflation for twelve countries with the goal of ascertaining whether asset prices have significant explanatory power once the effects of the ‘usual candidates’ for explaining inflation have been accounted for. The usual candidates included are lagged values of inflation, as well as lagged values of output growth, money growth, the exchange rate changes and the interest rate. The asset prices included changes in housing and equity prices and the yield spread.
Rather than describing the details of the many regression results obtained by the authors, we quote two of their conclusions:

The three explanatory variables that appeared in these results much stronger (than we had earlier anticipated), especially at the two-year horizon, are the change in monetary-type variables, the rate of growth of broad money itself, current and past short-term interest rates, and, especially current and prior house price inflation. What is perhaps something of a relief at a time when equity prices have reached such high levels, is that such movements appear to be a relatively limited predictor of future inflation (as also does the yield spread).

At the beginning of this paper we noted that most economists would agree that movements in asset prices should be taken into account by monetary authorities insofar as they signal changes in expected inflation. ... We claim that such asset price, especially house prices, do help in the majority of cases in the context of our data set to assess (predict) future CPI inflation.

Goodhart and Hofmann base their conclusions on the statistical significance of the regression coefficients estimated over the entire sample period. In a real-time forecasting context, a possibly more relevant criterion would be some measure of the relative out-of-sample forecasting performance of equations that do and do not include asset prices. Cecchetti, Chu, and Steindel (2000) perform such a test for the United States. They compare a simple autoregressive forecasting model for inflation with models where an ‘indicator’ variable is used in addition to the lagged inflation rate. As indicator variables the authors use financial asset variables, monetary variables and real activity variables.

The conclusions of the Cecchetti, Chu, and Steindel study are considerably less optimistic than those of Goodhart and Hofmann in the sense that: ‘There is no single indicator in our simple statistical framework that clearly and consistently improves autoregressive projections.’ Apparently there is room for further empirical work to reconcile the message from the significant regression coefficients of Goodhart and Hofmann with the unimpressive out-of-sample forecast results of Cecchetti, Chu, and Steindel.

In a first attempt to apply the methodology of Cecchetti, Chu, and Steindel to a larger group of countries, we conducted out-of-sample forecast comparisons with the Goodhart–Hofmann data. Specifically, we started by estimating two types of inflation equations for each of the twelve countries in our sample; one in which only lagged inflation rates were used as explanatory variables, and one in which the other variables considered by Goodhart and Hofmann – notably housing and stock market prices – were also included. The initial estimation period was the first quarter of 1975 to the fourth quarter of 1984. Using the estimated relationships, we generated a two-year-ahead forecast with each of the two inflation equations and these forecasts were compared with the actual inflation outcome. We then added one quarter to the data set, re-estimated the equations, calculated new two-year-ahead forecasts that were again compared with the subsequent outcomes. Proceeding in this way, the end of the sample produced 52 forecast-error comparisons between the two models, allowing us to judge
whether inflation forecasts that make use of asset prices produce smaller or larger errors on average than forecasts that rely only on past inflation itself. The results of these comparisons are presented in Figure 7.1. The dark columns represent the number of periods where forecasts based only on past inflation provide the smallest errors, the remainder, therefore, shows the number of periods for which forecasts that also take into account asset prices are superior. Two preliminary conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, although the model based purely on past inflation provides superior forecasts more frequently than the one that includes other variables as well, there are still many periods where the model including asset prices performs better. Secondly, it is evident that there are substantial differences between countries suggesting that the role of asset prices in the inflation process depends importantly on the country-specific contexts – a point that we had occasion to make already in the previous chapter.

**7.3 Transmission mechanisms and expectations effects involving asset prices**

Differences between countries in the response of inflation and economic activity to asset price changes can be due to differences in structural characteristics and policy strategies. The link between a change in an asset price and economic activity is traditionally described in terms of wealth effects on household spending, the effect on corporate investment due to a change in the value of existing capital relative to its replacement cost (Tobin’s q), and to a financial accelerator effect due to the impact on improvements in the balance sheets of households and enterprises on bank
credit. It is easy to explain why the strength of each of these channels might be quite different from one country to another.

The wealth effect on consumption depends materially on the share of the asset in question in households’ total assets. For example, there are substantial differences across countries in the ownership patterns of equity shares and residential dwellings. The dependence of corporate investment on share prices is likely to differ depending on the importance of bank versus equity financing of investment, a factor that in turn may depend on the structure of the banking system as well as on the degree of development of the national stock market. Likewise, the strength of the financial accelerator effect will depend on the nature of the bank–customer relationship in an economy, in particular on the importance and type of collateral in bank lending decisions.64

Finally, it is important to remember that asset prices depend to a crucial extent on expectations about the future in general and about future economic policies in particular. Differences across countries in the information content of asset prices may therefore reflect differences in economic policies and differences in the way these policies react to asset prices, in particular the exchange rate.

To evaluate the importance of these structural differences one must have recourse to structural economic models. We have looked at simulations with three models of that type and report some results in the next section.

### 7.4 Results based on structural models

Many central banks use formal structural macroeconometric models as an important input in helping prepare inflation forecasts. These models typically include asset prices, which can have an important effect on the inflation forecast and, thereby, on interest rate policy. Here we illustrate how the size and timing of the effects of asset market disturbances may differ across countries by reporting results from simulations of models of the US and UK economies as well as one explicitly multi-country model.

#### 7.4.1 Simulations on the FRB/US model

As an illustration, consider the FRB/US model of the US economy, which is maintained at the Federal Reserve Board for use in policy analysis and forecasting. Reifschneider, Tetlow and Williams (1999) – RTW, hereafter – provide a brief description of the model’s properties. RTW showed the effect of a change in the equity risk premium, which they modelled as a movement in stock market wealth that is not explained by changes in interest rates and other ‘fundamentals’.

Table 7.1 shows the impact of a permanent rise in the equity risk premium that is sufficient to bring about an initial 20 percent decline in stock market wealth. If, hypothetically, the Fed were to hold its Federal Funds rate constant, then this model implies a decline in inflation of 0.4 percentage
points by Year 3, with the level of GDP being 1.2 percentage points lower.

Alternatively, if the Fed were assumed to be following a Taylor rule, whereby the Federal Funds rate is reduced in response to both a reduction in inflation and a fall in GDP, then the Fed would, according to this simulation, have to cut the Federal Funds rate by around 40 basis points to offset the effect of the stock market wealth shock on inflation. By doing so it would also have limited quite substantially the drop in GDP.

Of course, all such simulations cannot and are not used mechanically, and are merely an aid to judgement. For example, Cecchetti (2000) argues that a fall in the US stock market might have a smaller effect on consumption than conventional econometric models imply because, in his judgement, consumers are wary of the levels of the market and have not, therefore, fully adjusted their level of consumption to their new-found wealth, which is consistent with the fall in the consumption to wealth ratio in recent years.

### 7.4.2 Some simulations on Bank of England’s macroeconometric model

The core model used in the Monetary Policy Committee’s (MPC) forecasting process is the Bank’s macroeconometric model, though it should be noted that other models are also useful in the forecast process. As emphasized in Chapter 2, the implications of a particular change in an asset price for inflation depends importantly on why an asset price changed. Therefore, in considering the potential inflationary impact of a particular change in asset prices, the MPC typically spends some time trying to understand why the relevant market price moved i.e. why there can be no mechanical links from a model simulation to the MPC’s forecast.

Nevertheless, it is sometimes of interest to consider the potential effects of an exogenous change in an asset price (that is assumed to be unrelated to the fundamentals in the model). These asset price changes might be thought of as being attributable to a change in the implicit risk premium, or as the bursting of a bubble.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7.1 Simulated macroeconomic effects of a rise in the equity risk premium in the FRB/US model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response at end of year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP (level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Fed Funds Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP (level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Federal Funds Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>源：Reifschneider, Tetlow and Williams (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2 reports on some simulations carried out on the Bank of England’s macroeconometric model of a 10% exogenous change in three different asset prices (one at a time) assuming that short-term interest rates are held constant. Other assumptions are also made in preparing these forecasts, notably that nominal government spending and the nominal exchange rate are constant.

Obviously these estimates should be viewed as purely illustrative as they assume that other things remain equal (they rarely do) and, like all point estimates, considerable uncertainty must reside around them.

Nevertheless, they suggest that changes in asset prices can have a significant impact on the inflation forecast – for example, if the exchange rate were to move exogenously by 10%, it would lead to an increase of around 1.4 percentage points on RPIX inflation, which is rather large in the context of an inflation target of 2.5%. It is also interesting to note that changes in housing prices have a much larger effect on inflation than corresponding changes in equity prices, a result that we noted in Chapter 6.

Comparing the responses in the UK with those reported in the Table 7.1 for the United States reveal that while the inflationary consequences of equity prices are similar in the two countries, GDP appears to be substantially more sensitive to such changes in the US.

### 7.4.3 A multi-country simulation

The OECD recently carried out a simulation of a global stock market correction (US equity prices were assumed to fall by 30%, while prices elsewhere in the OECD area fell by 15%) in the context of their multi-country INTERLINK model.

Table 7.3 shows what, hypothetically, would happen to output in the case where there were no response from the monetary authorities. In the model, the effects on GDP are through wealth and confidence effects on consumption and investment behaviour.

Even allowing for the smaller underlying equity price shock in the euro area, the effect on GDP is much smaller there than in the US (a cumulative effect on the level of GDP of 0.9 percentage points, compared with 2.4
percentage points in the US). This might be because equities are a more significant fraction of household portfolios in the US compared with the euro area. By contrast, the cumulative effect on GDP in Japan and the US is broadly comparable (once allowance is made for the fact that Japanese equity prices were assumed to fall by less than in the US in this simulation).

### 7.5 The potential importance of forecasting asset prices

That asset price changes can have a significant effect on inflation forecasts, would suggest that forecasting asset prices would be a rather important part of the toolkit for central bankers.

A number of central banks and international agencies, however, typically ‘forecast’ asset prices on the basis of simple conventions instead of econometric models. For example, at the Bank of England, the exchange rate has (until November 1999) been forecast using the assumption of the textbook uncovered interest parity hypothesis whereby the exchange rate is assumed to move in line with existing interest rate differentials. The BoE is by no means alone in adopting this forecasting convention – several other central banks, finance ministries and international organisations use the same assumption.

Yet it has been known for some time that uncovered interest parity performs poorly. For example, Froot and Thaler (1990) pointed out that a very large literature (some 75 studies) had found that it had been reliably rejected. More recently, the hypothesis has continued to work poorly for UK policy-makers. Figure 7.2 shows that with UK short-term interest rates above those in Germany, an uncovered interest parity-based projection has, since 1996, always looked for sterling to fall against the DM. Yet for much of this period, sterling has tended to rise (defined over 12-month horizons), and often by significant amounts (e.g. by over 25% in the 12 months to mid-1997). Note that during a period where the effective exchange rate has moved from around 83 during the first quarter of 1996 to about 109 in February 2000, at each stage during this near 30% appreciation of the currency, the BoE has tended to predict a depreciation (see Figure 7.3). A corollary of this exchange rate forecasting error is that, other things being equal, the BoE’s inflation forecast has been persistently higher than it might have been under perfect foresight of the exchange rate and, therefore, there is a risk that interest rates have been set too high.

### Table 7.3 Effect on GDP growth of a stock market correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro Area</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: OECD Economic Outlook, December 1999*
To get some crude indication of how much difference the exchange rate can make to the appropriate level of interest rates, recall (from Table 7.2) that a difference in the exchange rate level of 10% changes the forecast as much as 1.4 percentage points, and note also that the MPC has previously
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**Figure 7.2** DM/£ – forecasts and actual out-turns

![Graph showing DM/£ forecasts and actual out-turns]

**Notes:** Forecasts are based on the 12-month interest rate differential at time t. The actual out-turn is equal to $100 \times \ln(E(t+12)/E(t))$ until April 1999. From May 1999 it is equal to the annualized realized change in $E$ from month t until April 2000.

**Figure 7.3** Bank of England Inflation Report: effective exchange rate index forecast relative to out-turn (1990 = 100)

![Graph showing Bank of England Inflation Report]

**Note:** We have interpolated linearly between the starting point and the published two-year-ahead projections.

To get some crude indication of how much difference the exchange rate can make to the appropriate level of interest rates, recall (from Table 7.2) that a difference in the exchange rate level of 10% changes the forecast as much as 1.4 percentage points, and note also that the MPC has previously
reported simulations (see MPC (1999)) suggesting that a temporary increase in the three month interest rate of 1 percentage point might, under certain assumptions, be associated with a fall in inflation of between 0.2 and 0.4 percentage points after nine quarters.

The evidence presented in Froot and Thaler (1990) has been updated using more recent data (see, for example, Meredith and Chinn (1998), Wadhwani (1999a)) and for a variety of different exchange rates in developed economies, and it continues to reject the uncovered interest parity hypothesis.

There are those who have argued that (see, for example, McCallum (1994)) the conventional econometric testing of this hypothesis is flawed because the interest differential itself depends on exchange rate expectations (giving rise to an endogeneity bias). Using more appropriate econometric techniques (e.g. instrumental variable estimates, as in Wadhwani (1999a)), however, makes very little difference.

Of course, the economics profession has long known that a random walk model – i.e. a naive convention of an unchanged exchange rate – outperforms many existing models of the exchange rate, including uncovered interest parity, in terms of out-of-sample performance (see, for example, Meese and Rogoff (1983)). The evidence presented in Wadhwani (1999a) suggests that the random walk hypothesis has retained its edge over the uncovered interest parity hypothesis in recent years.

Moreover, there has been considerable progress in our understanding of real exchange rates (see, for example, MacDonald (1998)) and many Wall Street firms now routinely publish their estimates of the medium-term equilibrium exchange rate, and even central banks occasionally do so (see, e.g. Deutsche Bundesbank (1995)). Wadhwani (1999a) presents some evidence suggesting that a model (for sterling) of this kind would have, in terms of out-of-sample testing, outperformed either the uncovered interest parity or the random walk alternatives.

In general, we feel that central banks should be less diffident about attempting to forecast exchange rates – especially as current conventions appear to be misleading for policy purposes.

Note that the use of forecasting conventions is not just confined to the exchange rate, but also often applies to other asset prices. For example, in recent years, the BoE has typically assumed that nominal stock prices rise in time with nominal GDP, a convention that, once again, has also been used by a variety of other organizations.

At a visceral level, the reluctance to attempt to forecast asset prices appears to be grounded in a belief in a variant of the efficient market hypothesis that asserts that returns on financial assets are essentially unpredictable. Yet, in his recent review of the literature, Cochrane (1999) asserts that:

The last 15 years have seen a revolution in the way financial economists understand the world around us. We once thought that stock and bond returns were essentially unpredictable. Now we recognise that stock and bond returns have a substantial predictable component…. We once thought that long-term interest rates reflected expectations of future short-term rates and that interest rate differential across
countries reflected expectations of exchange rate depreciation. Now, we see time-varying risk premia in bond and foreign exchange markets as well...

Consequently, we wonder if it might make sense for central banks to be less diffident about attempting to forecast asset prices in the hope of improving their inflation forecasts. We do not want to pretend that it is easy to forecast asset prices – it certainly is not. Recall that most of the academic studies relating to the predictability of asset returns tend to find low explanatory power. Our best judgement, however, is that it might be better to use forecasting models (modified by judgement) rather than existing ad hoc conventions. Moreover, it is important to recall that central bankers do possess a significant informational advantage over the average model participant – which is that they have a much better idea of their own reaction function and where interest rates are headed (on unchanged information). Therefore, it does seem to be a pity that they do not, in general, exploit this informational advantage in preparing their asset price forecasts.

7.6 Using asset prices to help form judgement

Asset prices can, sometimes, contain information about the likely evolution of key macroeconomic variables before this is reflected in a conventional forecast from a macroeconometric model. Hence, looking at asset prices and trying to discern whether any message can be gleaned from them can be an important part of forming judgements for policy-making.

To take a recent example, consider the buoyant performance of US equities during the 1990s. It is difficult to explain the rise in the market without appealing to some rise in the underlying growth rate of productivity of the US economy. In the past year or so, some academic studies of productivity growth in the United States have begun to acknowledge that there may indeed have been an upsurge in the trend rate (see e.g. Oliner and Sichel (2000)). No conventional macroeconometric model of the US economy, however, predicted this rise in the underlying rate. Yet, trying to rationalize the rise in US equity prices could have (and arguably did) help policy-makers proceed on the basis that productivity growth had in fact risen.

In the current conjuncture, it is notable that there is not, as yet, any formal evidence suggesting that the underlying rate of productivity growth has speeded up in any of the other G5 countries. Therefore, none of the other G5 central banks have increased their estimate of prospective productivity growth. One wonders whether the current level of equity prices should be used as a justification for basing policy on an estimate of higher productivity growth. Alternatively, if the central bank believes that the markets have an inflated view of likely productivity growth, the presumption must be that policy should be based on an assumption that equity prices will fall back.
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This is a very timely report on an important policy question. Recently, Alan Greenspan made clear that a sharp nosedive on the stock markets would not induce interest rate cuts. The idea of an implicit guarantee that the Fed will ease rates if the stock market crashes is widely held in the US, although not as widely as the survey in the Geneva Report suggests. A recent survey by the National Association of Business Economists found that about 50% of the analysts believe that the Fed will come to the rescue. Greenspan’s warning that ‘over-reliance on public policy could lead to destabilizing behaviour by market participants’ is still relevant. It drives home the message that financial stability rather than asset prices are what matters for a central banker. I would like to suggest that this element – financial stability – is given more weight in the report: whereas monetary policy in general might take the level of asset prices into account, central bankers will rather consider the threat to the functioning of asset markets as their point of departure.

I particularly like the constructive tone of the Geneva Report. Yes, ‘asset price misalignments are difficult to measure, but this is no reason to ignore them.’ The report offers balm to the soul when it says that ‘economists can claim to spot misalignments’. Indeed, a consensus is emerging (as also reflected in the Geneva Report) that stock markets are currently overvalued (see the IMF’s latest World Economic Outlook and the ECB’s Asset Prices And Financial Stability). The penultimate column in Table D1 summarises what would seem to be the emerging consensus: stock markets are overvalued. So the problem is perhaps not so much the identification of overvaluation per se, but when and how the correction will happen. ‘How’ is important because a long stagnation or an outright crash will not have the same effect. With respect to ‘when’ I suggest that we all ask the conference organizers who must have an excellent sense of timing and great predictive powers, given the relevance and the timeliness of this conference.
The 

Geneva Report promises:

- Better measurement
- Better forecasts and
- Better policy.

Where (for which assets) can we agree and where do we have to amend this better world for all?

When I was thinking about the theme of the report – ‘asset inflation’ – the exchange rate never crossed my mind. It is not an asset that I would consider when discussing asset inflation. Indeed, I think that exchange rates are less relevant. They are part and parcel of policy analysis as they feed directly into the monetary decision-making process. Import prices are customarily reflected in inflation analyses. So I see little scope for improvement. Measurement, forecasting and policy-making already take the exchange rate into account.

I agree with the conclusion of the Geneva Report’s assessment of the Alchian–Klein proposal to take the price level of future consumption as the target for monetary policy. For all practical purposes this would amount to a weight in excess of 90% for asset prices. Thus taking Alchian–Klein seriously would require that central banks become asset price targeters, which nobody in his right mind would want to suggest.

This does not mean, however, that we should apply a zero weight to asset prices, as suggested by the Geneva Report. First, the low implied variance

---

**Table D1** Asset prices: are they correctly priced?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Required increase in GDP growth</th>
<th>Current dividend growth</th>
<th>Required future earnings growth</th>
<th>Overall assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1999 Increment 1980–99</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+/0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+/0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+/0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

++ highly overvalued  ++ overvalued  0 about adequately valued  – possibly undervalued
weight that the authors have found for stock prices (of less than 2%) does not mean that asset prices can be left out. Asset prices have increased dramatically and even if their weight is low, their impact will be substantial. On the basis of the evidence presented in the report I am simply not willing to accept its proposition that ‘currently available price indices are adequate.’

On the contrary, I would argue that the measurement issue at stake is potentially more relevant than the Boskin report that found an annual inflation bias of one percentage point.

Figure D1 shows a broad price index (BPI) based on the weights for housing prices and stock prices as reported in the Geneva Report. The graph makes two points. First, in the first half of the 1990s monetary policy decisions, on average, were not put wrong-footed by the fact that price indices ignored the price developments of the asset markets. Since then this neglect has become an increasing source of policy bias. Second, since the mid-1990s the broad price index measure and the consumer price inflation have consistently diverged by 1 to 2 percentage points, well exceeding the impact of new products and quality improvements detected in the Boskin report. Clearly then, a bias in price measurement could translate into a different interpretation of real developments.

Apart from the fact that our diagnosis of the real economy might be distorted, I do not like a situation in which excess liquidity feeds asset prices while traditional inflation measures for product markets suggest that there is no problem just around the corner. If there is too much money in the system, I want the central bank to consider that fact seriously and to react accordingly. Focussing on CPI developments makes it easier for central banks to disregard excess liquidity that is absorbed in asset markets. So there is a clear incentive problem that can only be restored if a broad measure of price inflation is published and becomes part and parcel of the policy
decision-making process. The broad price measure also solves a communication problem. It is difficult to explain to the public why monetary policy has to tighten when CPI developments are more or less stable. After all, high stock prices are a blessing to most people. In this sense a broad price measure can play a useful role.

I conclude with a modest proposal to answer the question ‘Asset prices: What to do about it?’ in a very practical down to earth manner. A Broad Price Index will provide a central bank with a clear incentive, and equally important, with a transparent instrument to communicate the problem to the public.

2 William R. White
Economic Adviser and Head of the Monetary and Economic Department,
Bank for International Settlements

Bringing together central banks’ responses to exchange rates as well as asset prices raises all sorts of issues about regime choices (fixed versus floating, etc.) which are not really germane to the basic issue; should central banks respond to the prices of real assets (stocks and property in particular)? This is not a subject lacking interest today.

If the asset price boom is underpinned by rapid credit expansion then, if the boom collapses and the financial system becomes severely impaired, we can expect significant ‘headwinds’ and the possibility of a long period of very slow growth. This was the basic story in 1929 in the United States when CPI inflation was zero; in 1989 in Japan when CPI inflation was zero; in 1994 in Mexico (although here credit went into real not financial assets); and in 1997 in East Asia when CPI inflation was again not a problem. If indeed excessive credit is the underlying problem, then I would contend there are some grounds for worry today. The growth rate of broad money has risen sharply since the mid-1990s while short-term interest rates were falling. Using a weighted average for the US, Japan, the UK and the euro area, the rate of growth of broad money was 2.5% at the beginning of 1995 when short term interest rates on the same basis were around 5%. By 1999 the money growth rate had moved to 6–8% while short term interest rates were around 3.5%.

Moreover, to take a more Austrian perspective on this, the credit/asset price boom will have lasting negative effects on the economy if it leads to misallocation of resources. That is, if it leads to large-scale investments in sectors which will never earn the rate of return expected, then this capital must then be worked off, scrapped, etc. and the economy will suffer in the interim. Such phenomena were evident in the United States (in the late 1980s, the S&Ls problems, etc.), Japan in the 1990s and East Asia more recently. Moreover, there may also be a pending problem in the United States today in the technology, media and telecommunications (TMT) sector. Figure D2 shows the highly divergent share price performance of TMT stocks compared with the rest of the market. This has been accompanied by massive share buy-backs of ‘old economy’ stocks and massive issues of IPOs. In effect, we have had a huge reallocation of resources, with real effects yet to be delivered. These are the principal lessons from history about why central banks should be concerned about asset prices.
Figure D2  Segmentation in the equity markets
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How strong is the evidence that central banks have in the past tried to slow down asset price increases? I think it is rather compelling. Governor Mieno burst the bubble in Japan in the late 1980s. Moreover, the US authorities did seem to target the stock market in 1929. On the other hand, Chairman Greenspan’s ‘irrational exuberance’ speech did not state that the stock market was overvalued. Rather, it suggested that we had no clear criteria for determining whether it was or not.

How strong is the evidence that central bankers have tried to slow down asset price decreases? The survey evidence used in the Geneva Report says people expect the Fed to cushion a crash. The idea that, like Lazarus, stocks will rise again if they collapse is worrisome. There is a lot of moral hazard here. The fact that people expect the Fed to react in a certain way is not, however, evidence that it will. If current prices are not justified by fundamentals, the Fed should positively welcome a downward price adjustment, and the sooner the better.

A further aspect of the relationship of asset prices and the health of the financial system was revealed in autumn 1998. In this case, however, the concern was the health of financial markets in the first instance, and financial institutions only in the second. Clearly, in this case, the Fed did show its concern and lowered policy rates.

Asset prices are prices, but should they be included in the inflation measure targeted by the central bank? I think this issue can only be addressed by identifying which index has movements that imply economic costs. The logical approach would be to identify that index, using both theory and empirical methods, and then stabilise it with a view to reducing the costs associated with its variation. The Geneva Report notes, however, that this is not the approach followed in the literature. Perhaps this is because such an approach may not be easy given that the costs of inflation are many and varied; they include money illusion and misallocation of resources; interaction with the tax system; fiscal drag leading to government indiscipline; and finally the loss of a long-term standard of value.

Stabilizing the price of the lifetime consumption basket (Alchian–Klein) is taken by some to mean that asset prices should make up virtually the whole basket. That is, we should target asset prices. Clearly, this is a non-starter for many reasons, only some of which are mentioned in the Report. Since asset prices are highly variable, targeting them would mean enormous changes in the policy instrument. Which of many asset prices should we target, or which basket? How should we choose the target level? And finally, this approach implies giving up targeting the CPI which might also imply certain costs.

As to the issue of whether house prices should figure in the index being stabilized, the answer is obviously yes if we are after some measures of the price of consumption goods. The implicit rent paid by most people is likely their largest single monthly expenditure.

When dealing with the ‘information’ content in asset prices, it is misleading to suggest that new emphasis on ‘inflation targeting’ and inflation forecasts has led to renewed interest in asset prices as forecasting
tools. This is not factually correct. Indeed, the inflation targeting framework gives very little importance to asset prices and may prove in retrospect to have been a major mistake in strategy during the 1990s. The renewed interest in asset prices is because the volume of such financial assets have expanded enormously and many prices have risen substantially. Moreover, we do not understand why, and we know we do not understand and are frightened of the potential implications.

The BIS had a conference in 1997 on ‘The role of asset prices in the formulation of monetary policy’ and the first session was on ‘information content.’ One finding was that inverted yield curves do seem to have some use in predicting future recessions. This is worrisome since the US yield curve is very close to being inverted at the current time.

If inflation is mostly explained by its own history, does adding asset prices to the regression increase the accuracy of the inflation forecast? The results presented in the Report are ambiguous. Goodhart says ‘yes’ for 12 countries, while Cecchetti says ‘no’ for the United States. Empirical work should, however, systematically look at other ‘information’ variables as well. For example, the rate of growth of the money supply, or errors in predicting the rate of growth of the money supply. At one time, the latter improved the inflation forecasts in my own country, Canada.

Can asset prices provide information about ‘unobservable’ variables like future productivity growth? The Geneva Report seems to imply that equity prices can be used to infer something about future productivity growth. Using the Gordon discount model, asset prices may be high because the expected rate of growth of earnings (based on productivity growth) is high. Perhaps, but the risk premium is very volatile and the trend growth rate of output depends on a lot of labour market variables in addition to productivity growth. In sum, this is not a very promising approach. It would be better to look at the trend productivity numbers themselves, since past numbers are at least observable. As asset prices rise, they affect wealth and consumption, the cost of capital and investment, and the availability of collateral and credit. We can clearly see some of this currently. During the 1990s household debt in the US rose as a proportion of GDP from 60% to 70%. While the level of corporate debt (in non-financial firms) fell a little over the first part of the decade, it rose form around 67% of GDP in 1995 to almost 73% by 1999.

It must also be agreed that there are, however, differences in these effects across countries. Financial structure matters. In 1994 a BIS study on the ‘transmission mechanism’ concluded that high debt levels, high levels of wealth in housing and financial assets made Anglo-Saxon countries much more exposed to interest rate increases than other countries. If this was so in 1994, how much more so today?

As asset prices fall this process goes into reverse, as indicated by the model simulations which look at a price fall of 15–30%. I agree with the results but would add the following points. First, the price fall could easily be much greater. What if all four components in the Gordon model move in the same direction? Figure D3 shows that interest rates and the risk premia often
move together and knock-on effects on the expected rate of growth on earnings would seem highly probable. Second, it is not obvious that interest rates could/would decline to soften the impact. I have already referred to the moral hazard implied in such a policy response. Moreover, if the US stockmarket took the dollar with it, pushing up inflation sharply, would the Fed be right to ease?

Thirdly, while models are symmetric, the real world may not be. Price declines may then have bigger effects than increases due to cash constraint/margin calls and fear effects dominating greed effects. If future asset prices can deviate from current ones, and this can effect behaviour and aggregate demand, is there some merit in forecasting them? The answer may be yes in principle, but how is this to be done in practice? Do policy-makers have a better equation than the market? I have a fundamental problem here. The current asset price is simply the DPV of the expected asset price at t+1 which is the DPV etc. What basis do we have to forecast anything other than what is in the market itself? In their discussion about the exchange rate, the authors prefer a ‘random walk’ to predictions implied by the uncovered interest parity condition. They may be right, but this whole approach rather conflicts with the thrust of the Report.

A broader question is how to respond to *ex post* errors in predicting economic variables. Most of us normally assume mean reversion, but for
many series this may not be the case. The Bank of Canada from 1986–93 had a poor forecasting record because errors had strong serial correlation which was overlooked.

The section on asset prices and macroeconomic stability is not about why central banks should be concerned about asset price movements, but rather whether central banks should react to asset price movements and, if so, how? The *Geneva Report* looks at three models.

- Under Model 1, the desired policy response depends on the source of the shock (Poole insight); as well as the financial structure, etc. Here I would stress one thing that the Report does not mention – since Model 1 is a static model. The policy response must also depend on the dynamic circumstances; that is, the stage of the cycle. Should central banks try to prick a perceived bubble? Keynes said no, but Hayek said yes. If so, how? If it really is a bubble, should you be more or less vigorous (market more likely to crash with greater effect, but after all it is a bubble). If it is not a bubble, but increased asset prices still mean aggregate demand is growing faster than supply and CPI inflation threatens, what should policy-makers do? The next question is how to reliquify during a crash? Clearly the guilty should pay if it is a bubble, but how should policy-makers respond subsequently. Should inflation be used to reduce unsupportable debt levels, or should it just be written off if bankruptcy procedures allow?

- As for Model 2, the Kent–Lowe paper basically says ‘you know it is a bubble’ and you should raise rates. Your choice is between missing CPI a little, soon, or a lot, later on. But the crucial assumption is that policymakers know it is a bubble and they do not. The model also assumes that higher interest rates are bad for bubbles. Yet Chairman Greenspan and others would argue the opposite, at least for moderate increases. Each time short rates rise and the bubble continues to expand, the more the market is confirmed in its belief in a ‘new era.’

- As for Model 3, this is an interesting exercise but it is essentially a comment on the Bernanke–Gertler paper. For me to comment in depth on their comments on a paper I have not read goes too far. I would only say that I find some of the original Bernanke–Gertler results perverse; why does inflation not increase when output does? I would also be very loathe to make any policy generalizations based on such a model. Optimal policy rules need more insight and understanding than we currently have. Finally, my scepticism having been noted, the idea that ‘financial premia’ rise and fall with interest rates is consistent with Figure D3.
1 Tamim Bayoumi  
**International Monetary Fund**  
From my involvement in the *World Economic Outlook* exercise of the IMF, the answer to the question ‘asset prices: why do we care?’ is that it is part of our job to look at potential vulnerabilities in the world economy. At the time of writing, many such concerns are associated with asset prices. In particular, falling net private saving, a rising current account deficit fuelled, at least in part, by rising asset prices and a relatively appreciated value of the dollar raise the concern that the United States might experience a ‘hard landing’ in which growth would decelerate rapidly. This outcome would hurt not only the United States but also the rest of the world. In addition, rapid increases in land prices in many countries on the periphery of the euro area – including Ireland, Portugal, and the Netherlands – also pose a concern. In response to these concerns, we wrote a chapter in the May 2000 *World Economic Outlook* (*WEO*) on the issue of asset prices and the business cycle. This analysis complements the *Geneva Report*, as it focuses on the relationship between asset prices and real activity, while the focus of the *Geneva Report* is more on asset prices and inflation. In addition, the *WEO* chapter contains some estimates of potential misalignments of stock and land prices across a wide range of developed economies and contains some suggestions about the role of asset prices in policy.

The policy conclusions in the *WEO* were that asset prices should only be taken into account when values have become extreme. While this may appear somewhat different from the *Geneva Report*, I suspect the differences may be largely semantic. The authors appear to be discussing the advantages of including asset prices in the policy rule within the context of a fairly regimented inflation targeting framework with the target set for a fairly specific timeframe. They argue (for example) that asset prices can be useful in predicting inflation over the longer term. In *WEO* we present considerable evidence that asset prices help to predict future movements in output – either through wealth effects or because such prices reflect private sector expectations – and hence inflation further out still. This is regarded as part of the usual monetary transmission mechanism, however, rather than a reason to include asset prices in the reaction function.

Before discussing the reasons for being concerned about extreme values of asset prices, let me first say how much I agree with the focus in the early parts of the *Geneva Report* on the importance of land prices in determining output and inflation. Outside of the United States, the major macroeconomic transmission mechanism seems to be from land prices to activity, not stock prices. This seems to reflect the proclivity of banks to use land as collateral for loans even though the volatility of land prices over a period of several years appears quite high, so that excessive land price inflation can, when reversed, significantly damage the financial sector.

Indeed, it is the role of asset price excesses in generating financial market
instability that provides the major reason for being concerned about asset prices over and above usual macroeconomic linkages. As we know from the United States in the 1920s and Japan in the 1990s, not to mention recent financial crises in Mexico, Asia, and Russia, such financial sector disruption can have significant output costs. While such damage to the financial system is generally associated with sharp falls in asset prices, the excess lending and borrowing which creates large numbers of non-performing assets usually comes about because of excessively robust asset values. Hence, monetary policy should both tighten in response to clearly excessively high asset prices and ease when asset price reductions imperil the smooth functioning of the financial system. Such relative symmetry (relative because excessive asset price increases are typically significantly more gradual than the associated busts, implying some difference in behaviour on the way up and the way down) is important in avoiding moral hazard.

The issue here is clearly the difficulty in assessing whether or not an asset price change is excessive – more simply, how do you identify a bubble? Current historically high stock prices in the United States are accompanied by many of the imbalances associated with earlier bubble episodes, including a rapid fall in private net saving and associated increase in public saving and the current account deficit, but these symptoms could also reflect the new economy. Similarly, rapidly rising property prices, say, in Ireland could be a bubble, but they could also reflect an upward revision to asset values caused by the lower interest rates and higher growth prospects engendered by joining EMU.

The difficulty in assessing asset prices fluctuations is closely connected with a new macroeconomic paradigm in which the old ‘Keynesian’ view of a fixed trend in potential output, with aggregate demand determining cyclical fluctuations, is being replaced by the view that both policy and technology can affect the growth in potential. In such a world, an increase in the expected growth rate of potential output can cause an inflow of capital, higher stock prices, increased investment and an exchange rate appreciation. Even if potential output has not actually risen, higher capacity due to greater investment and low inflation due to an appreciated currency make it difficult to distinguish between an actual increase in productivity and an unfulfilled expectation for several years. As a result, capital flows get driven by market expectations about future success which are not necessarily well founded and can change rapidly in relatively short periods, creating financial turbulence – a system which lends itself to significant financial disruption. This is what happened in Asia, where expectations about future growth were revised down, creating a sharp reversal in capital flows. Such a situation could also occur in the United States. It is the underlying difficulties in identifying bubbles in a world of changing views about potential output that provides monetary policy with such a difficult set of decisions.
Kazuo Ueda
The Bank of Japan

The story of the Japanese experience with asset prices and monetary policy during the last two decades or so is well known. Nearly anything new in my remarks. Was there anything wrong with Japanese monetary policy during this period, especially in relation to asset price movements? And, if so, why?

Let me briefly summarize some of the key features of the period. The sharp appreciation of the yen in the mid to late 1980s threw the economy into a mild recession. The Bank of Japan (BOJ) responded by cutting the discount rate five times between 1986 and 1987. The moves generated a quick recovery of the economy and a sharp rise in stock and land prices. The BOJ waited for about two years before it started tightening in May 1989. Then it raised the discount rate five times by August 1990. Stock prices started to decline in early 1990 and were already down by about 50% by September 1990. Land prices started their descent in 1991 and are still declining now in 2000. The boom-bust cycle in asset prices generated severe loan problems with serious negative effects on the economy. The 1990s were a lost decade for the Japanese financial industry and the economy.

Many critics argue that the expansionary policy in 1986–7 was overdone and the tightening in 1989–90 came too late. Let us for the moment follow this line of logic and consider why things went that way. In a sense, the BOJ was responding too much to certain asset prices until around 1987 and not enough to some others after then. In four of the five discount rate cuts in 1986–7, the BOJ officially acknowledged that concern over the deflationary impact of a higher yen on aggregate demand was an important factor behind the discount rate changes.

The concern by itself does not seem to have been a problem. The extent of the concern, however, was problematic. The same pattern was observed in the 1970s, especially in the early 1970s. At that time, monetary policy expanded in response to a stronger yen. It led to a sharp rise in prices of goods and services. Put simply, in the 1970s and 1980s the BOJ seems to have been worrying too much about the deflationary effect of a higher yen and/or strong outside political forces were pressing the BOJ to counteract such effects. Technically, it is not too difficult to find a significant coefficient on the exchange rate in the estimation of a policy reaction function of the BOJ even after controlling for something like expected inflation. This pattern occurred again in the mid to late 1980s and probably made the monetary stimulus excessive.

After the five consecutive cuts in the discount rate, the BOJ sought ways to change the policy stance in the direction of putting more weight on avoiding future inflation. Short-term market rates went up in the summer of 1987, as the economy started to recover. Then, however, came Black Monday in October 1987. After that, there were no clear attempts to tighten for a while. Again, the BOJ was paying a lot of attention to movements in asset prices, this time to a decline in foreign stock prices. There was foreign pressure on Japan to maintain low interest rates. The pressure was evident in

In 1988 other economies, such as Germany, started tightening. In Japan the Nikkei 225 rose above the pre-Black Monday level as real GDP was expanding at around 6%. The BOJ again sought ways to raise rates. But there were no friends. The reason was simple; inflation was not in sight. CPI inflation was only 0.7% in 1988. In fact, there was optimism about Japan, its current account surplus, the Japanese style of management and increased presence of Japanese financial institutions in the world. People were pointing to increases in productivity. The Managing Director of the IMF arrived in Japan in February 1989 and said something like ‘there was absolutely no fear of inflation. Japan should keep the current monetary policy stance and play the role of the monetary anchor for the world.’

Seeing signs of inflation, the BOJ finally raised rates five times between May 1989 and August 1990. Did the moves come too late? It is difficult to answer the question. At least, one can say that the policy stance became somewhat backward looking with no clear sign of inflation and no clear-cut recipe about how to respond to asset price inflation. One could say, however, that there were no major mistakes on the inflation front. CPI inflation reached a peak in 1991 at only 3.3%. Though the judgment depends on one’s view about the optimal inflation rate, not too many central banks would have done better on this front.

Those who aren’t satisfied with such an evaluation point to the serious bad-loan problem of the banking sector resulting from the boom–bust cycle in the stock and land markets, and its effect on the rest of the economy. The obvious point is that the difficult 1990s were mainly the result of the mishandling of the bad loan problem. Could a better monetary policy, however, have prevented the disaster of the 1990s from happening?

I do not think that inflation forecast targeting would have done it, if the forecast horizon was one to two years as is normally the case, for the reason I mentioned above.70 Things would be much different with a much longer horizon such as ten years. BOJ officials in the late 1980s then would have thought about problems posed by the zero interest rate policy – a policy to be adopted ten years later to combat the deflationary forces stemming from the boom–bust cycle. Being so forward looking is not easy, to say the least.

Another way out would have been to remember the historical lesson that a large boom–bust cycle in asset prices often lead to serious problems in the financial system with negative implications for the rest of the economy. In a sense this suggestion is similar to the first one, but is more specific in its focus on the health of the financial system. It also leads to the view that the dividing line between monetary policy and prudential policy is not as clear-cut as some would argue. The problem with such a suggestion is, of course, that it may result in an attempt to stop a healthy rise in asset prices.

A third way out might have been the Bernanke–Gertler (1999) solution. They argue that the BOJ should have increased the call rate in 1988 up to 8% or so against an actual rate of about 4%. But a quick reading of their analysis suggests that this conclusion is obtained because the Taylor rule,
which they use to calculate the optimal call rate, suggests a rise in the rate in response to the sharp pick up in real economic activity rather than to inflation. Raising rates just because real GDP is growing strongly but with no inflation is hard, especially when favourable supply shocks are thought to be hitting the economy.

All these suggestions seem to be easier said than done.

What are the implications of the above discussion for the argument to set up a pre-determined rule between asset prices and policy instruments as seems to be claimed in the *Geneva Report*? I have argued that Japan failed because it had something like this on the exchange rate. I hasten to add that more independence from outside forces would have helped prevent the BOJ from acting that way in the 1980s. In any case, it would be more important to analyse adequately what current asset price movements would mean for future inflation and GDP movements than to have policy instruments respond directly to asset prices.

In this sense I am close to the view of Bernanke and Gertler. As I pointed out, however, a very sophisticated version of inflation forecast targeting would be required, which either looks at a ten-year horizon, or at a delicate boundary of monetary and prudential policies. Or else, central banks need to be able to distinguish between supply shocks and demand shocks. In the end, optimal decision making under uncertainty would recommend some ‘response’ to a sharp asset price inflation because of concern for future inflation. But the degree of the response should in no way be pre-determined.

3 Peter Warburton

*Robert Fleming & Co.*

I congratulate the authors on assembling a large body of evidence and argument on the importance of asset prices to monetary policy. In bringing these disparate strands of thought together, they have brought considerable clarity to this debate. The *Geneva Report* re-examines the central issue of the policy objective function – what is the appropriate monetary policy target? If we begin with a standard quadratic loss function, which incorporates deviations from an inflation target and deviations from of aggregate output from its potential, then we can summarise the issues as follows:

- What is the correct inflation variable: cost of living index, asset prices, weighted average?
- What should be the relative weights on inflation and output deviations?
- Should asset prices enter as an additional term in the loss function?

There is a direct connection between these issues and the Report: who is concerned and why? We can identify a long list of economic agents who are making implicit assumptions about the objectives of monetary policy and whose welfare depends directly on these assumptions being fulfilled.

1. Employees and the self-employed, whose nominal incomes are directly related to the level and variability of national income, may or may not be formally compensated for the rise in the general price level and may depend directly on asset prices (e.g. the exchange rate).
2. Pensioners and social security recipients with incomplete indexation of incomes are vulnerable to price inflation and output volatility, both of which may lead to a fall in their real incomes.

3. Savers whose wealth is predominantly located in financial assets and who have come to expect significant asset price appreciation in real terms.

4. Borrowers who have assumed that interest rates will move in a lower and much narrower range in an environment of low consumer price inflation and who have reckoned on continuous and unhindered access to credit facilities.

5. Financial institutions with mismatched balance sheets in terms of currencies and/or maturities, whose stability depends on a variety of financial variables (including volatilities) remaining within their historic ranges.

6. Governments seeking to keep their promises to the electorate in terms of improvement in real living standards and economic stability.

The Report begins with an examination of the reactions of central banks to some historic episodes of asset price instability that have transmitted violent shocks to real economic variables. As a starting point, consider the policy strategy of minimax regret – to minimise the probability of achieving the economic outcome with the greatest welfare loss attached to it. This immediately focuses attention on the periodic episodes where severe negative deviations of output from trend have occurred.

Huw Evans, in a paper for the UK’s Financial Services Authority lists the costs of some recent financial crises as a percentage of GDP for the countries concerned, see table D2.

If the monetary policy objective function is to minimize the probability of economic outcomes which involve severe output loss, not to mention unacceptable inflation rates and the associated inflation uncertainty, then it is necessary to identify the common ingredients in these economies prior to their financial crises.

Philip Davis, in an appendix to a paper for the Centre for Central Banking Studies at the Bank of England, helpfully sets out what these common elements are:

### Table D2 Cost of recent financial crises (% of GDP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country (crisis)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% of GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US (S&amp;L)</td>
<td>1984–91</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (ERM)</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>c. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1991–3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1997–9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>1977–83</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>1997–9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1997–9</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1980–2</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Evans (1999)*
1. Debt accumulation (in every crisis except UK ERM in 1992)
2. Asset price boom (in most crises)
3. Concentration of risk/declining capital adequacy of financial institutions (in most crises)
4. New entrants of financial intermediaries (in most crises)
5. Policy regime shift (present in every crisis post-1990)
6. Monetary tightening (in most crises post-1990)

The focus of the Geneva Report is the second and sixth items, namely asset prices and monetary policy. If, however, we are to avoid crisis episodes with severe economic impacts then we must not disregard the other elements. Most of them are structural or regulatory and lie outside today’s agenda, but the first is not. Prior debt accumulation has played a prominent role in so many crisis episodes that I believe that any reformulation of monetary policy to take account of asset price movements needs to make explicit the connection between debt accumulation and asset prices.

In the days when commercial banks held strikingly high market shares in personal, corporate and financial borrowing activities, then central banks were able to exert simultaneous restraint on private sector credit expansion and monetary expansion through the operation of monetary policy. Through the course of the past 10 to 15 years, the disintermediation of the financial system has critically weakened the operation of credit restraint through monetary policy.

Three charts provide ample illustration of this point:

Figure D4, the ratio of the OECD broad money stock to nominal GDP

**Figure D4** OECD broad money stock as a percentage of current value GDP
Asset Prices and Central Bank Policy

Figure D5  Global non-government bond and equity stock to OECD GDP ratios

(current prices and exchange rates to US$) shows that after a secular rise in the global liquidity ratio through the 1980s, the ratio plateaued in the 1990s. There has, however, been a marked increase in the past three years, suggesting that global liquidity has picked up. However, bear in mind also that the Asian and Russian financial crises have created a significant hard currency shortage outside the OECD, which partly compensates for this acceleration.

Figure D5 shows the ratios of global equity market capitalisation to OECD GDP and of (an estimate of) global non-government issuance of debt securities to OECD GDP. Both series have pronounced upward trends through the 1980s and 1990s, with the equity ratio soaring above the private debt ratio during the past three or four years.

Finally, figure D6 compares the annual growth rates of global equity market value (from figure D5) with the growth in the par value of the global debt securities aggregate. Of course, correlation does not prove causation, but there are some strong prima facie reasons to link the evolution of the global debt securities and equity markets:

1. Securitization of bank assets that would otherwise show up as faster bank balance sheet expansion.
2. The rapid pace of equity retirement, especially in the USA and UK, as companies deliberately increase balance sheet gearing.
3. The increasing uses of debt markets and debt derivatives to establish exposure to equity markets and in the use of equities as collateral and margin.
4. The expansion of risk transformation activity, usually predicated on an upward sloping yield curve and on stable, low inflation outcomes.

To conclude, there is a hippopotamus on the central bank lawn. No matter
how masterfully we ignore it and avoid it in our analysis and policy proposals, the massive debt securities phenomenon will not go away. And this is not a statue of a hippopotamus, which can be relied upon to stay the same size in the same place, it is a living and rapidly growing beast with an appetite to match. Maybe once it was the size of a pet, but now it is 125% of global GDP. Roughly 46% of the global bond market has been issued by the private sector. This portion bears credit risk and counterparty risk. Contrary to the elaborate systems of credit ratings, its default probabilities are largely unknown. The hippopotamus has been well fed over the past 10 years or so, but its appetite is insatiable – there is no shortage of potential bond issuers, particularly with regard to the eurobond market.

The Geneva Report discusses moral hazard, policy asymmetry with regard to financial asset prices and the so-called ‘Greenspan put.’ The global bond market displays strong evidence, in my view, of the belief in some form of para-market insurance such that short-term interest rates would be lowered if equity values fell precipitately. In the absence of outright denial that such a policy response would be made, the assumption that central banks are providing free catastrophe insurance to the financial markets will not only persist, but grow. When will the central banks confront the hippopotamus on their lawn?

Who is concerned by asset price inflation? Hopefully, everyone who understands what asset price inflation is. But just as an intellectual battle has raged for decades over the causes and transmission of inflation, there is still huge disagreement over the causes and transmission of financial asset price inflation. Once we allow that the source of purchasing power for financial assets is not confined to money balances, then the objectives of monetary policy are released from their preoccupation with short-term interest rates to consider the condition of the entire yield curve and the credit spreads that are connected to it.

**Figure D6** Annual percentage change in the stock of global debt securities (par value) and equity market valuation

![](image)

*Source: OECD, BIS, Flemings Research*
How Can Monetary Policy Deal with Asset Price Inflation?

Gus O’Donnell
Her Majesty’s Treasury

The question of how to allow for asset prices when making monetary policy decisions can become unnecessarily complicated if you do not distinguish carefully between the objectives of policy and its implementation. It is useful to use the experience of monetary policy in the UK since the introduction of the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) as an example, as the institutional arrangements make for a very clear distinction between the objective, or goal, of policy and its implementation. The goal, achieving a symmetric 2.5% inflation target, is set by the Chancellor. The MPC has so-called instrument independence, meaning they set the interest rates required to achieve the goal.

The goal, enshrined in the Bank of England Act 1998, is:

a to maintain price stability; and
b subject to that, to support the policy of Her Majesty’s government, including its objectives for growth and employment.

The goal of price stability is precisely defined by the Chancellor in a public remit to the MPC. There is no mention of the exchange rate and it would require Parliament to agree an amendment to the legislation for the goal to be changed. But there is no good economic case for making the exchange rate an objective. Indeed Bean (1999) explains why an inflation target is compatible with many sensible formulations of the government’s loss function. Let me add three more arguments for sticking to a straight inflation target:

i it is clear and simple, thereby maximising the impact on inflation expectations; the evidence suggests the new framework has been extremely successful in getting inflation expectations down to the target level;
ii it is easy to measure success, so making the MPC highly accountable;
iii it is important to have a stable monetary framework, with goal stability.

This is particularly true for the UK which has experienced a confusing succession of monetary objectives. As Sir Samuel Brittan recently wrote, when considering the issue of giving asset prices a more predominant role:

I have to admit that, if made now, such a change would only increase the impression that the British adopt a bewildering succession of monetary objectives, only to drop them when the going gets rough.

While there is no case for including the exchange rate in the objective function, Alchian and Klein argued for defining price stability in terms of a measure of the cost of lifetime consumption. The UK government has decided to define price stability in terms of the money price of current consumption. This facilitates inter-temporal exchange of goods and services via the intermediary of money, as long as bond markets exist, which
Fortunately they do. Asking monetary policy to stabilise the cost of lifetime consumption is probably unnecessary and certainly impractical, for reasons spelt out by Vickers (1999).

So asset prices should not feature as a goal of monetary policy, but should they influence the way the instrument, the interest rate, is set? The answer is that in an inflation targeting regime almost anything which helps you forecast inflation more accurately should be taken into account. The question then becomes an empirical one: do asset prices help in forecasting inflation? Again the answer is that they may well help, as asset prices embody expectations about future economic developments.

There are great dangers, however, in mechanical rules relating asset prices to inflation. It is now widely accepted that you need to understand the source of shocks to asset prices before interpreting what this means for future inflation. This is one reason why econometric models incorporating asset prices need to be handled very carefully.

This conclusion carries over to the interpretation of macro model simulations. For example, the reported simulations show that the merits of responding to the exchange rate deviating from an equilibrium could differ depending on whether the shock is caused by an increase in domestic demand or a portfolio shock. Freedman (2000) highlighted the problem Canada faced when it began to publish a monetary conditions index: ‘...the markets started to treat all exchange rate movements as portfolio shock and therefore came to expect an offsetting interest rate adjustment every time there was a movement in the exchange rate whether or not such an adjustment was appropriate.’ This means that not only must the monetary authorities accurately identify the shock, but must ensure their analysis and any subsequent policy actions are accurately communicated to the public. Moreover, it is difficult to judge what constitutes an equilibrium or fundamental value for the exchange rate with estimates usually subject to large standard errors.

It is also not clear whether these simulations are robust to the standard of the Lucas critique. Changes in expectations about how the monetary policy authority will react to future shocks may result in a change in relationships between macro variables and in the behaviour of the private sector itself, invalidating the simulation results.

In practice, the MPC already incorporates information from asset prices into its inflation forecast when deciding on interest rate responses. Therefore, in practical terms, what the authors are advocating may not be very different from what is done at present.

Panel Discussion
Asset Price Inflation: Can the Central Banks do it?

1 Jan Hatzius
Goldman Sachs
Let me first say that we largely agree with the conclusions of the Geneva Report, except for two points. First, we are less optimistic that central banks
can identify asset price bubbles with sufficient certainty to base their policy on such a diagnosis. Second, we nevertheless believe that central banks should react to high stock prices by running a tighter monetary policy. Regardless of whether high stock prices reflect improved fundamentals or a bubble, monetary policy should keep real interest rates higher and aim for lower inflation than otherwise. On this basis, we conclude that US monetary policy has been clearly too easy in recent years.

A potential asset price bubble poses special problems for inflation-targeting central banks whenever it does not lead to consumer price inflation in the near or medium term, but if it nevertheless has real effects that threaten long-term economic stability.

When will this be the case? In general, a stock market bubble boosts aggregate demand. If that were the end of the story, then a bubble would always increase inflationary pressure and an inflation-targeting central bank would know what to do, at least in principle. But there are two sets of circumstances when a bubble poses more fundamental problems for central banks. First, it might also boost aggregate supply. Second, the positive impact of an overvalued stock market on aggregate demand might be offset by the negative impact of an overvalued currency.

In the first case, higher stock prices boost business investment because they lower the cost of capital and raise Tobin's q (the ratio of the market value of capital relative to its replacement cost). This can cause aggregate supply to grow in line with aggregate demand and thereby restrain inflation, at least for some time. But if it is a bubble, it also means that the capital stock will grow 'too much' or the wrong kinds of capital will be created. When the bubble bursts, this can cause all the usual problems of bad loans and a capital overhang in the ensuing downturn.

In the second case, the positive demand impact of an overvalued stock market will be offset by an overvalued currency. If the US stock market is a bubble, chances are that the strong dollar is a bubble, too. Again, for a while these two bubbles might partly offset each other in terms of their impact on inflation. But serious economic problems are likely once they burst.

Clearly, not only valuing the stock market but also calculating potential output is difficult, as the Geneva Report emphasizes. But even though both are 'hard' in absolute terms, valuing the stock market is still a lot harder, in our view.

First, two key inputs in any stock market valuation model – the expected growth rate and the sustainable equity risk premium – are concerned with the very long-term future. In contrast, all of the inputs in calculating potential output are concerned with the past, present and near future. This means that in calculating the current level of potential output, economists have a lot more information, such as real GDP, productivity growth, unemployment, capacity utilization and various inflation measures. That is lot of – admittedly imperfect – information which simply is not available for the future risk premium or very long-term dividend growth.

Second, the common suggestion of focusing not on asset prices per se but instead on ‘imbalances’ generated by stock market bubble does not provide
a way out. Certainly, you can tell a nice story of how a stock market bubble has led to financial imbalances in the US. In that story, excess money growth has fuelled the bubble that has caused personal savings to vanish and private investment to surge; and the eagerness of foreign investors to jump onto the bandwagon has offset the shortfall of domestic savings and simultaneously kept the dollar strong.

But all of these symptoms could also be a side effect of a fundamentally justified revaluation of US equities. Whether or not it is a bubble, you would expect individuals to save less out of current income when the stock market surges. You would expect both domestic and foreign investors to step up their demand for US capital. And you would expect money and credit to grow faster as the increase in asset values leads investors to rebalance their portfolios away from real assets and into nominal assets such as bank deposits and money market mutual funds.

Third, even if it were possible in principle to recognize asset market bubbles, it would still be very hard in practice. Since stock market bubbles usually do coincide with good economic performance and can continue for many years, most of the people arguing that it is a bubble will have been wrong for a very long time, and often not just about the stock market. Not only the US stock market but also the real economy has performed far, far better than virtually all economists would have predicted three or five years ago. A neutral observer would probably conclude that if the economists can’t even get the real economy right, why should we trust them with valuing the stock market?

At least in part, a large run up in asset prices is practically always based on the expectation that profits and GDP will grow much faster in the future than they have in the past. For example, the long-term earnings growth rate expected by bottoms-up S&P 500 equity analysts has risen from about 11.5% in 1995 to about 16% now. It is well known that the level of analysts’ profit expectations is biased upward, but there is no reason to doubt that profit and real GDP expectations generally have become much more optimistic in recent years.

In this situation, there is a good reason to run a tighter policy than implied by the near-term inflation outlook. If the optimistic expectations are unjustified, then monetary policy should lean against the wind and try to restrain the likely stock market bubble before it gets even larger. And if they are well founded, then the economy’s long-term growth rate will be a lot higher in the future than it has been in the past, and it will also be higher than the Fed’s current estimate of potential output growth of 3.5% to 4%. So the equilibrium real interest rate – which is positively related to trend growth in most standard models of economic growth – in the future will be considerably higher as well. Since there is no reason to boost the economy further in such a situation, monetary policy should push up the actual real interest rate in line with the increase in the equilibrium real rate.

Of course, if monetary policy is tighter than is necessary for keeping inflation stable, then inflation will probably fall. Is that a problem? Should we be worried about deflation?
The answer is no, in our view. Again, this is irrespective of whether the stock market is a bubble or not. If it is a bubble – or more precisely, if it is a productivity acceleration that is threatening to spill over into a bubble – then falling inflation will probably go some way toward restraining it. The reason has to do with the sluggish adjustment of nominal wages. Suppose productivity growth picks up. If nominal wages do not immediately respond to this acceleration by rising faster, then the productivity acceleration will initially result in much faster corporate earnings growth, faster than the economy’s old growth trend and also faster than the economy’s new growth trend. If investors extrapolate their expectations of future long-term corporate earnings growth from actual earnings growth in the recent past, there is a risk that they will be over-optimistic in this case. (Indeed, US wage growth has picked up only gradually in recent years. Thus, corporate earnings in the 1990s have far overshot their likely long-term trend, even under optimistic assumptions about the ‘new economy.’ This overshooting could well be a reason for the enormous pick up in analysts’ corporate earnings expectations. But if the central bank lets the productivity acceleration feed through into lower inflation, then real wages ‘automatically’ pick up. So profit growth accelerates to the new long-term trend, but no more than that. That can suppress irrational exuberance in long-term profit expectations.

Alternatively, if the stock market boom is fully justified by improved fundamentals, then the central bank should aim for lower inflation. After all, the main reason that the optimal inflation rate is greater than zero is the fact that nominal wages are rigid downwards. Therefore, the negative real wage growth that is sometimes needed for adjusting to shocks – either in one particular sector or in the economy as a whole – is much easier to achieve with positive inflation. But negative real wage growth will not be needed as often if the productivity growth trend is faster. Thus, faster productivity growth implies that the optimal inflation rate is lower.

With a booming stock market, high real interest rates and falling inflation are signs that monetary policy is conducted appropriately. But real short-term interest rates in the United States are no higher currently than in early 1998. And there is now growing evidence that core US inflation is rising, albeit slowly. Even relative to a policy aiming at stable inflation, this suggests monetary policy has been somewhat too easy. Relative to the more demanding standards that – in our view – should apply in a stock market boom, it suggests policy has been much too easy.

2 Fabio Scacciavillani
European Central Bank

This report is an extremely valuable contribution to the debate on the role that asset prices should play in the decision-setting process of central banks. It provides an exhaustive overview of the main policy issues and formulates some policy prescriptions that deserve to be carefully pored over. I will start from a few general comments before trying to explain how the ECB takes
asset prices into consideration in its monetary policy strategy. I will not devote much attention to the foreign exchange, because in my opinion it warrants a separate framework of analysis. Initially I will concentrate on three points.

1. *The Lucas critique:* The *Geneva Report* argues that central banks could reduce the variability of both inflation and output by reacting to asset price movements. In support of this argument it presents the results of simulations based on variants of the neo-Keynesian models by Bernanke and Gertler and by Batini and Nelson. It is sometimes considered an easy shot to evoke the Lucas critique when dealing with policy simulations. Nevertheless one cannot ignore the fundamental objection that changes in policy induce changes in the behaviour of agents, especially those dealing in financial markets who are highly sophisticated and reactive. Hence one cannot assume that when the monetary authority adopts a new rule, the value of the parameters in the underlying model will be unaffected. These considerations are not meant to imply that these experiments are completely useless, but comparisons between the results of policy simulations cannot be a reliable guide for decision making. Furthermore it would be meaningful to relax the classic framework of rational expectations in this kind of experiment. In fact the assumption that all agents share the same information and assess correctly its implications for price formation and the macroeconomic outlook is in my opinion too strong.

2. *The detection of bubbles:* I agree with the thrust of the analysis that the equity risk premium is low by historical standards in the US and it might be argued convincingly that stock prices are out of line with some fundamentals, in particular price/earnings ratios. Nevertheless these evaluations should be regarded as qualitative indications, as they do not amount to incontrovertible evidence of a bubble and, more importantly, the degree of confidence in these estimates is rather large, a point that is not missed by the authors. The detection of bubbles is not an exact science and in fact, although the current evaluation of the US stock market is that it might be at historically high level, it can be countered that the current environment is unusual from an historical perspective. The economy benefits from the combined effect of a technology revolution, financial deregulation, fiscal retrenchment, liberalization of capital movements and stronger growth in emerging markets. Furthermore, for the first time since the end of the Congress of Vienna in 1815, there are no fears in developed countries that over the foreseeable future a war might result in a massive destruction of wealth, infrastructure and physical (as well human) capital.

3. *Central bank interventions:* Central banks are generally loathe to intervene in response to movements in asset prices for a number of reasons. First, central banks feel that they need a consensus among public opinion that one of their tasks is to maintain certain conditions of stability in asset markets. In fact, at times this objective could conflict with others, so the public must be aware of the motivation behind the policy strategy. For
example the ECB has a mandate on price stability defined in terms of consumer price inflation, which excludes financial asset prices. Second, bubbles by definition are pronounced and prolonged movements in asset prices that are not driven, nor can be explained by fundamentals. Central bank policy, however, is supposed to influence fundamentals such as discount rates and corporate profits. Hence it is not clear why a rise in the interest rate should produce the desired effects, given that the market is already ignoring fundamentals. It is not unlikely that the reaction of the market might turn out to be completely opposite to what appears warranted \textit{ex ante}. Finally, knowing that the central bank is determined to intervene in response to asset price developments, market participants would have an incentive to play strategies based on guesses about the timing of central bank moves. For example, investors might start buying stocks, not when they are confident that the economic outlook and hence the prospects for companies have improved, but when they deem that the central bank would not tolerate any further slump in the stock index. This kind of speculative behaviour could produce destabilizing effects that no economic model is suited to capture fully. Stated somewhat differently, it is not clear that the central bank could do any better than the market in correcting misalignments in asset evaluation. The market displays self correcting dynamics: in fact over the past months we have observed a sequence of relatively orderly corrections in the valuation of stocks in various sectors in the US and other countries.

A final observation regards real estate inflation. Housing, commercial space and land prices are affected not only by conditions in credit markets, but also – and more importantly – by zoning regulations, the speed of bureaucratic procedures, the availability of land, the efficiency of urban transportation systems, etc. It would not be sensible to overburden central banks with problems that can – to a large extent – be solved through better urban planning.

The points that I have underscored so far should not be interpreted as suggesting that central banks neglect the developments in financial and real estate markets. On the contrary all central banks monitor these developments closely, and the European Central Bank is no exception. It focuses on three broad areas:

i  the demand pressure that might stem from higher asset prices;
ii  the informational content of financial asset prices particularly in relation to future price stability; and,
iii  the implications of asset prices for the stability of the financial system.

With respect to the first point, the data highlights that asset prices do not bear any association with aggregate demand: specifically there is no detectable systematic relation between the Dow Jones Stock euro index and private consumption in the euro area over the last decade. Likewise, as also stressed in the latest IMF \textit{World Economic Outlook}, in euro area countries private investment is not influenced by the movements in stock prices or
real estate. Hence the build up of demand pressures through wealth or balance sheet effects has been so far a phenomenon of limited significance. This observation does not mean that the possibility of demand pressure being fuelled in the future by asset prices should be dismissed completely, but at the moment there seem to be little scope for concern.

On the second point, it will not come as a surprise that the European Central Bank monitors a host of financial indicators with the aim of extracting the information relevant for the second pillar of its monetary policy strategy, in particular within the framework of its forecast exercises. The May 2000 issue of the ECB *Monthly Bulletin* contains an article detailing the methods employed to extract this information from financial indicators and discussing some of the implications for the conduct of monetary policy. These financial indicators, however, are not a substitute for the central bank’s own assessment and forecasts. Specifically, the information conveyed by asset prices is important for monetary policy since it provides a means of cross checking the central bank’s own evaluation of risks to price stability and thereby contributes to determining the appropriate monetary policy reactions to counter such risks. But any mechanistic reaction is likely to create a rickety feedback between the market participant who forms expectation based on the future actions of the central bank and the central bank that reacts to these expectations. The reality is much more complicated than current economic theory might be able to model (and economists to admit). The central bank and the private sector are permanently engaged in a complex game where each tries to extract information and anticipate the moves of the other. Since the acquisition and processing of information is an extremely costly and time consuming activity, both the private agents and the authorities try to ‘free ride’ each other. The central bank would like to have direct and updated information on the state of the economy through the financial institutions that are in direct contact with the economic agents, while the market participants would like to guess the reaction of the central bank to current and expected developments. The two processes are not orthogonal and it can be clearly perceived from the analysis of data that macroeconomic developments, asset prices and policy decisions are intertwined in ways that are not easy to disentangle because they are not systematic across time, policy regime and cyclical phases.

Finally, the issue of banking fragility is the most serious hazard that central banks face when asset prices might be out of line with fundamentals. Past experience provides quite strong evidence that asset price deflation is a major aggravating factor for credit risk because as the share of non-performing loans and provisioning increases, the coverage offered by collateral diminishes thereby threatening the solvency of lending institutions. The banking crises in Sweden and Japan, for example, were preceded by double-digit nominal and real growth in lending (boosted by relaxed lending standards) and, what is worse, involved heavy credit to counterparts exposed in the stock exchange (including security dealers) and to real estate developers.
A recently issued report\textsuperscript{72} outlines the assessments of the main supervisory bodies in the European Union, which have direct supervisory responsibility in the Eurosystem. The report does not pinpoint any particular systemic risk at the current juncture and argues that most indicators such as interest burden of both household and firms or the degree of leverage are not as high as at other junctures. Moreover, banks in the EU generally consider stocks to be too volatile to serve as collateral, especially when the loan is used to finance investments in the stock markets or buy-outs. In essence, the use of shares as collateral seems to be a phenomenon of tiny proportions and banks are only marginally engaged in trading shares for their own books.

In any case, the monetary authorities must remain always vigilant because the current statistical and mathematical models cannot satisfactorily model the qualitative features of risk. For example, one could express some concern for the consolidation process taking place in Europe. This is mostly confined within national borders and hence might expose large banks to country-specific shocks.

In conclusion I share the view that asset prices constitute a crucial element in the overall assessment of economic conditions and an important source of information on market perceptions. Developments in financial and real estate prices must be closely watched especially for their repercussions on the stability of the banking system. Advocating a systematic reaction of the monetary authority to financial and real estate market developments, however, would be hard to justify based on the current theoretical knowledge and would in any case require the support of the public.

3 Jack Selody
Bank of Canada

Our discussions considered three ways in which central bankers might incorporate asset prices into their policy deliberations:

1. Central bankers can use the information in asset prices to improve their economic forecasts. This is not a controversial suggestion as I suspect most central bankers would say that they use all available information to forecast inflation as accurately as possible. The \textit{Geneva Report} contains convincing evidence that asset prices, especially housing prices, do contain information that can improve economic forecasts. This is not a new idea, and I think most major central banks use models that take account of asset prices via the wealth effect.

2. Central bankers may want to react to asset prices in the special circumstance of an asset price bubble or an episode of asset price volatility. This is a controversial suggestion as there seems to be some doubt about whether central bankers have enough information to effectively execute such a strategy. The \textit{Geneva Report} suggests that central bankers have enough information to identify asset price bubbles and that ‘leaning against the wind’ is a feasible and desirable strategy. I would argue that central bankers do not know enough about what causes asset prices to rise, or what the consequences of reacting to such
rises in asset prices would be. The best a central banker can do, until further research sheds light on these questions, is to help prevent asset price bubbles by maintaining price stability, which means not reacting in any special way to asset price movements.

3. Central bankers could explicitly target asset prices by including them as part of the measure of inflation to be targeted. There seemed to be general agreement that central bankers should not do this. The *Geneva Report* states that ‘the current practice of ignoring equity price changes in measures of inflation is justified’ because equity prices contain too much noise. I agree with this conclusion.

In my experience, central bankers do look at asset prices when constructing their economic forecasts. At the Bank of Canada, for example, we have had wealth effects in our main macroeconomic model since the late 1980s. The way the model works is that wealth effects feed into demand and then into prices. They also affect the exchange rate in the model. To keep inflation on target, the instrument of monetary policy must react to changes in the value of wealth.

Undoubtedly, this mainstream model would not go far enough to satisfy those who believe that monetary policy should ‘lean against the wind’ of asset price bubbles. The biggest problem is that the pricing of assets in such models is based on discounted future income streams and the economic agents in the model are too sensible to ever generate an asset price bubble. Financial intermediaries, financial speculators and financial markets do not exist in the model, and thus asset price misalignment and asset price volatility are not a feature of the model. This means that the monetary authority in the model never faces the dilemma of having to choose between general price stability and asset price stability, that is, between hitting the inflation target or stabilizing the financial system by stabilizing asset prices. In other words, the question at the centre of our discussion cannot be answered within the context of this model.

To try to remedy this deficiency, economists at the Bank of Canada are working on an alternative macroeconomic model, one in which the behaviour of financial intermediaries and, eventually, financial markets will be modelled explicitly in a fully rational and consistent way. The model has the additional feature that money growth causes inflation, which makes targeting a reference path for a monetary aggregate a possible policy alternative within the context of the model. It is not an easy task to build such a model and it will take many years to complete this project. We have not yet modelled possible episodic incompatibilities between price stability and financial stability, but this issue is on the agenda.

Another avenue by which asset prices enter the monetary policy discussion at the Bank of Canada is through market intelligence, where we look at what asset prices tell us about where financial market participants expect inflation to go and what they think the central bank is going to do about it. We use formal techniques to extract information about future inflation expectations and interest rate expectations from financial market variables. This information is proving useful in monetary policy
deliberations and could, in certain episodes of market volatility, affect the timing of a monetary policy action. The information has its problems, however. Besides the myriad of assumptions necessary to extract the information, all it provides is an indication of what markets think the central bank will do, not what markets think the central bank should do.

So, how can central banks use the information in asset prices to improve their approach to monetary policy? They can build competing models of the monetary policy transmission mechanism, one of which explains asset price phenomena explicitly. They can include the advice derived from these models in the monetary policy debate. There would be three major benefits from such a multiple models approach. The first would be the richness from specialization; it is impossible for a single macroeconomic model to have enough detail to adequately describe all economic phenomena relevant to monetary policy. The second benefit would be a monetary policy better tuned to the episodic nature of some economic phenomena; credit crunches and credit booms happen in episodes, as do asset price bubbles, and when multiple models are available it is possible to use the model that is most relevant to the current situation. The third benefit would be a better analysis of the risks facing policy-makers; if a policy move is appropriate in one model but not in another equally plausible model, then it is probably wise for the policy-maker to think twice about making the policy move.

It is going to take some time for central bankers to build multiple models. In the meantime, what should they do? In particular, should central bankers react to an asset price bubble if it means a temporary deviation from their inflation target? Here, I think the answer is no. First, it is difficult to determine when asset prices are in a bubble and how big that bubble is. Second, even if there is a bubble, it is not clear that monetary policy caused the bubble. If monetary policy did not cause the bubble, it is not so clear that monetary policy would be the right tool to use to deflate the bubble. Third, central bankers do not know whether they would do more damage by popping the bubble than by letting it deflate on its own accord.

So, what should central bankers do? One, they should worry about whether or not there is a bubble and whether or not they helped cause it. Two, they can ensure that financial institutions and market participants are ready for the consequences of the bubble deflating. Three, they can get ready to react to maintain price stability when the bubble deflates.

Can they do more? They could, when in a bubble, be quicker than otherwise to raise their policy rate in response to signs of inflationary pressure and slower than otherwise to lower their policy rates. One could argue that this is what central bankers are in fact doing, as most of the major central banks have been raising their policy rates even though there has not been any clear evidence as yet of rising inflation. Alternatively, their recent actions could be interpreted as based on higher inflation forecasts.

Should central bankers behave differently when asset prices are exceptionally volatile? Here, again, I think the answer is that they do. It is the rare central banker who wants to surprise the market when it is already having difficulty sorting out the implications of new information. It is
usually better to wait for the volatility to subside before making a surprise policy move. Or the market could be prepared for a policy move to avoid any excessively strong response by the markets. As for making reduced asset price volatility an objective of monetary policy, I think the answer is no. These episodes are usually infrequent and short lived, and I think the best monetary policy can do to reduce volatility is to maintain the credibility of price stability.

Should central bankers target asset prices? The answer to this question in the *Geneva Report* is no, because asset prices are too noisy to be a good target. I agree with this assessment. The only interesting exception is the exchange rate, which many central banks target. I must say that we at the Bank of Canada, however, are proponents of flexible exchange rates.

The reason that we sometimes react to the exchange rate is because we believe that in certain episodes a depreciating exchange rate will feed through to inflation expectations. This usually happens in times when the credibility of monetary policy is low. A rise in inflation expectations at such times can lead to increasing long-term interest rates, which in turn will impact on aggregate demand. By increasing short-term interest rates in such circumstances we can restore credibility to monetary policy that will reduce inflation expectations and result in lower long-term interest rates. In other words, it may be necessary to accept a near-term deviation of inflation from its target in order to keep inflation on target over the longer run. Seen in this light, what we are doing is targeting the complete future path of inflation, not just an inflation outcome six to eight quarters into the future.

To summarize, not only *can* central banks react to asset prices, but also they *are* reacting to some extent. They may not be reacting enough to suit the authors of the *Geneva Report*, but they may react more, where appropriate, as they build better models to explain why asset prices move as they do and models that can better predict the consequences of such movements.
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